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Abstract
Stochastic processes are a topic of enormous theoretical interest and practical significance
in an array of technical disciplines including statistics, machine learning, automatic
control, and signal processing. In this thesis, we investigate three important problems
involving stochastic processes: the online estimation of hidden Markov model (HMM)
parameters; the quickest detection of unknown abrupt changes in the behaviour of
observed signals; and the vision-based detection of aircraft manoeuvres.
In the first part of this thesis, we propose a novel online HMM parameter estimator
with global convergence and strong consistency properties. The proposed estimator is
based on a new information-theoretic concept for HMMs that we call the one-step Ker-
ridge inaccuracy. Under several mild conditions, we establish a convergence result (and
partial strong consistency results) for our proposed online HMM parameter estimator.
We also illustrate that our proposed HMM parameter estimator can achieve online global
convergence in situations where several popular competing HMM parameter estimators
are only locally convergent.
In the second part of this thesis, we consider the problem of quickly detecting
an unknown abrupt change in an observed process (or time-series). Specifically, we
investigate minimax robust quickest change detection problems in cases where the ob-
servations are from independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) processes before and
after the change-time, as well as for cases where the observations are from general
dependent processes (e.g., Markov chains or linear state-space systems). For i.i.d.
processes with uncertain pre-change and post-change distributions, we pose minimax
v
robust quickest change detection problems based on the popular Lorden and Pollak
criteria with polynomial (or higher moment) detection delay penalties. Under a relaxed
stochastic boundedness condition on the uncertainty sets of possible pre-change and post-
change distributions, we identify asymptotic (as a false alarm constraint becomes stricter)
solutions to our robust quickest change detection problems. Significantly, our Lorden
and Pollak minimax robust quickest change detection results for i.i.d. processes are the
first of their kind under polynomial detection delay penalties, and our Pollak result is
the first of its kind to hold under pre-change uncertainty. Furthermore, our relaxed
stochastic boundedness condition enables the use of new relative entropy uncertainty
descriptions in robust quickest change detection problems.
We also pose asymptotic Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian minimax robust quickest
change detection problems with polynomial detection delay penalties for general de-
pendent processes with uncertain post-change conditional density parameters. Under an
information-theoretic Pythagorean inequality condition on the uncertainty set of possible
post-change parameters, we identify asymptotic solutions to our Lorden, Pollak and
Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection problems. Importantly, our investi-
gation of quickest change detection represents the first time that minimax robust quickest
change detection problems have been successfully posed and solved (either exactly or
asymptotically) in non-i.i.d. stochastic processes. In simulation examples, we illustrate
that asymptotically minimax robust rules can provide better detection performance than
competing (and more computationally expensive) generalised likelihood ratio (GLR)
rules.
In the final part of this thesis, we extend recent vision-based autonomous mid-air
collision avoidance systems by investigating vision-based methods for detecting aircraft
manoeuvres (i.e. changes in the relative or image-plane velocity of an aircraft). We pose
the vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection problem as a quickest change detection
problem, and exploit various methods of quickest change detection and HMM parameter
estimation to propose five novel manoeuvre detectors. Through simulation and real
data experiments, we demonstrate that manoeuvre detectors based on our minimax
robust results can provide practical detection performance that is comparable to more
computationally complex detectors based on parameter estimation and GLR rules. Our
use of quickest change detection and HMM parameter estimation techniques in this
important application highlights the significance of the other contributions of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Doubt is not a pleasant condition. But certainty is an absurd one.
 Voltaire, letter to Frederick the Great, 28 November 1770
Stochastic processes are inherent to numerous fields of human endeavour including
engineering, computer science, natural science, social science, and business and finance.
The variety of stochastic processes routinely encountered in engineering fields alone is
enormous and includes independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) processes, sta-
tionary processes, Gaussian processes, Markov processes, and hidden Markov processes
(amongst many others). Despite their ubiquity, many problems involving stochastic
processes remain challenging because it is beyond our ability to model reality with
absolute certainty. Indeed, the problems of state estimation [1,2], parameter estimation
[3–5], and decision and control under uncertainty [6–10] continue to attract attention in
the fields of signal processing, automatic control, and information theory.
Significant e↵ort has recently been devoted to investigating detection and estimation
techniques in hidden Markov models (HMMs) and other non-i.i.d. processes for applica-
tions such as target tracking [11–13], speech processing [11,14], image processing [15,16],
and fault detection [17–19]. Nevertheless, estimating the parameters of an observed
HMM online (i.e. without storing observations) remains a problem of considerable
theoretical and practical significance [4, 20]. Similarly, the problem of quickly detecting
an unknown change in an observed process remains largely unsolved outside of simple
1
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cases involving i.i.d. processes and known changes [17, 19]. Motivated by their theo-
retical and practical significance, in this thesis, we consider both the problem of online
HMM parameter estimation, and the problem of quickest change detection in uncertain
stochastic processes.
The next sections provide brief backgrounds to the problems of online HMM pa-
rameter estimation and quickest change detection before introducing a vision-based
aircraft manoeuvre detection application that further motivates our investigation of novel
parameter estimation and change detection techniques.
1.1 Background: Online Hidden Markov Model Parameter Estimation
HMMs are a versatile class of stochastic processes that have been studied in numerous
technical disciplines including statistics [11], machine learning [4, 5], and signal, speech
and image processing [12, 14–16, 20–23]. HMMs are therefore important in many appli-
cations such as vision-based aircraft detection and tracking [15,16], ion channel current
modelling [22–24], and communication channel modelling [20,24].
In discrete-time, we consider an HMM to consist of two processes: a hidden (or
latent) state process {Xk : k   0} that forms a finite-state, time-homogeneous, first-order
Markov chain; and a continuous-range observation process {Yk : k   0} that, conditional
on the state process {Xk : k   0}, is a sequence of independent random variables [11,21].
The conditional dependence structure of an HMM is illustrated in Figure 1.1 with the
arrows denoting conditional dependence (e.g., Y0 and X1 are both dependent on X0 but
Y1 is conditionally independent of Y0 given X0 and X1). Importantly, an HMM can be
fully described by the initial state distribution and transition parameters of its Markov
chain state process Xk, and the parameters of the conditional probability densities that
describe its continuous-range observation process Yk [14]. Here, for convenience we will
denote an HMM as  .
In order to apply HMMs to a wide array of applications, considerable e↵ort has been
spent investigating solutions to the following three problems [14]:
1. Given the sequence of observations Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk and the HMM  , compute the
likelihood p (Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk) of  ;
2. Given the sequence of observations Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk, and the HMM  , infer the most
likely state sequence X0, X1, . . . , Xk; and
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X0 X1 X2 X4
Y0 Y1 Y2 Y4
Figure 1.1: Diagram of an HMM showing the hidden Markov chain Xk, and the
conditional independence of the observation variables Yk given the statesXk. The arrows
indicate conditional dependence (e.g., Y0 is dependent on X0 but Y1 is conditionally
independent of Y0 given X0 and X1).
3. Given the observations Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk, estimate the (unknown) parameters of the
HMM   that generated them.
Each of these three basic problems has a well known solution based on the HMM forward-
backward procedure (see [14] and references therein for details). For example, the third
problem (i.e. the HMM parameter estimation problem) can be solved using the popular
Baum-Welch algorithm (which uses the forward-backward procedure on the batch of
observations Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk) [14].
Over recent decades, a modified HMM parameter estimation problem has been posed
by introducing the additional requirement that the observations Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk should be
processed sequentially (i.e. online) rather than stored and processed as a batch. This
online (or recursive) formulation of HMM parameter estimation has become a topic of
great theoretical and practical significance because in some applications (such as vision-
based aircraft detection and tracking [15]) it is computationally prohibitive to store and
process large batches of observation data [4, 20]. Online HMM parameter estimation
is also important in applications where the parameters of the HMM   may be time-
varying (for example, in vision-based aircraft tracking the aircraft being tracked may
change speed and/or heading [15]).
Although the Baum-Welch algorithm is unsuitable for solving the online HMM pa-
rameter estimation problem, it has inspired a number of online expectation-maximisation
approaches [3,24–26]. Other proposed techniques for online HMM parameter estimation
have included recursive maximum likelihood methods [27,28], and prediction error meth-
ods [28–31] (a survey of techniques is provided in [4]). Unfortunately, these online HMM
parameter estimation methods are prone to converge (as k ! 1) to local (non-global)
extrema of their respective cost functions. None of these approaches are therefore able
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to o↵er strongly consistent online HMM parameter estimation since they may converge
to parameters other than those of the true HMM  .
Most recently, two novel methods for estimating the transition parameters of HMMs
have been proposed (and shown to have useful convergence and strong consistency
properties) [5, 15]. The approaches of [5] and [15] exploit ergodic properties of the
(hidden) Markov chain state process and information-theoretic concepts to produce
estimates of the HMM transition parameters. Under some very restrictive conditions
on HMM structure (including complete knowledge of the HMM observation process),
the estimators proposed in [5] and [15] have been shown to be strongly consistent
for estimating HMM transition parameters. However, in the general case of unknown
parameters in both the state and observation processes, strongly consistent online HMM
parameter estimation remains a significant open problem.
1.2 Background: Quickest Change Detection
The problem of detecting an abrupt change in a signal (or time-series) has numerous
applications across many diverse technical disciplines including statistics [17, 32–35],
signal processing [13, 35–37], image processing [12, 19, 38], and control systems [18, 19,
39]. In many of these applications, observations of the signal being monitored arrive
sequentially, and it is necessary to detect abrupt changes as soon as possible after they
occur (i.e., online and in real-time). Significantly, this quickest (or sequential) change
detection problem arises naturally in many fault detection [18], aircraft manoeuvre
detection [13,40], and anomaly detection [12] applications.
As illustrated in Figure 1.2, abrupt changes are persistent variations in the statistical
properties of a signal that start instantaneously at some unknown change-time. Quickest
change detection is therefore typically formulated as a hypothesis test after each new
observation between a null hypothesis that no abrupt change has occurred (the no-
change hypothesis), and an alternative hypothesis that an abrupt change has occurred
(the change hypothesis). In this standard formulation, the objective of a quickest change
detection procedure is to minimise the average detection delay (e.g. the time between
when an abrupt change occurs and when the no-change hypothesis is rejected) whilst
obeying a constraint on the prevalence of false alarms (e.g. the time before the no-change
hypothesis is incorrectly rejected). The three most popular quickest change detection
delay and false alarm criteria are the Lorden criterion [32], the Pollak criterion [41],
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Yk
Time Step, k
f0k (Yk|Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk 1)
Pre-Change Probability Law
f1k (Yk|Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk 1)
Post-Change Probability Law
⌧
Detection Delay
Figure 1.2: Illustration of an abrupt change in an observed signal Yk at time ⌧ .
The observations in the pre-change regime are distributed according to the pre-change
conditional probability density functions f0k (Yk|Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk 1) for k < ⌧ . Similarly,
the observations in the post-change regime are distributed according to the post-change
conditional probability density functions f1k (Yk|Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk 1) for k   ⌧ .
and the Bayesian criterion [17, 35]. The Lorden and Pollak criteria are non-Bayesian in
the sense that the unknown change-time is modelled as a deterministic unknown. In
contrast, the Bayesian criterion considers the change-time to be random variable with a
known prior distribution.
1.2.1 Background: Optimal and Adaptive Quickest Change Detection
Optimal solutions to the Lorden and Bayesian quickest detection problems have been
found when the observations before and after the change-time are i.i.d. with known pre-
change and post-change distributions [35]. In particular, the well known cumulative sum
(CUSUM) stopping rule was shown to be optimal under the Lorden criterion in [42], and
a Shiryaev stopping rule was shown to optimise the Bayesian criterion in [43]. Pollak
has also shown that a Shiryaev-Roberts-Pollak (SRP) rule is asymptotically optimal
under the Pollak criterion in the sense that the delay of the SRP rules is optimal as the
constraint on the false alarm rate approaches zero [41]. There has been recent success in
establishing that CUSUM rules are also asymptotically optimal under the Lorden and
Pollak criteria for many general dependent (non-i.i.d.) processes [17, 44]. Similarly, the
asymptotic optimality of the Shiryaev stopping rule under the Bayesian criterion was
shown in [45]. As in the i.i.d. case, these non-i.i.d. process results have relied on the
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assumption that the pre-change and post-change probability laws are known.
Two asymptotic optimality results that hold when the post-change conditional densi-
ties are unknown (in general dependent processes) are given in [44] and [46]. Specifically,
both [44] and [46] assume that the post-change probability law is parameterised by
an unknown parameter. In [44], mixture likelihood ratio (MLR) rules are shown to
be asymptotically optimal under the Lorden and Pollak criteria. These MLR rules
require the uncertainty about the unknown parameter to be expressed as a probability
distribution on the set of possible parameters (they use this parameter distribution
to compute a mixture likelihood that combines the likelihood of all parameters in the
set) [44]. In contrast, Lai [46] proved that generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) rules
are asymptotically optimal under the Pollak criterion for detecting additive changes
in linear state-space systems, and regression models. These GLR rules are adaptive
in the sense that they attempt to estimate the unknown parameter using maximum
likelihood parameter estimation. Unfortunately, both the MLR and GLR rules are
di cult to implement and computationally expensive because of their reliance on mixture
likelihoods and maximum likelihood parameter estimates, respectively [44,46].
1.2.2 Background: Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection
Recently in the case of i.i.d. observations before and after the change-time, several
authors have proposed minimax robust versions of the Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian
criteria for when there is uncertainty in the pre-change and post-change distributions
[6,47]. The objective of these minimax robust formulations is to find rules that minimise
a measure of the worst case (i.e. maximum) detection delay performance over uncertainty
sets of possible pre-change and post-change distributions. Under the assumption of i.i.d.
observations and the existence of least favourable distributions in the uncertainty sets,
exact (non-asymptotic) solutions to the Lorden and Bayesian minimax robust formu-
lations have been found (together with an asymptotic solution to the Pollak minimax
robust formulation) [6]. Importantly, the Lorden minimax robust results of [6] suggest
that minimax robust quickest detection rules can perform better in practice than more
computationally expensive (adaptive) GLR rules. Significantly, minimax robust quickest
change detection remains an open problem in non-i.i.d. stochastic processes (and an open
problem under relaxed uncertainty set assumptions in i.i.d. processes).
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1.3 Background: Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, or drones) are rapidly emerging as attractive platforms
for performing a range of tasks in civilian industries including law enforcement, and
agriculture [48, 49]. Although UAVs are yet to be fully integrated into the civilian
airspace of any country, their projected economic impact is enormous [49]. In the United
States alone, the civilian UAV industry is expected to be worth $13.6 billion in the
first three years following airspace integration [48]. Nevertheless, before UAVs can be
fully integrated into civilian airspace, many prominent industry and regulatory bodies
acknowledge that they will require an autonomous mid-air collision avoidance capability
[50,51].
Machine vision has recently been identified as a promising technology for autonomous
mid-air collision avoidance [15,49,50,52–57]. In contrast to the tra c alert and collision
avoidance systems (TCAS) found on some modern (human piloted) commercial aircraft,
vision-based systems raise the possibility of detecting and avoiding potential collision
threats that are non-cooperative (in the sense that they do not share information or
coordinate avoidance manoeuvres) [15,53,54,56]. Furthermore, vision-based systems are
likely to be smaller, lighter, cheaper and more power e cient than systems derived from
other non-cooperative sensing technologies such as radar [53,54].
Recent research e↵orts have demonstrated that vision-based approaches are able to
reliably detect collision threats (that appear as small, nearly constant velocity image
features) at the ranges required by fixed-wing UAVs [53, 55, 56]. Flight experiments
have also been performed that demonstrate successful mid-air collision avoidance based
on information available from these vision-based approaches [54]. However, these early
research e↵orts have focused on developing vision-based techniques for detecting (non-
manoeuvring) aircraft that maintain a near constant relative velocity during collision
scenarios [53, 54, 56]. In real scenarios, potential collision threats may perform turn,
decent, and climb manoeuvres with the intent of collision avoidance [50] (an example
aircraft climb manoeuvre is shown in Figure 1.3). Maintaining an awareness of aircraft
manoeuvres (e.g. detecting changes in the relative velocity of potential collision threats)
during potential collision scenarios therefore remains a significant open problem in the
design of vision-based mid-air collision avoidance systems.
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Figure 1.3: Example of an aircraft climb manoeuvre observed from behind through a
video camera mounted on another aircraft: (a) a grayscale image of the manoeuvring
aircraft (the white image feature in the black square) with a manually annotated
historical track (blue dots) of the observed aircraft manoeuvre in the video; and (b)
navigation data from sensors on-board the manoeuvring aircraft showing the observed
climb manoeuvre (the observing aircraft is approximately 2 km to the south-west). More
details of this example are provided in the conference paper [C2] and Chapter 6.
1.4 Research Problems and Objectives
In this section, we shall use the open problems discussed in Sections 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
to formulate the research problems and research objectives of this thesis. Throughout
this thesis, we will focus on discrete-time processes (although there are analogous open
problems in continuous-time stochastic processes).
1.4.1 Online HMM Parameter Estimation
In the first part of this thesis, we consider the problem of online HMM parameter
estimation. In particular, the estimators of [5] and [15] (which are unsuitable for gen-
eral HMM parameter estimation) motivate an exploration of new information-theoretic
connections as a means of achieving strongly consistent (and globally convergent) online
HMM parameter estimation. Furthermore, we seek to illustrate that existing online
HMM parameter estimators display local (non-global) convergence behaviour and are
therefore inconsistent. Our first objective is therefore:
I Objective 1: Propose a novel online HMM parameter estimator that is strongly con-
sistent in the sense that its estimates converge to the true (unknown) parameters
of the observed HMM  .
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1.4.2 Quickest Change Detection
In the second part of this thesis, we investigate the quickest detection of unknown
changes in i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. processes. Specifically, we aspire to pose and solve
Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection problems with
polynomial (or higher moment) detection delay penalties in processes with unknown (or
uncertain) probability laws. In contrast to the previous minimax robust quickest change
detection approaches of [6] and [47], we aim to establish minimax robustness results
by exploiting Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian asymptotic optimality results for general
dependent processes (rather than relying on results that only hold for i.i.d. processes).
We also aim to characterise the performance of minimax robust detection procedures
alongside optimal and adaptive procedures. Our quickest change detection research
objectives are therefore:
I Objective 2: Pose and solve Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian minimax robust quickest
change detection problems with polynomial (or higher moment) detection delay
penalties for both i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. stochastic processes with uncertain pre-
change and post-change probability laws; and
I Objective 3: Investigate the performance of minimax robust quickest change detec-
tion procedures alongside optimal and adaptive procedures.
1.4.3 Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
In the final part of this thesis, we seek to extend the vision-based aircraft detection and
tracking work of [15,16,53–57] by proposing vision-based methods for quickly detecting
aircraft manoeuvres that appear as abrupt changes in image-plane (or relative) velocity.
Specifically, we aim to pose the vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection problem as a
quickest change detection problem in order to apply the techniques we develop elsewhere
in this thesis. Finally, we seek to evaluate our proposed manoeuvre detectors in realistic
aircraft manoeuvre scenarios. The final research objective of this thesis is therefore:
I Objective 4: Propose and evaluate vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detectors based
on adaptive and robust quickest change detection procedures.
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1.5 Research Contributions
The research contributions of this thesis closely follow from our research objectives and
span the three topics of online HMM parameter estimation, quickest change detection,
and vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection. The key contributions of this thesis are
described below.
I Contribution 1: The proposal of an online HMM parameter estimator with promis-
ing strong consistency and global convergence properties by exploiting ergodicity
and a new information-theoretic one-step Kerridge inaccuracy (OKI) concept.
In contrast to the HMM parameter estimators of [5] and [15] (which also exploit ergod-
icity and information-theoretic concepts), our proposed estimator enables the online
estimation of both state and observation process parameters. We are also able to
develop partial convergence and strong consistency results for our proposed online HMM
parameter estimator. Importantly, our proposed online HMM parameter estimator
involves non-adaptive likelihoods (that are recursively calculated from the observation
data), and OKI quantities (that are independent of the observation data). This structure
enables our proposed HMM parameter estimator to be globally convergent online in cases
where competing online estimators are only locally convergent (and fail to converge to
the true unknown parameters).
I Contribution 2: The proposal and asymptotic solution of Lorden and Pollak (i.e.
non-Bayesian) minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polyno-
mial delay penalties in i.i.d. processes with uncertain pre-change and post-change
distributions.
We identify our asymptotic solutions to these non-Bayesian minimax robust problems
by exploiting new bounds on the detection delays of misspecified CUSUM rules (i.e.
CUSUM rules that are designed with distributions that di↵er from those of the observed
process). We also use and modify the least favourable distribution approach of [6] by
introducing a new partial stochastic boundedness condition on the uncertainty sets.
Importantly, our partial stochastic boundedness condition is a relaxation of the joint
stochastic boundedness condition of [6]. Our partial stochastic boundedness condition
therefore facilitates the introduction of new uncertainty sets into the problem of minimax
robust quickest change detection. For example, we introduce uncertainty sets defined
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by relative entropy tolerances (similar sets have been studied in the fields of robust
control [58], robust hypothesis testing [8, 59], and robust filtering [1, 2]). Furthermore,
our asymptotic Pollak results are the first Pollak results to handle uncertain pre-change
distributions (the previous Pollak results of [6] assume that the pre-change distribution
is known). Finally, although our asymptotic Lorden results are weaker than the exact
(non-asymptotic) results of [6], they hold for a wider class of uncertainty sets and for
polynomial delay penalties.
I Contribution 3: The proposal and (asymptotic) solution of Lorden, Pollak, and
Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial (or
higher order moment) detection delay penalties in general dependent (non-i.i.d.)
processes with unknown post-change conditional density parameters.
Our investigation of quickest change detection in this thesis represents the first time
that Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection problems
have been successfully posed and solved (either exactly or asymptotically) in non-i.i.d.
stochastic processes. Whilst there are Lorden and Pollak asymptotic optimality results
for MLR rules in general dependent processes [44], and Pollak asymptotic optimality
results for (adaptive) GLR rules in linear state-space and regression processes [46],
these previous results are only established under linear (rather than polynomial) delay
penalties. Our asymptotic robust results also allow uncertainty to be described using
sets of possible post-change parameters, rather than needing to construct probability
distributions on these sets (which is a prerequisite for the use of MLR rules). Further-
more, our asymptotically robust rules are simpler to implement and less computationally
expensive compared to MLR and GLR rules since they avoid calculating the mixture
likelihoods inherent to MLR rules, and the parameter estimates inherent to GLR rules.
I Contribution 4: A performance characterisation of asymptotically minimax robust
quickest change detection procedures alongside asymptotically optimal and adap-
tive procedures.
We conduct our performance characterisation in theory and simulation. In particular,
we derive asymptotic upper bounds on the detection delays of asymptotically minimax
robust rules under our Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian criteria for general dependent
processes, and under our Lorden and Pollak criteria for i.i.d. processes. Our asymptotic
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upper bounds are new for the Pollak and Bayesian criteria, and are new for the Lorden
criterion for (nonlinear) polynomial delays (linear delay bounds for the i.i.d. process case
were previous derived in [6]). Our simulation comparisons of asymptotically optimal,
adaptive, and asymptotically minimax robust rules are the first of their kind for non-
i.i.d. processes (e.g. Markov chains and linear state-space systems). Significantly, our
simulations suggest that asymptomatically minimax robust quickest change detection
procedures o↵er comparable practical performance to (more computationally expensive)
adaptive procedures (e.g., GLR rules).
I Contribution 5: The novel application of quickest change detection and HMM pa-
rameter estimation techniques to the problem of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre
detection.
Our use of quickest change detection and HMM parameter estimation techniques in the
important application of autonomous mid-air collision avoidance highlights the signif-
icance of the other (more theoretical) contributions of this thesis. Furthermore, our
proposed vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection techniques provide a previously
missing capability to vision-based mid-air collision avoidance systems (since aircraft
manoeuvres were not previously explicitly monitored).
I Contribution 6: The investigation and comparison of adaptive and minimax robust
quickest change detection techniques in the application of vision-based aircraft
manoeuvre detection (including their use on real data).
Our investigation of adaptive and robustness-inspired vision-based aircraft manoeuvre
detectors appears to be one of the first application studies comparing the practical perfor-
mance of adaptive and minimax robust quickest change detection procedures. Our study
provides experimental evidence (from real data) that minimax robust quickest change
detection procedures can o↵er comparable practical performance to competing (and
more computationally expensive) adaptive quickest change detection approaches. This
experimental evidence supports the extensive simulation evidence presented elsewhere
in this thesis (and in [6]).
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1.6 Publications
The following journal and conference publications (listed in chronological order) have
been produced during the preparation of this thesis. T.L. Molloy wrote the majority
of each manuscript, developed the theoretical results, and designed and conducted the
simulation and real-data experiments. J.J. Ford guided the identification of problems
and solution strategies, assisted in structuring mathematical proofs, and proofread the
manuscripts.
Journal Papers
[J1] T. L. Molloy and J. J. Ford, “Towards strongly consistent online HMM parameter
estimation using one-step Kerridge inaccuracy,” Signal Processing, vol. 115, no. 1,
pp. 79 – 93, 2015.
[J2] T. L. Molloy and J. J. Ford, “Asymptotic Minimax Robust Quickest Change
Detection for Dependent Stochastic Processes with Parametric Uncertainty”, In-
formation Theory, IEEE Transactions on (submitted).
Conference Papers
[C1] T. L. Molloy and J. J. Ford, “HMM triangle relative entropy concepts in sequential
change detection applied to vision-based dim target manoeuvre detection,” in
Information Fusion (FUSION) 2012, 15th International Conference on, July 2012,
pp. 255–262.
[C2] T. L. Molloy and J. J. Ford, “HMM relative entropy rate concepts for vision-based
aircraft manoeuvre detection,” in 3rd Australian Control Conference (AUCC), Nov
2013, pp. 7–13.
[C3] T. L. Molloy and J. J. Ford,“Consistent HMM parameter estimation using Kerridge
inaccuracy rates,” in 3rd Australian Control Conference (AUCC), Nov 2013, pp.
73–78.
[C4] T. L. Molloy and J. J. Ford, “Asymptotic Minimax Robust and Misspecified Lorden
Quickest Change Detection For Dependent Stochastic Processes,” in Information
Fusion (FUSION) 2014, 17th International Conference on, July 2014, pp. 1–8.
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1.7 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
In Chapter 2, we conduct a review of literature relevant to online HMM parameter
estimation, quickest change detection, and vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection.
We identify existing results and provide details of important open problems.
In Chapter 3, we propose a novel online HMM parameter estimator based on a new
information-theoretic concept. Under several regulatory conditions, we investigate the
convergence (and strong consistency) properties of our proposed parameter estimator.
Finally, we illustrate the global convergence behaviour of our proposed estimator in
simulation studies and provide a counter-example illustrating the local (non-global)
convergence of other popular HMM parameter estimators.
In Chapter 4, we pose and solve asymptotic non-Bayesian (i.e., Lorden and Pollak)
minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay penalties in
i.i.d. processes with uncertain pre-change and post-change distributions. We also con-
sider asymptotic bounds on the detection delay of misspecified rules (i.e. rules that are
designed with distributions that di↵er from those of the observed process). We apply our
results in an example with an uncertainty set described by a relative entropy tolerance,
before finally examining the practical performance of our asymptotically robust rules in
simulation alongside GLR rules.
In Chapter 5, we build upon our investigation in Chapter 4 by posing and solv-
ing asymptotic non-Bayesian and Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection
problems with polynomial delay penalties in general dependent processes with uncertain
post-change conditional density parameters. We also derive asymptotic upper bounds on
the detection delays of our asymptotically minimax robust Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian
quickest change detection procedures. We illustrate the generality of our non-i.i.d.
minimax robust quickest change detection results by applying them to the problem of
detecting an unknown change in the transition probabilities of a Markov chain, and to
the problem of detecting an unknown change in a linear state-space system. We again
examine the performance of our asymptotically robust rules in simulation alongside GLR
rules.
In Chapter 6, we investigate the (automated) detection of unknown aircraft ma-
noeuvres on the basis of video. We begin our investigation by posing the vision-based
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aircraft manoeuvre detection problem as a (non-Bayesian) quickest change detection
problem analogous to those we consider in Chapters 4 and 5. We then exploit our
robustness results of Chapters 4 and 5 by proposing two classes of vision-based aircraft
manoeuvre detection algorithms: a heading-based class of approaches inspired by our
i.i.d. process results of Chapter 4; and a transition-based class of approaches inspired by
our dependent process results of Chapter 5. We also consider adaptive algorithms that
attempt to detect the unknown manoeuvre by estimating any unknown post-manoeuvre
information using HMM parameter estimators similar to those we compare in Chapter
3. We conclude the chapter by providing simulation and real data comparisons of our
vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detectors (including on an airborne video sequence).
Finally, in Chapter 7 we provide a summary of the results and contributions of this
thesis presented in Chapters 3–6. We also discuss some potential future work.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
We demand rigidly defined areas of doubt and uncertainty!
 Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
In this chapter, we will review the literature of online hidden Markov model (HMM)
parameter estimation, quickest change detection, and vision-based aircraft manoeuvre
detection with the aim of identifying important open problems and state-of-the-art
techniques.
2.1 Online Hidden Markov Model Parameter Estimation
HMM parameter estimation has been a topic of considerable research interest for almost
half a century [4, 14, 20, 60]. Although the field of machine learning has driven recent
interest in Bayesian methods that consider the parameters as random variables [61,62],
most treatments of HMM parameter estimation have been non-Bayesian (in the sense
that they consider the parameters to be deterministic unknowns). Recent non-Bayesian
HMM parameter estimation methods have focused on applications where there is limited
initial observation data, but additional observations arrive sequentially overtime [4, 24].
In these applications, it is typically desirable to update parameters using online (or
recursive) HMM parameter estimation approaches that process the observations as they
arrive (i.e. sequentially) without storing or reprocessing them. These online HMM
17
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parameter estimation approaches contrast with (the arguably more established) batch
methods of HMM parameter estimation that only update parameters after storing and
processing blocks (or batches) of observation data. In the remainder of this section, we
focus on reviewing the literature of (non-Bayesian) online HMM parameter estimation.
As discussed in the recent survey of [4], existing methods of online HMM parameter
estimation fall into three broad classes based on their objective (or cost) functions. The
three classes of methods that we have identified in the literature (based on the classes
presented in [4]) are:
• Methods based on likelihood objective functions [3, 24, 26–28,63–65];
• Methods based on prediction error objective functions [28–31]; and
• Methods based on information-theoretic and pseudo-likelihood objective functions
[5, 15, 66].
Within each of these classes, there are a variety of methods with di↵erent optimisation
approaches and theoretical convergence results. We begin by discussing the methods
with likelihood objective functions.
2.1.1 Likelihood Methods
Arguably the most popular methods of online (and o✏ine) HMM parameter estimation
are based on the principle of maximum likelihood (and therefore have likelihood objective
functions). Unfortunately, analytic solutions to these maximum likelihood parameter
estimation problems are di cult (if not impossible) to access in HMMs [14, 20]. A
variety of likelihood methods have therefore been proposed on the basis of di↵erent
numerical optimisation techniques. For example, the celebrated o✏ine (or batch) Baum-
Welch algorithm exploits the HMM forward-backward procedure and the expectation-
maximisation principle to find parameters that locally maximise the likelihood function
[14,20,60]. The success of the Baum-Welch algorithm in o✏ine HMM parameter estima-
tion problems has lead to several attempts to develop online expectation-maximisation
(OEM) algorithms for online HMM parameter estimation.
The key di culty faced by authors in proposing OEM algorithms has been calculating
the required data statistics without the backwards recursion of the HMM forward-
backward procedure. In [63], the backwards recursion was largely ignored and a method
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of online HMM parameter estimation was proposed on the basis of the forward recursion
(which can be e ciently implemented online). Later, a sophisticated online finite-
memory approximation to the forward-backward procedure was devised in [24], and
used to propose an online HMM parameter estimator. More recently, [3] and [26] have
proposed OEM algorithms that exploit a numerical online smoothing scheme introduced
by [21] to replace the forward-backward procedure. Whilst all of these methods (es-
pecially the OEM methods of [3] and [26]) closely resemble the o✏ine Baum-Welch
algorithm, their convergence properties are poorly understood [3].
As an alternative to OEM methods, several authors have proposed recursive maxi-
mum likelihood (RML) estimators that optimise the likelihood function using stochastic
gradient techniques [27, 28, 64, 65]. In [28], RML techniques were shown to converge to
local maxima of likelihood objective functions (and their strong and weak convergence
rates to these maxima were also established). Similar local convergence results have
since been established in [27] under relaxed conditions.
2.1.2 Prediction Error Methods
As with RML techniques, prediction error methods of online HMM parameter estimation
are based on stochastic gradient techniques [28–31]. However, instead of maximising
a likelihood objective function (as in RML methods), prediction error methods aim
to minimise the di↵erence between predicted HMM observations (or states), and true
observations (or state estimates) [28–31]. Indeed, the early methods of [28] and [29]
consider objective functions involving prediction errors between observed and predicted
HMM observations, whilst the later approaches of [30] and [31] consider the prediction
error between estimated and predicted states.
With the exception of [29], most prediction error methods have had their local
convergence properties established [28, 30, 31]. Significantly, they appear to have some
of the fastest theoretical (local) convergence speeds in the problem of online HMM
parameter estimation [28,30,31]. Importantly, the state prediction error methods of [30]
and [31] have been shown to o↵er faster convergence than the observation prediction
error methods of [28] and [29] (albeit at the cost of increased computational complexity
[30, 31]). Unfortunately, the objective functions of most prediction error methods may
contain numerous local (non-global) optima that hinder their ability to provide consistent
parameter estimates.
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2.1.3 Information-Theoretic and Pseudo-Likelihood Methods
Most recently, online HMM parameter estimation methods have been proposed on the
basis of abstract information-theoretic and pseudo-likelihood functions [5,15,66]. In [15],
the information-theoretic concept of relative entropy rate and the pseudo-likelihood
concept of probabilistic distance introduced in [67] were exploited to propose a novel
online HMM transition parameter estimator. Similarly, in [5] pseudo-likelihood functions
were used to propose a novel online HMM transition parameter estimator. Under some
very restrictive conditions on HMM structure (including complete knowledge of the
HMM observation process), the estimators proposed in [5] and [15] have both been
shown to be globally convergent.
2.1.4 Summary of Online HMM Parameter Estimation
The local convergence results for likelihood and prediction error methods imply that they
may converge to local extrema that di↵er from the true (unknown) HMM parameters.
Although recent information-theoretic and pseudo-likelihood methods have promising
global convergence results when there is complete knowledge of the HMM observation
process, there appears to be limited progress in ensuring global convergence in the general
case of unknown parameters in both the state and observation processes. Existing online
HMM parameter estimation techniques are therefore unable to o↵er strongly consistent
online HMM parameter estimation since they may converge to parameters other than
those of the true HMM. Strongly consistent online HMM parameter estimation is there-
fore an open problem.
2.2 Quickest Change Detection
Change (or change-point) detection is another topic that has attracted significant re-
search interest because of its importance in a variety of applications including quality
control [19], anomaly detection [12], fault detection [7, 18, 19], and target manoeuvre
detection [12,13,40]. In the standard formulation of change detection, a signal (or time-
series) is observed. At some unknown change-time (or change-point), the statistical
properties of the observed signal may undergo a change from a pre-change probability
law to a post-change probability law. The aim is to determine if (and perhaps when)
this change occurs whilst avoiding false alarms.
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The problem of change detection is typically formulated as a binary hypothesis test
between a null hypothesis that no change has occurred (the no-change hypothesis),
and an alternative hypothesis that a change has occurred (the change hypothesis).
This hypothesis test is often either conducted o✏ine (with the observations stored
and processed as an entire batch), or online (sequentially after each new observation
arrives) [19]. Importantly, many o✏ine and online change detection approaches share
common theoretical developments based on likelihood ratio hypothesis testing ideas (e.g.,
the Neyman-Pearson lemma) [17,19].
Whilst the o✏ine change detection problem is important in applications such as signal
segmentation and edge detection, the online change detection problem has arguably
attracted more research attention because it often involves additional performance con-
siderations [19]. For example, in quickest (online) change detection problems, the aim is
to detect the change with few false alarms whilst also minimising the detection delay (i.e.,
the number of observations between when the change occurs and when the no-change
hypothesis is rejected) [17, 35, 68]. In the remainder of this section, we shall review the
literature of quickest change detection.
2.2.1 Optimal Quickest Change Detection
Quickest change detection problems arise naturally in numerous applications such as
quality control [19], target manoeuvre detection [12,13,40], anomaly detection [12], and
fault detection [18, 19]. Typically, the aim in quickest change detection problems is to
design procedures that minimise a measure of the detection delay (e.g. the time between
when the change occurs and when the no-change hypothesis is rejected) whilst obeying
a constraint on the rate or probability of false alarms (e.g. the expected number of
times that the no-change hypothesis is incorrectly rejected). The three most widely used
quickest change detection delay and false alarm performance criteria are the Lorden
criterion [32], the Pollak criterion [41], and the Bayesian criterion [43,45].
The Lorden and Pollak criteria are non-Bayesian formulations of quickest change
detection in the sense that they consider the change-time to be a deterministic unknown.
They also both impose a constraint on the rate of false alarms [35]. A test optimal in the
Lorden sense minimises a worst average detection delay cost over all possible pre-change
observation sequences subject to the false alarm rate constraint [35]. In the Pollak
criterion, the worst average detection delay used in the Lorden criterion is replaced by
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a conditional average detection delay [41]. A test optimal in the Pollak sense therefore
minimises this conditional average detection delay subject to the same false alarm rate
constraint as the Lorden criterion [35].
Under the Bayesian criterion, the change-time is treated as a random variable with
(known prior) distribution, and a constraint is imposed on the probability of false alarm
(rather than on the false alarm rate) [35]. A test optimal in the Bayesian sense minimises
a mean detection delay cost subject to the probability of false alarm constraint [35]. An
asymptotically optimal test under any criteria (Lorden, Pollak, or Bayesian) minimises
the respective detection delay cost as the false alarm constraint becomes increasingly
strict (i.e. as the constraint on the rate or probability of false alarms goes to zero).
Most investigations of optimal quickest change detection with i.i.d. observations
before and after the change-time have relied on the assumption that the pre-change and
post-change probability laws are known. Under this assumption, optimal solutions to
the Lorden and Bayesian formulations have been found for i.i.d. processes [35, 42, 43].
In particular, the well known cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm was shown to be
optimal under the Lorden criterion in [42] and a Shiryaev stopping rule was shown to
optimise the Bayesian criterion in [43] when the change-time is geometrically distributed
(see also [35]). Similarly, in [41], Pollak showed that a Shiryaev-Roberts-Pollak (SRP)
rule is asymptotically optimal under the Pollak criterion.
In the case of non-i.i.d. processes before and after the change, most existing quickest
change detection treatments have also relied on the assumption that the pre-change and
post-change probability laws are known. Under this assumption, the CUSUM rule was
shown to be asymptotically optimal under the Lorden criterion for stationary processes
[69]. More recently, the CUSUM rule was shown to be asymptotically optimal under
the Lorden and Pollak criteria for a large class of general dependent stochastic processes
[17, 44]. Fuh [33, 34] also established that CUSUM and SRP rules are asymptotically
optimal under the Lorden and Pollak criteria, respectively, for hidden Markov models (a
similar asymptotic Lorden results was also given in [36]). Similarly, Yakir [70] showed
that the Shiryaev rule of [43] is (exactly) optimal under the Bayesian criterion for Markov
chains. The asymptotic optimality of the Shiryaev rule under the Bayesian criterion was
recently established in [45] for a large class of general dependent stochastic processes (see
also [17]). Table 2.1 summarises the current results for optimal quickest change detection.
Except for those in [70], all non-i.i.d. process optimality results are asymptotic.
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Table 2.1: Summary of quickest change detection asymptotic optimality results
when both pre-change and post-change probability laws are known. The shaded
cells represent cases where at least one of the optimality results is exact (i.e., non-
asymptotic).
Class of Processes
Quickest Change Detection Criteria
Lorden Pollak Bayesian
i.i.d. CUSUM [32,42,71] SRP [41] Shiryaev* [43]
Markov CUSUM [44,69] CUSUM [44] Shiryaev* [45, 70]
Stationary CUSUM [44,69] CUSUM [44] Shiryaev [45]
General Dependent CUSUM [44] CUSUM [44] Shiryaev [45]
HMM CUSUM [33,36] SRP [34] Shiryaev [45]
* Limited to change-times that are geometrically distributed random variables.
2.2.2 Adaptive and Mixture Quickest Change Detection
Despite the problem of detecting an unknown change being important in many applica-
tions, only [44] and [46] appear to present asymptotic optimality results that hold when
the post-change probability law is unknown. In both [44] and [46], the post-change
probability laws are assumed to be specified by an unknown parameter. In [44], Lai
modelled the uncertainty about the unknown parameter by introducing a set of possible
parameters and constructing a prior probability distribution on this set of possible
parameters. Lai [44] then showed that mixture likelihood ratio (MLR) rules that use
the prior distribution to compute mixture likelihoods (integrating the likelihoods of all
parameters in the set) are asymptotically optimal under the Lorden and Pollak criteria.
Unfortunately, these MLR rules are often impractical to implement online because of
their reliance on integration over the set of possible parameters.
In contrast, Lai [46] proved that generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) rules are asymp-
totically optimal under the Pollak criterion for detecting additive changes in linear state-
space systems, and regression models. These GLR rules are adaptive in the sense that
they attempt to estimate the unknown parameter using maximum likelihood parameter
estimation. Whilst these GLR rules avoid the prior distribution and integration issues
of MLR rules, they require the solution of possibly non-convex likelihood optimisation
problems.
Unfortunately MLR and GLR rules have no known recursive forms and their memory
requirements increase with time [19, 44, 46]. They are therefore only implementable
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Table 2.2: Summary of i.i.d. process minimax robust quickest change detection results
when the pre-change and/or the post-change probability distributions are unknown.
The shaded cells represent cases where the results are exact (i.e., non-asymptotic).
Unknown Distri-
bution
I.I.D. Minimax Robust Criteria
Lorden Pollak Bayesian
Post-Change [6, Theorem III.2] [6, Theorem III.3] [6, Theorem III.4]*
Pre-Change [6, Theorem III.2] Unsolved Unsolved
Both [6, Theorem III.2] Unsolved Unsolved
* Limited to change-times that are geometrically distributed random variables.
online in window-limited forms (i.e. forms that limit their search for a change-time to
a small time window). Whilst the asymptotic optimality results of [44] and [46] still
hold for these window-limited forms provided that the window lengths grow as the false
alarm constraint becomes more strict, several authors have noted that their practical
performance is poor in the non-asymptotic setting [72, 73]. Recently, ad-hoc adaptive
CUSUM algorithms have been proposed in the i.i.d. case to overcome the practical
di culties of GLR rules [35, 73]. However, the theoretical delay properties of these new
adaptive algorithms appear di cult to access.
2.2.3 Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection
Most recently in the case of i.i.d. processes with unknown pre-change and post-change
probability distributions, several authors have proposed minimax robust versions of the
Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian criteria [6, 47]. The objective of these minimax robust
formulations is to find rules that minimise the worst case (i.e. maximum) detection
delay performance over sets of possible pre-change and post-change distributions (i.e., the
uncertainty sets). Under a joint stochastic boundedness condition on the uncertainty sets
of pre-change and post-change distributions, an exact (non-asymptotic) solution to the
Lorden minimax robust quickest change detection problem was found in [6]. Similarly,
exact solutions to the Bayesian minimax robust problem, and asymptotic solutions to the
Pollak minimax robust problem were found in [6] under the joint stochastic boundedness
condition, and the condition that only the post-change distribution is unknown (the pre-
change distribution is assumed known). The results of [6] are summarised in Table 2.2.
Importantly, the i.i.d. process results of [6] suggest that minimax robust quickest
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detection procedures can perform better in practice than GLR rules. The minimax robust
quickest detection procedures identified in [6] also have e cient recursive implementa-
tions (in contrast to the computationally expensive GLR rules). Furthermore, in contrast
to the mixture likelihood approach of [44], minimax robust quickest change detection
approaches only require an uncertainty set of possible distributions (or parameters) to
be constructed (avoiding the need to also construct a prior probability distribution on
this set). However, the joint stochastic boundedness condition used in [6] appears di cult
to satisfy for some useful uncertainty sets such as the relative entropy sets considered
recently in robust control and hypotheses testing [8, 58,59].
2.2.4 Summary of Quickest Change Detection
Most theoretical treatments of quickest change detection have relied on the restrictive
assumption that the pre-change and post-change probability laws are known a priori (or
can be estimated) [17, 19, 33–36, 44–46, 69]. Recently, minimax robust Lorden, Pollak,
and Bayesian approaches have been proposed for detecting unknown changes in i.i.d.
processes. These minimax robust approaches guarantee an optimal (i.e. minimal)
worst case (i.e. maximum) detection delay over a set of possible probability laws.
They have also been found to o↵er comparable performance to more computationally
expensive GLR rules based on maximum likelihood parameter estimation [6]. Impor-
tantly, minimax robust quickest change detection remains an open problem in non-i.i.d.
stochastic processes (and in i.i.d. processes under relaxed conditions). Furthermore,
although the standard (non-robust) Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian criteria have recently
been generalised to penalise moments of the detection delay higher than the mean (for
example, detection delay variance and skewness) [17], minimax robust quickest change
detection is yet to be explored with higher moment (or polynomial) detection delay
penalties.
2.3 Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
As we discussed in Section 1.3, vision-based mid-air collision avoidance systems are
likely to be an important enabling technology for the integration of UAVs into civilian
airspace [50]. In this section, we shall review vision-based methods of aircraft detection
and tracking, before reviewing existing approaches to aircraft manoeuvre detection.
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Temporal Filtering Stage Spatial Filtering Stage 
Morphological FilteringImage Acquisition
Target?
Likelihood-based 
Detection Decision
HMM Filtering High Level Target Tracking FilterYes
No
Figure 2.1: Two-Stage Filtering Approach with an HMM Temporal Filtering Stage
2.3.1 Vision-Based Aircraft Detection and Tracking
A key di culty in developing vision-based mid-air collision avoidance systems has been
detecting and tracking potential collision threats. Indeed, potential collision threats are
known to be visually inconspicuous in the sense that they typically contrast poorly with
the background scene, they subtend small visual angles until collision is imminent, and
they maintain small relative velocities [74, 75]. Many recent investigations of vision-
based mid-air collision avoidance have therefore focused on developing approaches to
detect and track aircraft in video.
The variety of vision-based aircraft detection and tracking approaches is enormous
and includes particle filter methods [76, 77], dynamic programming methods [52, 53, 78,
79], HMM filter methods [15, 16, 53, 55, 56, 80, 81], wavelet methods [82], optical flow
methods [83, 84], phase correlation methods [85], cascade learning methods [86], and
Kalman filter methods [87]. Whilst many of these approaches are yet to be tested in
realistic airborne scenarios, HMM filtering methods have been extensively evaluated and
found to o↵er better detection performance than dynamic programming methods [53,56].
As shown in Figure 2.1, HMM methods employ a two-stage filtering approach. In
the first stage, a per-frame spatial filter (commonly based on mathematical morphology)
is used to remove image clutter [53]. In the second stage, an HMM temporal filter (or
collection of HMM temporal filters) is used to track the poorly contrasting aircraft over
multiple video frames [53]. Aircraft detection decisions are then made on the basis of
likelihood statistics derived from the HMM temporal filters [53]. Significantly, these
HMM approaches are examples of track-before-detect filtering schemes since the aircraft
is tracked before it is detected (in contrast to frame-based thresholding where the aircraft
is detected in each video frame before it is tracked between frames) [88].
Despite the relative maturity of HMM approaches in vision-based aircraft detection
and tracking, they have mostly been developed under the restrictive assumption that
the aircraft maintains a near-constant relative (or image-plane) velocity. In order to
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improve aircraft tracking performance when the aircraft velocity is unknown, collections
(or banks) of parallel HMM filters matched to di↵erent aircraft velocities have been
proposed [16, 53, 57]. Similarly, the recent work of [15] builds upon HMM concepts to
propose a method for estimating time-varying image-plane aircraft velocities. However,
neither of these approaches explicitly monitor or detect aircraft manoeuvres (e.g. turns,
climbs, or descents that result in time-varying aircraft image-plane velocities). Vision-
based aircraft manoeuvre detection therefore appears to be an open problem in HMM
vision-based aircraft detection and tracking approaches.
2.3.2 Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
Although aircraft manoeuvre detection appears to be an open problem in HMM vision-
based aircraft tracking approaches, it has a long history in radar-based aircraft tracking
[13,40,89]. In these radar-based approaches, manoeuvre detection is naturally posed as a
quickest change detection problem where the signal being monitored for unknown abrupt
changes is typically the aircraft’s acceleration (since abrupt changes in acceleration
can model gradual changes in velocity) [40]. The methods of radar-based manoeuvre
detection have therefore primarily been sourced from the literature of quickest change
detection and include CUSUM, MLR, GLR, and Shiryaev rules [13,40,89]. Significantly,
the application of new quickest change detection algorithms has been identified as cen-
tral to the improvement of radar-based aircraft manoeuvre detection methods [13, 40].
Nevertheless, recent minimax robust quickest change detection results do not appear to
have been applied to manoeuvre detection.
2.3.3 Summary of Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
The HMM vision-based aircraft detection and tracking approaches of [15, 16, 53–57]
are currently unable to provide explicit information about the occurrence of aircraft
manoeuvres. Whilst a variety of manoeuvre detection approaches have been developed
for radar-based systems by borrowing techniques from the literature of quickest change
detection, these are yet to be explored for vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection.
Similarly, minimax robust quickest change detection techniques are yet to be investigated
for any form of aircraft manoeuvre detection (radar or vision).
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have reviewed literature relevant to online HMM parameter estimation,
quickest change detection, and vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection. The key
conclusions of this literature review are summarised below.
1. Firstly, recent information-theoretic online HMM parameter estimation methods in
[5] and [15] have promising strong consistency and global convergence results when
there is complete knowledge of the HMM observation process. However, strongly
consistent online HMM parameter estimation remains a significant open problem
in the general case of unknown parameters in both the state and observation
processes. We investigate this open problem in Chapter 3.
2. Secondly, the problem of quickest change detection has been extensively investi-
gated under the assumption that the pre-change and post-change probability laws
are known. This assumption has recently been relaxed in [6] for i.i.d. processes
by posing and solving minimax robust quickest change detection problems. In
these minimax robust problems, the aim is to find detection rules that guarantee
a minimum worst case (i.e. maximum) detection delay over uncertainty sets
of possible pre-change and post-change probability laws. Importantly, minimax
robust quickest change detection is yet to be investigated in non-i.i.d. stochastic
processes, and under relaxed conditions in i.i.d. processes. We will investigate
these problems in Chapters 4 and 5.
3. Finally, although vision-based aircraft detection and tracking approaches based
on HMM filtering ideas have been extensively evaluated, they do not explicitly
detect or estimate aircraft manoeuvre information. In contrast, manoeuvre detec-
tion has a long history in radar-based aircraft detection and tracking. Detecting
aircraft manoeuvres is therefore a significant open problem in vision-based aircraft
detection and tracking. We will investigate this open problem in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 3
Towards Strongly Consistent Online
Hidden Markov Model Parameter Estimation
It is said to await certainty is to await eternity.
 Jonas Edward Salk, Telegram to Basil O’Connor, 8 November 1954
In this chapter, we conduct our investigation of online hidden Markov model (HMM)
parameter estimation with the objective of proposing a novel online HMM parameter
estimator with strong consistency and global convergence properties. The contributions
of this chapter are:
I The introduction of a new one-step Kerridge inaccuracy (OKI) concept;
I The proposal of a novel OKI-based method of online HMM parameter estimation
with global convergence and strong consistency properties;
I The partial development of our OKI-based estimator’s convergence and strong
consistency properties; and
I The provision of a counter-example demonstrating the convergence of several pop-
ular online HMM parameter estimation techniques to local non-global extrema
whilst our proposed estimator achieves convergence to global extrema.
The results presented in this chapter appear in [J1] (and in [C3] as early prototype results).
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Importantly, in contrast to other online HMM parameter estimation approaches, our
online OKI-based parameter estimator involves non-adaptive observation likelihoods
(that are recursively calculated from the data), and OKI quantities (that are independent
of the data). Significantly, we demonstrate that the structure of our proposed OKI-based
online HMM parameter estimator enables a global parameter search in a computationally
reasonable manner (enabling online global convergence).
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1, we formulate our online HMM
parameter estimation problem. In Section 3.2, we introduce our one-step Kerridge
inaccuracy concept. In Section 3.3, we propose our OKI-based parameter estimator
and establish a convergence result that is useful for showing its strong consistency. In
Section 3.4, we present several identifiability results that are important for establishing
the strong consistency of our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator. In Section
3.5, we discuss a practical implementation of our OKI-based parameter estimator. In
Section 3.6, we examine our proposed estimator alongside several popular alternatives
in simulations. We o↵er conclusions in Section 3.7.
3.1 Problem Formulation
In this section, we will present the class of HMMs and the online parameter estimation
problem considered in this chapter.
3.1.1 Hidden Markov Model Signals
Let Xk for k   0 be a discrete-time, finite-state, time-homogeneous, first-order Markov
process with state space X , {e1, e2, . . . , eN} where N is the number of states and ei =
[0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]0 2 RN is a vector of zeros with 1 in the ith position. Let A 2 RN⇥N
denote the matrix of transition probabilities where Aij , P (Xk+1 = ei|Xk = ej) for all
1  i, j  N and PNi=1Aij = 1 for all j. We denote the initial state distribution as
⇡0 2 RN where ⇡i0 , P (X0 = ei).
In this chapter, we shall assume that the state process Xk is observed (indirectly)
through the observation process Yk 2 Y for k   0 where Y ⇢ RM . In particular, we
assume that conditional on the state process {Xk : k   0}, the observation process
{Yk : k   0} is a sequence of independent random variables. Let b (y, ) be a density
from the parameterised family of densities {b (·, ) :   2 S } with S  ⇢ RN  . We will let
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b (yk, i) with  i 2 S  describe the conditional probability of receiving an observation
yk 2 Y given the state is ei, i.e. b (yk, i) = p(yk|Xk = ei) for 1  i  N . We will
write   , [ 1, 2, . . . , N ]0, and let y[m,n] for m < n denote the sequence of observations
ym, ym+1, . . . , yn. We will assume that both Xk and Yk for k   0 are defined on the
probability space (⌦,F , P ) where ⌦ is a sample space, F is a  -algebra, and P is a
probability measure.
Later, we will be particularly concerned with HMMs that are stationary and irre-
ducible in the sense that they describe stationary state and observation processes, and
have irreducible transition matrices (cf. [90, 91]). A stationary irreducible HMM has a
unique state stationary distribution ⇡ 2 RN that satisfies ⇡ = A⇡, and is the initial state
distribution in the sense that ⇡0 = ⇡ (cf. [90, Corollary 5]). We will denote a stationary
irreducible HMM as the pair   , (A, ) (since the initial distribution ⇡0 is uniquely
determined by the transition matrix A).
In this chapter, we will consider the transition matrix A, and the density parameters
 i for 1  i  N of the stationary irreducible HMM   = (A, ) to be parameterised by
a vector ✓ 2 ⇥ where ⇥ ⇢ RNp is the set of parameters of stationary irreducible HMMs.
We will denote the parameterised versions of A, ⇡,  i and   as A (✓), ⇡ (✓),  i (✓),
and   (✓) respectively. The parameterised HMM, associated parameterised probability
measure, associated parameterised expectation operation and associated parameterised
densities will similarly be denoted   (✓), P✓, E✓ [·], and p✓(·), respectively.
3.1.2 Problem Statement
In this chapter, we will assume that the observation Yk and state Xk processes are
associated with the stationary irreducible HMM   , (A (✓⇤) ,  (✓⇤)) with true (possibly
unknown) parameters ✓⇤ 2 ⇥. Throughout this chapter, we will use P , p(·) and E [·]
to denote the probability measure, densities and expectation operator, respectively,
associated with the true HMM  .
Our aim in the online HMM parameter estimation problem is to find estimates ✓ˆk 2 ⇥
of the true (unknown) parameters ✓⇤ by processing the observations yk sequentially
(without storing or reprocessing y[0,k] as a batch). In the problem of strongly consistent
online HMM parameter estimation, we are specifically concerned with finding (online)
estimates ✓ˆk that converge (almost surely under P as k ! 1) to parameters that are
equivalent to ✓⇤ in the sense of the following definition.
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Definition 3.1 (Equivalent Parameters) We will call two HMM parameters ✓ 2 ⇥
and ✓¯ 2 ⇥ equivalent parameters if and only if p✓
⇣
y[0,k]
⌘
= p
✓¯
⇣
y[0,k]
⌘
P✓-almost surely
for all k   0. We will use the notation ✓ ⇠ ✓¯ to denote the fact that ✓ and ✓¯ are
equivalent parameters.
Remark 3.1 We highlight that equivalent parameters arise in HMMs since the labelling
of the hidden states is arbitrary (see [11, Chapter 12] for more details and examples).
Importantly, when ✓¯ ⇠ ✓⇤ it is impossible to distinguish   from    ✓¯  on the basis of an
observation sequence y[0,k] for any (possibly infinite) k   0.
Remark 3.2 We highlight that our condition of stationarity on the processes Xk and
Yk is standard in the study of the convergence behaviour of many HMM parameter
estimators (e.g. maximum likelihood [11, 28, 91, 92]) since it ensures that there are no
transient states (that the state process stops visiting). We note that the results presented
in this chapter are likely to be applicable in the relaxed setting of (non-stationary) ergodic
HMMs, i.e. aperiodic and irreducible HMMs with ⇡0 6= ⇡ (although recovering the initial
state distribution ⇡0 is di cult because of the forgetting properties of ergodic HMMs,
cf. [11,28,91]). Unfortunately, our results will not hold for left-right type HMMs (which
are common in speech recognition applications [14]).
3.2 One-Step Kerridge Inaccuracy and Average One-Step Log-Likeli-
hood
In this section, we will introduce the new concept of one-step Kerridge inaccuracy (OKI)
for HMMs, and establish a useful ergodic relationship that the OKI shares with an
average one-step log-likelihood function. Later, we will show that the OKI and average
one-step log-likelihood are useful measures of mismatch between stationary irreducible
HMMs that can be calculated from observations yk without knowledge of the true HMM
parameters ✓⇤ (in contrast to the popular probabilistic distance and relative entropy rate
HMM concepts [14,67]).
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3.2.1 One-Step Kerridge Inaccuracy
Consider two stationary irreducible HMMs   (✓) and  
 
✓¯
 
with ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥. For any k   0,
we will define the one-step Kerridge inaccuracy of   (✓) with respect to  
 
✓¯
 
as
Ok
 
✓
  ✓¯   ,   Z
Y⇥Y
p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
log p✓¯
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
dy[k,k+1] (3.1)
where we follow convention and define 0 log 0 = 0. We highlight that because the
HMMs   (✓) and  
 
✓¯
 
are both stationary we have that Ok
 
✓
  ✓¯   = Ok+m  ✓   ✓¯  
for all k   0 and m   0. For simplicity, when this stationarity holds we will drop
the subscript and write the OKI (3.1) as O  ✓   ✓¯  . We will next establish an ergodic
relationship between the OKI and the average one-step log-likelihood function `k (✓) ,
k 1
Pk 1
i=0 log p✓
⇣
y[i,i+1]
⌘
for k   1.
Remark 3.3 The Kerridge inaccuracy is closely related to the popular information-
theoretic concepts of entropy and relative entropy [93]. Here, we note that for any k   0
and ✓ 2 ⇥, Ok (✓ k✓ ) is the entropy of the probability density function p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
[93].
Similarly for any k   0 and ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥, the di↵erence Ok
 
✓
  ✓¯   Ok (✓ k✓ ) is the relative
entropy (or Kullback-Leibler divergence) of p
✓¯
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
from p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
[93].
3.2.2 One-Step Ergodic Relationship and OKI Mismatch
The following ergodic result establishes an asymptotic equivalence relationship between
the OKI O  ✓⇤   ✓¯   and the average one-step log-likelihood `k  ✓¯  for stationary irre-
ducible HMMs  
 
✓¯
 
with ✓¯ 2 ⇥.
Lemma 3.1 Consider the stationary irreducible HMM   with ✓⇤ 2 ⇥, and any station-
ary irreducible HMM  
 
✓¯
 
with ✓¯ 2 ⇥. If log p
✓¯
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
is integrable for all k   0 in
the sense that
E
h   log p✓¯⇣y[k,k+1]⌘   i <1 (3.2)
for all k   0, then
O  ✓⇤   ✓¯   =   lim
k!1
`k
 
✓¯
 
P a.s. (3.3)
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Proof Since   is stationary and irreducible, [91, Lemma 1] gives that Yk is ergodic
under P . The lemma result follows from the ergodic theorem (cf. [94, Theorem 24.1])
under the integrability condition (3.2).
Remark 3.4 We will later see that the integrability condition (3.2) in Lemma 3.1 is
essentially a condition on the observation densities b (·, ·), and is analogous to the stan-
dard integrability assumptions commonly used in the study of HMM maximum likelihood
parameter estimation (for example, [91, Conditions 5 and 6] and [92, Assumption C]).
We will also show that our integrability condition (3.2) holds for Gaussian observation
densities.
In this chapter, we propose using the result of Lemma 3.1 to quantify the mismatch
between candidate stationary irreducible HMMs   (✓) and the true HMM  . Specifically,
for any k   1, we will define the OKI mismatch between the stationary irreducible HMMs
  (✓) and   relative to the fixed stationary irreducible HMM  
 
✓¯
 
as
Mk
 
✓
  ✓¯   , O  ✓   ✓¯  + `k  ✓¯  . (3.4)
Under the stated assumptions, Lemma 3.1 gives that the limit ofMk
 
✓
  ✓¯   as k !1 is
the quantityO  ✓   ✓¯   O  ✓⇤   ✓¯  , P -almost surely. Hence, the OKI mismatchMk  ✓   ✓¯  
has the important asymptotic property that limk!1Mk
 
✓
  ✓¯   = 0 if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for any
stationary irreducible test HMM  
 
✓¯
 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. However,
limk!1Mk
 
✓
  ✓¯   = 0 may also hold when ✓ 6⇠ ✓⇤ (since, in general, the OKI O  ·   ✓¯  
is a many-to-one function). Nevertheless, we will next use multiple OKI mismatch
terms Mk (· k·) to construct an OKI mismatch cost function that facilities the (online)
estimation of the unknown parameters ✓⇤.
3.3 Proposed OKI-based Parameter Estimator
In this section, we propose our OKI-based HMM parameter estimator, and establish a
convergence result that is useful for establishing the strong consistency of our proposed
estimator.
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3.3.1 Proposed Cost Function and Estimator
To propose our estimator, let us first introduce the concept of a collection of (fixed)
stationary irreducible test HMMs   ,
 
✓1, ✓2, . . . , ✓| |
 ⇢ ⇥ where | | is the number of
test HMMs. We propose estimating ✓⇤ 2 ⇥ from the observation sequence y[0,k] on the
basis of the OKI mismatch cost function
Jk (✓) ,
| |X
n=1
Mk (✓ k✓n )2 (3.5)
for k   1. We will define an estimate of the unknown parameters ✓⇤ at time k   1 as
✓ˆk 2 ⇥ such that
Jk
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
= inf
✓2⇥
Jk (✓) . (3.6)
In the following, we will investigate the strong consistency properties of our OKI-based
estimator (3.6). In particular, we will establish a convergence result for (3.6) and we will
discuss parameter identifiability under the OKI mismatch cost function (3.5). We will
later describe the implementation of the OKI-based estimator (3.6) before presenting
several simulation results.
Remark 3.5 We highlight that the location of global minima for the OKI mismatch cost
function (3.5) is dependent on the choice of test HMM collection  . However, Lemma
3.1 directly implies that ✓⇤ 2 ⇥ is a global minimum of (3.5) as k ! 1 (provided each
test HMM in   satisfies (3.11)). In our later discussion of parameter identifiability,
we will investigate methods of selecting   so that all of the global minima of (3.5) are
equivalent to the true HMM parameters ✓⇤ (in the sense of Definition 3.1) as k !1.
Remark 3.6 We note that the only data-dependent terms in the OKI mismatch cost
function Jk (✓) of (3.5) are the average one-step log-likelihoods `k (✓n) for 1  n 
| |. Since the average one-step log-likelihoods `k (✓n) are independent of ✓ (and can be
calculated without knowledge of the true unknown parameters ✓⇤), the optimisation in
(3.6) can be performed without storing or reprocessing batches of previous observations
y[0,k] (i.e. online).
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3.3.2 Convergence Result
In order to study the convergence properties of our proposed OKI-based estimator (3.6),
we require the following set of (standard) assumptions.
Assumption 3.1 The set ⇥ is compact.
Assumption 3.2 For all 1  i, j  N and y 2 Y, the (parameterised) transition
probabilities Aij (·), conditional observation density parameters  i (·), and conditional
observation densities b (y, ·) are continuous.
Assumption 3.3 For any ✓¯ 2 ⇥, there exists a function f¯ (·, ·) : Y ⇥ Y 7! R (possibly
dependent on ✓¯) satisfying
Z
Y
Z
Y
f¯ (y, y¯) dy dy¯ <1 (3.7)
and
   p✓⇣y[k,k+1]⌘ log p✓¯⇣y[k,k+1]⌘       f¯ (yk, yk+1)   (3.8)
for all yk, yk+1 2 Y and all ✓ 2 ⇥.
We highlight that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 are standard assumptions in the study
of the convergence properties of HMM parameter estimators (for example, maximum
likelihood estimators and recursive conditional least squares estimators [11, 27, 28, 91]).
In practice, Assumption 3.1 is typically non-restrictive since the parameter set ⇥ can be
constructed as compact by following the process described in [91, Section 2]. Similarly,
Assumption 3.2 is a mild condition on the parameterisation (which we are free to choose
in most applications). Finally, we highlight that Assumption 3.3 is stronger than (and
implies) the integrability condition (3.2) of Lemma 3.1. In the following lemma, we
will show that Assumption 3.3 is implied by two conditions on the observation densities
b (·, ·).
Lemma 3.2 Consider the set of HMM parameters ⇥, and the stationary HMM  
 
✓¯
 
with ✓¯ 2 ⇥. If
Z
Y
sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (y, i (✓)) max
1jN
  log b  y, j  ✓¯     dy <1, (3.9)
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for all ✓¯ 2 ⇥, and
Z
Y
sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (y, i (✓)) dy <1, (3.10)
then Assumption 3.3 holds.
Proof For any ✓¯ 2 ⇥ and yk, yk+1 2 Y, let us define the function
f¯ (yk, yk+1) , 4 sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (yk, i (✓)) max
1jN
b (yk+1, j (✓))
⇥

max
1iN
  log b  yk+1, i  ✓¯    + max
1jN
  log b  yk, j  ✓¯      .
For any ✓¯ 2 ⇥, we have that
Z
Y⇥Y
f¯ (yk, yk+1) dy[k,k+1]
= 4
Z
Y⇥Y
sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (yk, i (✓)) max
1jN
b (yk+1, j (✓))
⇥

max
1iN
  log b  yk+1, i  ✓¯    + max
1jN
  log b  yk, j  ✓¯      dy[k,k+1]
 8
Z
Y⇥Y
sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (yk, i (✓))⇥
sup
✓ˇ2⇥
max
1jN
b
 
yk+1, j
 
✓ˇ
  
max
1`N
  log b  yk+1, `  ✓¯     dy[k,k+1]
= 8
Z
Y
sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (yk, i (✓))⇥"Z
Y
sup
✓ˇ2⇥
max
1jN
b
 
yk+1, j
 
✓ˇ
  
max
1`N
  log b  yk+1, `  ✓¯     dyk+1# dyk
<1 (3.11)
where the first inequality follows from properties of the supremum and the time-invari-
ance of the conditional densities, and the last two lines follow from Fubini’s theorem
(see [94, Theorem 18.3]) under lemma conditions (3.9) and (3.10).
We now note that
p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
 max
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓)) max
1jN
b (yk, j (✓)) , (3.12)
and
p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
  min
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓)) min
1jN
b (yk, j (✓)) (3.13)
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for any ✓ 2 ⇥, k   0 and yk, yk+1 2 Y. It follows that for any ✓ 2 ⇥, k   0 and
yk, yk+1 2 Y,
   log p✓⇣y[k,k+1]⌘     log   min1iN b (yk+1, i (✓)) min1jN b (yk, j (✓))
 
+ log+

max
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓)) max
1jN
b (yk, j (✓))
 
 log+

min
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓))
 
+ log 

min
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓))
 
+ log+

min
1jN
b (yk, j (✓))
 
+ log 

min
1jN
b (yk, j (✓))
 
+ log+

max
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓))
 
+ log 

max
1iN
b (yk+1, i (✓))
 
+ log+

max
1jN
b (yk, j (✓))
 
+ log 

max
1jN
b (yk, j (✓))
 
 2 max
1iN
log+ [b (yk+1, i (✓))] + 2 max
1iN
log  [b (yk+1, i (✓))]
+ 2 max
1jN
log+ [b (yk, j (✓))] + 2 max
1jN
log  [b (yk, j (✓))]
 4 max
1iN
|log b (yk+1, i (✓))|+ 4 max
1jN
|log b (yk, j (✓))|
where the first inequality follows from the bounds (3.12) and (3.13), the second inequality
follows from logarithm properties since (f + g)+  |f |+ |g| and (f + g)   |f |+ |g| for
two functions f and g, and the fourth inequality follows since f   |f | and f+  |f |.
Combining this bound with (3.12), for any ✓¯ 2 ⇥ we have that
   p✓⇣y[k,k+1]⌘ log p✓¯⇣y[k,k+1]⌘        p✓⇣y[k,k+1]⌘       log p✓¯⇣y[k,k+1]⌘   
 f¯ (yk, yk+1)
for all yk, yk+1 2 Y and all ✓ 2 ⇥. Recalling (3.11), we therefore have (3.7) and (3.8)
hold for all k   0 and all yk, yk+1 2 Y under the conditions (3.9) and (3.10) of the
lemma. Hence, (3.9) and (3.10) are su cient conditions for ensuring that Assumption
3.3 holds, and the lemma result follows.
Remark 3.7 Lemma 3.2 is useful because its conditions can be checked more easily
than Assumption 3.3 (particularly when the parameter set ⇥ satisfies Assumption 3.1).
Indeed, from Lemma 3.2, we see that Assumption 3.3 holds for Gaussian and mixture of
Gaussian densities b (·, ·) when the parameter set ⇥ is compact so that it excludes zero
variances and unbounded means. More generally, the conditions of Lemma 3.2 suggest
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that Assumption 3.3 is satisfied when
sup
✓2⇥
max
1iN
b (y, i (✓))
exists for all y 2 Y, and the densities b (y, i (✓)) are finite and non-zero for all ✓ 2 ⇥,
all y 2 Y and all 1  i  N .
We now begin our study of the convergence of our proposed OKI-based estimator
(3.6) by establishing the continuity of the OKI (3.1).
Lemma 3.3 Consider the stationary irreducible HMM  
 
✓¯
 
with ✓¯ 2 ⇥ and suppose
that Assumptions 3.2 and 3.3 hold. Then O  ·   ✓¯   is continuous.
Proof Let {✓` 2 ⇥ : `   1} be any sequence of parameters with lim`!1 ✓` = ✓1 2 ⇥.
Then from the definition of OKI (3.1) we have that
lim
`!1
O  ✓`   ✓¯   = lim
`!1
Z
Y⇥Y
f (✓`, yk, yk+1) dy[k,k+1]
where f (✓, yk, yk+1) ,  p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
log p
✓¯
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
. Assumption 3.3 gives that there is
an integrable function f¯ (yk, yk+1) that dominates f (✓, yk, yk+1) for all ✓ 2 ⇥. Applying
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem (cf. [94, Theorem 16.4]) therefore gives that
lim
`!1
O  ✓`   ✓¯   = O  ✓1   ✓¯  
where we also note that f (·, yk, yk+1) is continuous under Assumption 3.2 because
p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘
is the sum and product of a finite number of continuous functions (and
hence continuous in ✓). The lemma result follows by recalling the limit definition of
continuity.
In the following lemma, we exploit the continuity of the OKI (that we have just shown
in Lemma 3.3) together with the ergodic relationship of Lemma 3.1 and Assumption 3.1
to establish the uniform convergence of the OKI mismatch cost function (3.5).
Lemma 3.4 Consider the stationary irreducible HMM   with ✓⇤ 2 ⇥ and a collection
of test HMMs  . If Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 hold then Jk (✓) converges uniformly
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to the asymptotic OKI mismatch function,
J (✓) ,
| |X
n=1
[O (✓ k✓n ) O (✓⇤ k✓n )]2 , (3.14)
in the sense that for every ✏ > 0 there exists a K > 0 such that |J (✓)  Jk (✓)| < ✏ P-a.s.
for all ✓ 2 ⇥ and k   K. Furthermore, for all k   1, Jk (·) and J (·) are continuous,
P -almost surely.
Proof For any ✓ 2 ⇥ and 1  n  | |, let Jnk (✓) , Mk (✓ k✓n )2 and Jn (✓) ,
O (✓ k✓n ) O (✓⇤ k✓n ). Then for any ✓ 2 ⇥ and 1  n  | |,
|Jn (✓)  Jnk (✓)| =
   [O (✓ k✓n ) O (✓⇤ k✓n )]2   [O (✓ k✓n ) + `k (✓n)]2   
 2 |O (✓ k✓n )| |O (✓⇤ k✓n ) + `k (✓n)|+
   O (✓⇤ k✓n )2   `k (✓n)2   
by binomial expansion and sub-additivity. By Lemma 3.1, under Assumption 3.3 we
also have that O (✓⇤ k✓n ) is the P -almost sure limit of  `k (✓n) as k !1. Furthermore,
Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 imply that |O (✓ k✓n )|  BO¯ for all ✓ 2 ⇥ where BO¯ <1
is some finite constant (by Lemma 3.3 and the Weierstrass extreme value theorem [95,
Theorem 4.16]). Thus, for any ✓ 2 ⇥ and 1  n  | |, we have that for every ✏¯ > 0,
there exists some Kn > 0 such that |Jn (✓)  Jnk (✓)| < ✏¯ almost surely for all ✓ 2 ⇥ and
all k   Kn. The first lemma result follows since
|J (✓)  Jk (✓)| 
| |X
n=1
|Jn (✓)  Jnk (✓)| P a.s.,
for all ✓ 2 ⇥ and all k   1.
The second lemma result follows directly from Lemma 3.3 under Assumptions 3.2
and 3.3, completing the proof.
We are now in a position to present our main convergence result for our proposed
OKI-based estimator (3.6).
Theorem 3.1 Consider the stationary irreducible HMM   with ✓⇤ 2 ⇥, and a collection
of test HMMs  . If Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 hold, then the OKI-based estimates
✓ˆk 2 ⇥ satisfying (3.6) converge to global minima of J (·) in the sense that
lim
k!1
J
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
= inf
✓2⇥
J (✓) P a.s.
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Proof Let ✓¯ 2 ⇥ be a global minimum of the function J (✓). For any k   1, we
therefore have that
0  J
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
  J  ✓¯ 
= J
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
  inf
✓2⇥
{J (✓)  Jk (✓) + Jk (✓)}
 J
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
  Jk
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
  inf
✓2⇥
{J (✓)  Jk (✓)}

   J ⇣✓ˆk⌘  Jk ⇣✓ˆk⌘   + sup
✓2⇥
|J (✓)  Jk (✓)|
 2 sup
✓2⇥
|J (✓)  Jk (✓)|
where the third line follows by noting that ✓ˆk 2 ⇥ is a global minimum of Jk (✓). Under
Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, Lemma 3.4 gives that for every ✏ > 0 there exists a K > 0
such that sup✓2⇥ |J (✓)  Jk (✓)| < ✏ for all k   K and thus
lim
k!1
J
⇣
✓ˆk
⌘
= J
 
✓¯
 
P a.s.
completing the proof.
We highlight that if all global minima of J (·) are equivalent to the true parameters
✓⇤ in the sense of Definition 3.1, then Theorem 3.1 is su cient to imply that our OKI-
based estimator (3.6) is strongly consistent in the sense that ✓ˆk ⇠ ✓⇤, P a.s. as k !
1. Motivated by the theoretical and practical importance of strongly consistent HMM
parameter estimation, we will next investigate properties of the test HMM collection  
that lead to all global minima of J (·) being equivalent to the true parameters ✓⇤.
3.4 Parameter Identifiability
In this section, we will investigate conditions for a test HMM collection   to be ✓⇤-
identifying in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 3.2 (✓⇤-identifying HMM Collection) We will say that a test HMM col-
lection   is ✓⇤-identifying when all global minima of the asymptotic OKI mismatch
function J (·) are equivalent to the true HMM parameters ✓⇤ in the sense that
inf
✓¯2⇥
J
 
✓¯
 
= J (✓)
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if and only if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for all ✓ 2 ⇥.
Remark 3.8 We note that Definition 3.2 is directly analogous to the standard concept of
parameter identifiability in the study of HMM maximum likelihood parameter estimation
where ✓⇤ is said to be identifiable (to within an equivalence class) when the asymptotic
normalised log-likelihood function L (✓) , limk!1 k 1 log p✓
⇣
y[0,k]
⌘
satisfies
sup
✓¯2⇥
L
 
✓¯
 
= L (✓)
if and only if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for all ✓ 2 ⇥ [11, Chapter 12].
As a starting point for investigating conditions for a test HMM collection   to be
✓⇤-identifying in the sense of Definition 3.2, we first consider the special case where
the true observation parameters   (✓⇤) are known but A (✓⇤) is unknown (this case was
previously the focus of [5] and [15]). In this special case, we will establish a (testable)
su cient condition for   to be ✓⇤-identifying (and for Theorem 3.1 to imply that our
proposed OKI-based estimator is strongly consistent). We will then consider the general
case where both   (✓⇤) and A (✓⇤) are unknown. In this general case, we will establish
a necessary (though not su cient) condition for   to be ✓⇤-identifying (and again, for
Theorem 3.1 to imply that our proposed OKI-based estimator is strongly consistent).
Finally, we will describe a method for ensuring that   satisfies this necessary condition.
3.4.1 Special Case: Su cient Condition for ✓⇤-identifiability with Known
Observation Parameters
Let us define the matrix of conditional expectations B  2 RN ⇥N2 with nth row
Bn·  ,
26666666666664
E
h
log pn
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘   Xk = e1, Xk+1 = e1i
E
h
log pn
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘   Xk = e1, Xk+1 = e2i
...
E
h
log pn
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘   Xk = eN , Xk+1 = eNi
37777777777775
0
where we use the short hand pn(·) to denote a density associated with the HMM   (✓n)
for 1  n  | |. Let us also define vector (or multiple model) OKI of the test HMM
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collection   as the vector-valued function O¯  (·) : ⇥ 7! R| | with nth component
O¯n  (✓) , O (✓k ✓n) (3.15)
for all 1  n  | |. For any ✓ 2 ⇥, let us also define the matrix of joint state probabilities
⇠ (✓) 2 RN⇥N with ijth element ⇠ij (✓) , P✓ (Xk = ej , Xk+1 = ei) for all 1  i, j  N .
Finally, we will define the operation colvec (·) : RN⇥N¯ 7! RNN¯⇥1 to convert the matrix
B 2 RN⇥N¯ to the column vector x 2 RNN¯⇥1 in the sense that xi = Bnm where i =
n+ (m  1)N for 1  i  NN¯ , 1  m  N¯ , and 1  n  N . We are now in a position
to present the following theorem that establishes a (testable) su cient condition for  
to be ✓⇤-identifying when the true observation parameters   (✓⇤) are known.
Theorem 3.2 Consider a stationary irreducible HMM   with ✓⇤ 2 ⇥ and known obser-
vation density parameters   (✓⇤), a collection of test HMMs  , and the set of parameters
⇥ such that   (✓) =   (✓⇤) for all ✓ 2 ⇥. Then we have that
O¯  (✓) =  B  colvec (⇠ (✓)) (3.16)
for all ✓ 2 ⇥. Furthermore, suppose that A (✓) = A (✓⇤) if and only if ✓ = ✓⇤ for all
✓ 2 ⇥. If rank (B ) = N2, then   is ✓⇤-identifying.
Proof We first note that for any ✓ 2 ⇥,
O¯n  (✓) =  E✓
h
E✓
h
log pn
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘   X[k,k+1]ii
=  E✓
h
E
h
log pn
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘   X[k,k+1]ii
for all 1  n  | | where the first line follows from the tower property of conditional
expectation, and the second line follows from the definition of ⇥ since   (✓) =   (✓⇤)
implies that p✓
⇣
y[k,k+1]
   X[k,k+1]⌘ = p⇣y[k,k+1]    X[k,k+1]⌘ for all y[k,k+1] 2 Y ⇥ Y and
X[k,k+1] 2 X ⇥ X . Thus, for any ✓ 2 ⇥ we have that
O¯n  (✓) =  
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
⇠ij (✓)E
h
log pn
⇣
y[k,k+1]
⌘   Xk = ej , Xk+1 = eii
for all 1  n  | |. The first theorem result (3.16) follows by recalling the definition of
B  along with algebraic rearrangement.
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Recalling Definition 3.2, we now note that ✓⇤-identifiability of   is equivalent to the
condition that O¯  (✓) = O¯  (✓⇤) if and only if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for all ✓ in the set ⇥. For any
✓ 2 ⇥, recall (3.16) and rewrite O¯  (✓) = O¯  (✓⇤) as
B  [colvec (⇠ (✓⇤))  colvec (⇠ (✓))] = 0. (3.17)
From linear algebra considerations, rank (B ) = N2 gives that the only solution to (3.17)
is the trivial solution colvec (⇠ (✓⇤)) = colvec (⇠ (✓)). We note that colvec (⇠ (✓⇤)) =
colvec (⇠ (✓)) if and only if A (✓) = A (✓⇤), and that A (✓) = A (✓⇤) if and only if ✓ = ✓⇤
for any ✓ 2 ⇥ (by the conditions of the theorem). Hence, colvec (⇠ (✓⇤)) = colvec (⇠ (✓))
if and only if ✓ = ✓⇤ for any ✓ 2 ⇥ and the second theorem result follows.
If the parameters   (✓⇤) are known and the test HMM collection   satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 3.2, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 establish the strong consistency of our
proposed OKI-based parameter estimator (3.6) for estimating the transition parameters
A (✓⇤) in the sense that ✓ˆk ⇠ ✓⇤, P -almost surely as k !1.
Remark 3.9 In the special case where the parameters   (✓⇤) are known, the su cient
condition established in Theorem 3.2 is testable in the sense that the rank of the matrix B 
is independent of the unknown parameters A (✓⇤) of the true HMM  . Hence, a candidate
o✏ine procedure for constructing the test HMM collection   is to choose | | = N2 test
HMMs and check that rank (B ) = N2. We note that determining the rank of the matrix
B  may require extensive o✏ine calculations (including numeric integrations to calculate
the conditional expectations).
Remark 3.10 We note that the rank condition of Theorem 3.2 is not a necessary
condition for the test HMM collection   to be ✓⇤-identifying. Indeed, we have observed
cases where all of the global minima of J (·) are equivalent to ✓⇤ despite   only having
N2  N test HMMs with rank (B ) = N2  N .
3.4.2 General Case: Necessary Condition for ✓⇤-identifiability
We will require two additional vector OKI concepts to describe a necessary condition for
✓⇤-identifiability in the general case where both A (✓⇤) and   (✓⇤) are unknown. Let us
define the vector joint OKI (JOKI) of   as the vector-valued function J¯   (·) : ⇥ 7! R| |
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with nth component
J¯ n  (✓) ,  
Z
Y⇥Y
X
X[k,k+1]
p✓
⇣
X[k,k+1], y[k,k+1]
⌘
log pn
⇣
X[k,k+1], y[k,k+1]
⌘
dy[k,k+1] (3.18)
for all 1  n  | |. For any ✓ 2 ⇥, the vector JOKI J¯  (✓) and vector OKI O¯  (✓) are
related through
O¯  (✓) = J¯  (✓)  C¯  (✓) (3.19)
where we define C¯  (·) : ⇥ 7! R| | to be the vector conditional OKI (COKI) with nth
component
C¯n  (✓) ,  
Z
Y⇥Y
X
X[k,k+1]
p✓
⇣
X[k,k+1], y[k,k+1]
⌘
log pn
⇣
X[k,k+1]
   y[k,k+1]⌘ dy[k,k+1] (3.20)
for all 1  n  | |. The following theorem uses the relationship (3.19) between the vector
OKI (3.15), JOKI (3.18) and COKI (3.20) concepts to describe a necessary condition
for a test HMM collection   to be ✓⇤-identifying. Before presenting the theorem, let us
define the subset of parameters ⇥C ,
 
✓ 2 ⇥ : C¯  (✓) = C¯  (✓⇤)
 
.
Theorem 3.3 Consider a stationary irreducible HMM   with ✓⇤ 2 ⇥, a collection of
test HMMs  , and the subset ⇥C of the parameter set ⇥. Then a necessary condition
for   to be ✓⇤-identifying is:
J¯  (✓) = J¯  (✓⇤) (3.21)
if and only if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for all ✓ 2 ⇥C.
Proof Recalling Definition 3.2, we first note that the ✓⇤-identifiability of   is equivalent
to the condition that O¯  (✓) = O¯  (✓⇤) if and only if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for all ✓ 2 ⇥. Thus, a
necessary condition for the test HMM collection   to be ✓⇤-identifying is for O¯  (✓) =
O¯  (✓⇤) if and only if ✓ ⇠ ✓⇤ for all ✓ 2 ⇥C since ⇥C is a subset of ⇥. From (3.19) and
the definition of ⇥C we have that
O¯  (✓)  O¯  (✓⇤) = J¯  (✓)  J¯  (✓⇤) + C¯  (✓⇤)  C¯  (✓)
= J¯  (✓)  J¯  (✓⇤)
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for any ✓ 2 ⇥C . The theorem result (3.21) follows since O¯  (✓) O¯  (✓⇤) = 0 is equivalent
to J¯  (✓)  J¯  (✓⇤) = 0 on ⇥C .
Remark 3.11 We note that the necessary condition established in Theorem 3.3 is suf-
ficient when the sets ⇥C and ⇥ are identical. Intuitively, ⇥C = ⇥ holds in the Markov
chain case where Yk = Xk for all k   0.
We will next develop a linear algebra result useful for constructing test HMM collec-
tions   that satisfy the necessary condition of Theorem 3.3. In particular, we establish a
su cient condition for the vector JOKI condition (3.21) to hold for all ✓ 2 ⇥ (rather than
just ✓ 2 ⇥C). We will first require an assumption related to the conditional observation
probability densities b (·,  (✓)).
Assumption 3.4 The densities {b (·, ) :   2 S } form an exponential family with con-
stant base measure h 2 R in the sense that
b (y, ) = g ( )h exp (h ( ) , T (y)i)
where h·, ·i denotes the inner product, g(·) is a normalisation term, h is a constant,
T (·) : Y 7! S is a vector of su cient statistics,  (·) : S  7! RNS is a function mapping
  to the natural parameterisation, and S ⇢ RNS is the space of su cient statistics.
Remark 3.12 Assumption 3.4 is analogous to the standard assumption of an exponen-
tial family of densities in the study of the popular expectation-maximisation algorithm
(e.g. [3]). Whilst our Assumption 3.4 is satisfied by multivariate Gaussian, gamma and
beta densities, it excludes mixture densities and some useful exponential families (such
as log-normal where the base measure h is a function of y).
We also require the following definition of uniqueness preserving parameterisation
schemes.
Definition 3.3 Under Assumption 3.4, we will say that a parameterisation scheme is
uniqueness preserving when
A (✓) = A
 
✓¯
 
, and E✓
⇥
T j (yk) |Xk = ei
⇤
= E✓¯
⇥
T j (yk) |Xk = ei
⇤
for all 1  i  N , 1  j  NS and k   0 implies that ✓ = ✓¯ for any ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥.
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Remark 3.13 We highlight that uniqueness preserving parameterisation schemes ap-
pear straightforward to construct. We will later provide an example where the natu-
ral parameterisation scheme (involving direct parameterisation of A (·) by its elements
A11, A12, . . . , ANN ) is uniqueness preserving for HMMs with conditional Gaussian ob-
servation densities.
We finally require the following additional notation. Let us define the vector G (✓n) 2
RN with ith element Gi (✓n) = g ( i (✓n)) for 1  i  N and 1  n  | |. Let us
also define the matrix  (✓n) 2 RN⇥NS with ijth element  ij (✓n) =  j ( i (✓n)) for
1  i  N , 1  j  NS , and 1  n  | |. For convenience, we will define the matrix
A  2 R| |⇥(N2+NNS) with nth row
An·  ,
2666666666666666664
log ⇡ (✓n) + 2 logG (✓n) + logA·1 (✓n)
log ⇡ (✓n) + 2 logG (✓n) + logA·2 (✓n)
...
log ⇡ (✓n) + 2 logG (✓n) + logA·N (✓n)
colvec( (✓n))
3777777777777777775
0
for 1  n  | |, where here A·j (✓n) denotes the jth column of the transition matrix
A (✓n) for 1  j  N , and the natural logarithm log(·) is taken element wise. We
will now present the following lemma for ensuring that the necessary condition for ✓⇤-
identifiability established in Theorem 3.3 holds.
Lemma 3.5 Consider a uniqueness preserving parameterisation scheme (in the sense of
Definition 3.3), and a collection of test HMMs  . Furthermore, suppose that Assumption
3.4 holds. If rank (A ) = N2 +NNS , then
J¯   (✓) = J¯   (✓⇤) (3.22)
if and only if ✓ = ✓⇤ for all ✓ 2 ⇥.
Proof Consider any stationary irreducible HMM   (✓) with ✓ 2 ⇥, and any sta-
tionary irreducible HMM   (✓n) from the test HMM collection  . Let us define the
matrix of expected su cient statistics, T (✓) 2 RN⇥NS , with ijth element T ij (✓) =
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⇡i (✓)E✓
⇥
T j (yk) |Xk = ei
⇤
for 1  i  N and 1  j  NS . For 1  i  N and any
k   0, let us also define the indicator variable sk 2 {1, 2, . . . , N} such that sk = i if and
only if Xk = ei. Then, by the stationarity of   (✓) and   (✓n), and the definition of the
JOKI we have that
J¯ n  (✓) = E✓
h
log pn
⇣
X[k,k+1], y[k,k+1]
⌘i
= E✓
"
log
(
⇡sk (✓n)Ask+1,sk (✓n)
k+1Y
`=k
b (y`, s` (✓
n))
)#
=
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
⇠ij(✓)
 
log ⇡i (✓n) + logAij (✓n) + 2E✓ [ log b (yk, sk (✓
n))|Xk = ei]
 
(3.23)
where the last line follows since the observation conditional probability densities are
time-invariant. From Assumption 3.4 we also have that
NX
j=1
⇠ij (✓)E✓ [ log b (yk, sk (✓
n))|Xk = ei]
= ⇡i (✓) log h+
NSX
`=1
 i` (✓n) T i` (✓) +
NX
j=1
⇠ij (✓) logGi (✓n) (3.24)
for all k   0 and 1  i  N . Applying (3.24) to (3.23) and performing algebraic
manipulations gives that for any ✓ 2 ⇥, J¯  (✓) = J¯  (✓⇤) can be rewritten
A  [  (✓)   (✓⇤)] = 0 (3.25)
where we define the vector
  (✓) ,
26664 colvec(⇠ (✓))
colvec(2T (✓))
37775 .
Following the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.2, when rank (A ) =
N2 + NNS the only solution to (3.25) will be   (✓) =   (✓⇤) (the trivial solution).
The lemma result follows by recalling that the parameterisation scheme is uniqueness
preserving in the sense of Definition 3.3 and so   (✓) =   (✓⇤) implies that ✓ = ✓⇤.
Remark 3.14 We highlight that the rank condition of Lemma 3.5 is testable without
knowledge of the true (unknown) HMM parameters ✓⇤. A candidate o✏ine procedure
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for constructing the test HMM collection   is therefore to choose | | = N2 +NNS test
HMMs, and to check that rank (A ) = N2 +NNS .
Remark 3.15 In practice, we have observed cases where all of the global minima of
J (·) are equivalent to ✓⇤ when   satisfies the rank condition of Lemma 3.5. We have
also observed cases where all of the global minima of J (·) are equivalent to ✓⇤ despite
the test HMM collection   having fewer test HMMs than are necessary to satisfy the
rank condition of Lemma 3.5 (e.g. | | = N2  N +NNS test HMMs with rank (A ) =
N2  N +NNS).
3.5 Implementation Issues
In this section, we consider several issues related to the implementation of our proposed
OKI-based estimator (3.6). Specifically, we will describe calculation of the average one-
step log-likelihood `k (✓n) for all 1  n  | |, and the evaluation (and optimisation) of
the OKI mismatch cost function (3.5).
3.5.1 Accelerated Average One-Step Log-Likelihood Calculation
In practice, given a collection of test HMMs  , the convergence of the average one-step
log-likelihood functions ` (✓n) to the (negative) OKIs,  O (✓⇤ k✓n ) for some ✓n 2  , can
be slow. For the purpose of achieving faster estimator convergence, let us introduce the
variable step average one-step log-likelihood ` k (✓
n) given by the recursion
` k (✓
n) , (1   k)` k 1 (✓n) +  k log pn
⇣
y[k 1,k]
⌘
for k   1, ` 0 (✓n) , 0, and
pn
⇣
y[k 1,k]
⌘
=
NX
j=1
⇡j (✓n) b (yk 1, j (✓n))
NX
i=1
Aij (✓n) b (yk, i (✓
n))
for any 1  n  | | where  k > 0 is a step-sequence satisfying
P1
k=1  k = 1 andP1
k=1  
2
k <1. For any 1  n  | |, we then introduce the accelerated average one-step
log-likelihood ¯` k (✓
n) given by the recursion
¯` 
k (✓
n) , k   1
k
¯` 
k 1 (✓
n) +
1
k
` k (✓
n) , (3.26)
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for k   1 with ¯` 0 (✓n) , ` 0 (✓n). Importantly, the convergence behaviour of the
accelerated average one-step log-likelihood ¯` k (✓
n) can be adjusted by selecting di↵erent
step-sequences  k. We have found that the step-sequence  k = k 2/3 typically provides
good convergence behaviour (an observation that is consistent with other studies in
[3, 28]).
Remark 3.16 We highlight that when  k satisfies
P1
k=1  k =1 and
P1
k=1  
2
k <1, the
three average one-step log-likelihood functions ` k (✓
n), ¯` k (✓
n), and `k (✓n) all converge
(pointwise) P -a.s. to the same limit as k ! 1 (following a similar argument to the
proof of [3, Lemma 2]).
3.5.2 Optimisation of OKI Mismatch Cost Function
We propose solving the optimisation problem (3.6) for a parameter estimate ✓ˆk using
numerical methods, and by replacing the OKI mismatches Mk (✓ k✓n ) in the OKI
mismatch cost function (3.5) with the accelerated OKI mismatches,
M¯ k (✓ k✓n ) , O (✓ k✓n ) + ¯` k (✓n) , (3.27)
where ¯` k (✓
n) is given by (3.26) for k   1 and all 1  n  | |. Since a closed form
expression for the OKIs O (✓ k✓n ) for all ✓ 2 ⇥ and all 1  n  | | is unknown,
we propose using numeric integration to directly compute the OKIs (to an arbitrary
precision) from the integral definition (3.1). Similarly, we propose solving the optimi-
sation problem (3.6) (with accelerated OKI mismatches (3.27)) using locally convergent
constrained numerical optimisation routines (e.g. MATLAB’s fmincon). Practically,
we can avoid becoming trapped in local minima by running di↵erent instances of these
locally convergent routines from di↵erent initial conditions and selecting the minimum
with OKI mismatch cost Jk (✓) closest to 0.
Remark 3.17 We highlight that the di↵erent instances of the locally convergent opti-
misation routine used in our implementation can be performed in parallel (to improve
the scalability of the algorithm implementation). Similarly, the recursions (3.26) for
the accelerated average one-step log-likelihoods ¯` k (·) can be performed in parallel for
1  n  | |.
Remark 3.18 Along the lines of Remark 3.6, we highlight that the numerical solution
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of (3.6) with our (elaborate) global optimisation approach can be performed online (i.e.
without storing or reprocessing the observations y[0,k]). Indeed, even naive grid searches
can be performed online (with the option to pre-calculate the OKI values).
Remark 3.19 At each time step k, the computational e↵ort associated with calculating
the accelerated one-step log-likelihoods ¯` k (·) for all 1  n  | | is O
 | |N2 . The
additional computational e↵ort required to numerically solve (3.6) can be considerable
(and is di cult to meaningfully quantify since it may involve numeric integration).
However, (3.6) only needs to be solved for an estimate ✓ˆk at times of interest (and not
every k   1).
Remark 3.20 In the special case where   (✓⇤) is known but A (✓⇤) is unknown, the
expression for the vector OKI O¯  (✓) given in (3.16) greatly simplifies the implementation
of our proposed OKI-based estimator (3.6). Specifically, the matrix B  can be calculated
o✏ine using numeric integration and the OKIs O (✓ k✓n ) can then be computed directly
from (3.16) for any ✓ 2 ⇥ and ✓n 2  .
3.6 Example and Simulation Results
In this section, we will examine our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator in sim-
ulations. In our simulations, we will consider a class of HMMs with (parameterised)
conditional Gaussian observations in the sense that b (yk, i (✓)) = N
 
µi (✓) , 2i (✓)
 
for
all k   0 where N  µi (✓) , 2i (✓)  denotes the Gaussian density with mean µi (✓) 2 R and
variance  2i (✓) 2 (0,1) for 1  i  N . Here, we will write  i (✓) = [µi (✓) , 2i (✓)]0 for all
1  i  N . Although HMMs with conditional Gaussian observations are conceptually
quite simple, they are important base models in a number of applications including
aircraft target tracking [15, 96], modelling ion channel currents [22–24], and modelling
communication channels with additive white Gaussian noise [20, 24]. In the particular
application of ion channel current modelling, there has been long standing acknowledge-
ment of the practical utility of online HMM parameter estimators [24], and the lack of
a global convergence (or strong consistency) result for the standard o✏ine Baum-Welch
HMM parameter estimator [22, p. 272] (similar observations have also recently been
made in the aircraft target tracking application of [15]). Significantly, we expect our
proposed OKI-based estimator to be a step towards achieving globally convergent (and
strongly consistent) online HMM parameter estimation in these important applications.
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We therefore now establish that HMMs with conditional Gaussian observations satisfy
the assumptions of Section 3.3 (our convergence result), and Section 3.4 (our parameter
identifiability results).
Remark 3.21 We acknowledge that HMMs with conditional Gaussian observations have
been extended in a number of di↵erent directions including introducing non-Gaussian
and correlated (or coloured) state-dependent noise [23,97], and; allowing the hidden state
process to evolve according to a semi-Markov process (rather than a Markov process) [98].
In each of these HMM extensions, it seems likely that a version of our OKI-based
parameter estimator could be proposed provided that: 1) concepts similar to the OKI
and (non-adaptive) average one-step log-likelihoods can be identified, and; 2) an ergodic
result analogous to Lemma 3.1 holds.
Lemma 3.6 Consider the class of stationary irreducible HMMs with conditional Gaus-
sian observation densities b (yk, i) = N
 
µi, 2i
 
for all 1  i  N , and the natural (or
direct) parameterisation scheme ✓ =
⇥
µ1, 21, µ2, 
2
2, . . . , µN , 
2
N , colvec(A)
0⇤0 such that
✓ 2 ⇥ ⇢ RN2+2N . Then, the parameterised class of stationary irreducible HMMs   (✓)
with b (yk, i (✓)) = N
 
µi (✓) , 2i (✓)
 
for all 1  i  N satisfies Assumption 3.4 and the
natural parameterisation scheme is uniqueness preserving in the sense of Definition 3.3.
Furthermore, if Assumption 3.1 holds and  2i (✓) is bounded away from 0 for all ✓ 2 ⇥
and 1  i  N , then this class of HMMs satisfies Assumption 3.3 (and the integrability
assumption (3.2) of Lemma 3.1).
Proof We first note that Assumption 3.4 holds with   = [µ, 2]0 where µ 2 R and  2 2
(0,1) are the mean and variance of the Gaussian, respectively. In particular, we have
thatNS = 2, T (y) = [y, y2]0,  ( ) = [µ/ 2, 1/(2 2)]0, g ( ) = exp
  µ2/(2 2)  log   ,
and h = 1/
p
2⇡.
We now note that E✓
⇥
T 1(yk)
  Xk = ei⇤ = µi (✓), and E✓ ⇥T 2(yk)  Xk = ei⇤ = µ2i (✓)+
 2i (✓) for all 1  i  N . Hence, the natural parameterisation scheme is uniqueness
preserving in the sense of Definition 3.3 since A (✓) = A
 
✓¯
 
, and E✓ [T (yk)|Xk = ei] =
E✓¯ [T (yk)|Xk = ei] for all 1  i  N and k   0 are enough to imply that ✓ = ✓¯ for any
✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥.
Recalling Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.7, we have that Assumption 3.3 (and the integra-
bility condition (3.2) of Lemma 3.1) holds for Gaussian densities on the set ⇥ ⇢ RN2+2N
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(which is compact, i.e. closed and bounded, by Assumption 3.1 and has  2i (✓) bounded
away from 0 for all ✓ 2 ⇥ and 1  i  N). The proof is complete.
We shall next present a Monte Carlo simulation study of our proposed OKI-based
estimator before providing a counter-example where existing algorithms converge to
local non-global extrema (whilst our OKI-based estimator displays global convergence
behaviour). We will compare our proposed OKI-based estimator to the following algo-
rithms:
• recursive maximum likelihood (RML) [28];
• recursive conditional least squares (RCLS) [28];
• online expectation-maximisation (OEM) [3]; and
• o✏ine batch Baum-Welch (BW) [14].
We highlight that the RML, RCLS and OEM algorithms are identified as near state of the
art for their respective cost functions in [4]. The RML, RCLS, and OEM algorithms we
examine are implemented with a stochastic gradient approximation with step-sequence
 k = k 2/3 combined with Polyak averaging (since similar implementations have been
reported to o↵er close to the best performance without manual tuning [3, 28]). We
have included the multi-pass (o✏ine) BW algorithm to provide an indication of the best
performance likely from a maximum likelihood estimator on the data y[0,k].
3.6.1 Simulation Study
In our first study, we seek to estimate the parameters of a 3 state HMM with (unknown)
transition matrix
A (✓⇤) =
2666666664
0.85 0.05 0.18
0.08 0.92 0.02
0.07 0.03 0.8
3777777775
,
and (unknown) state means µ1 (✓⇤) = 1, µ2 (✓⇤) = 3, and µ3 (✓⇤) = 5. Here, the initial
state distribution is the (unknown) stationary distribution ⇡ (✓⇤) = [0.38, 0.42, 0.20]0. We
assume that the state variances are known to be  i (✓⇤) = 1 for all 1  i  3. We selected
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Table 3.1: Simulation Study: O↵-diagonal Elements
of Transition Matrices A of Test HMM Collection  
HMM A21 A23 A12 A32 A13 A23
✓1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
✓2 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
✓3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
✓4 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
✓5 0.45 0.45 0.4 0.4 0.35 0.35
✓6 0.4 0.4 0.35 0.35 0.3 0.3
✓7 0.35 0.35 0.3 0.3 0.25 0.25
✓8 0.3 0.3 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.2
✓9 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15
✓10 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.1
✓11 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.05
✓12 0.213 0.414 0.138 0.353 0.267 0.667
✓13 0.246 0.155 0.405 0.401 0.318 0.651
✓14 0.107 0.551 0.29 0.334 0.724 0.192
✓15 0.323 0.144 0.332 0.254 0.492 0.393
a collection of 15 test HMMs   with parameters reported in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Recalling
Lemma 3.6, we numerically verified that   satisfies the rank condition of Lemma 3.5 (and
therefore satisfies the necessary condition of Theorem 3.3 for ✓⇤-identifiability).
Remark 3.22 We highlight that our choice of ✓⇤-identifying test HMM collection  
(in Tables 3.1 and 3.2) is not unique, and has not been tuned to the true HMM  .
Indeed, we selected the components of 4 transition matrices of   randomly from a uniform
distribution on [0, 1] (the remaining transition matrices are diagonal since many useful
HMMs have this structure). We also selected all of the standard deviations  i of  
randomly from a uniform distribution on [0.5, 4], and all means µi of   from a uniform
distribution on the integers in [ 10, 10]. We have observed other test HMM collections as
giving slightly di↵erent performance depending on the number of models and the choice
of their parameters.
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Table 3.2: Simulation Study: Observation
Parameters of Test HMM Collection  .
HMM µ1  1 µ2  2 µ3  3
✓1 5 1.75 -5 1.66 2 1.18
✓2 5 2.16 -4 2.09 0 2.91
✓3 6 2.85 8 3.08 -5 0.677
✓4 9 3.86 2 2.28 7 1.15
✓5 -1 0.812 5 1.84 8 0.66
✓6 7 3.29 -2 3.67 -4 3.6
✓7 5 2.57 7 3.88 3 3.44
✓8 9 3.69 5 2.7 -3 0.914
✓9 4 0.854 -5 0.962 -2 1.94
✓10 6 1.53 -2 2.66 0 0.921
✓11 -5 0.681 5 1.84 3 2.5
✓12 10 2.26 -3 3.97 2 3.82
✓13 -8 3.19 -2 1.5 9 1.4
✓14 -1 1.49 -7 2.97 7 3.96
✓15 6 1.29 8 2.37 -5 1.72
For the purpose of estimation, we generated 100 independent sequences (each with
2 ⇥ 105 observations) from the true HMM  . We ran all 5 HMM parameter estimators
on these sequences from initial estimates Aij
⇣
✓ˆ0
⌘
= 1/3 for all 1  i, j  N , and
µ1
⇣
✓ˆ0
⌘
= 0, µ2
⇣
✓ˆ0
⌘
= 2, and µ3
⇣
✓ˆ0
⌘
= 4. Figure 3.1 shows the mean squared error
against time step k, of each estimator, on each of four parameters associated with the
third state (the transition parameters A13, A23, and A33, and the state mean µ3). The
mean squared errors for the other parameters were similar to those shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 suggests that the performance of our OKI-based estimator is similar to
that of the competing RML, RCLS and OEM algorithms. Our OKI-based estimator
estimates the state mean µ3 and self-transition parameter A33 well (the OEM algorithm
appears to perform better as k ! 1). We note that the di culty our OKI-based
estimator has in estimating the transition probabilities from the third state (i.e. A13
and A23) is likely associated with the stationary distribution ⇡ and OKI mismatch cost
function Jk (✓) being less sensitive to variations in the transition parameters A13 and A23
than variations in the self transition A33. Furthermore, the true transition parameters
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Figure 3.1: Moderate Observation Noise Case: Mean square error from 100 Monte
Carlo runs for (a) A13 (✓⇤), (b) A23 (✓⇤), (c) A33 (✓⇤), and (d) µ3 (✓⇤).
A13 (✓⇤) = 0.18 and A23 (✓⇤) = 0.02 are quite small in magnitude compared to the self-
transition A33 (✓⇤) = 0.8 and level µ3 (✓⇤) = 5 parameters (so these transitions are rarely
observed).
In order to examine the resilience of the parameter estimators to observation pro-
cesses with high noise, we repeated our study on 100 independent sequences (each with
5⇥ 105 observations) for the true HMM   with the (unknown) state means µ1 (✓⇤) = 1,
µ2 (✓⇤) = 2, and µ3 (✓⇤) = 3 (the transition parameters, variances and collection of test
HMMs were all kept the same as previously). Figure 3.2 shows that the performance
of our OKI-based estimator in this high noise case is similar to that of the RCLS and
OEM algorithms. However, the RML algorithm appears to o↵er better performance
in this high noise case and is therefore the algorithm least a↵ected by the increase in
observation noise. We note that our OKI-based estimator again estimates the state mean
µ3 and self-transition parameter A33 well but struggles in estimating the other transition
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Figure 3.2: High Observation Noise Case: Mean square error from 100 Monte Carlo
runs for (a) A13 (✓⇤), (b) A23 (✓⇤), (c) A33 (✓⇤), and (d) µ3 (✓⇤).
probabilities from the third state (i.e. A13 and A23). Our OKI-based estimator therefore
appears as resilient to noise as the competing RCLS and OEM algorithms.
3.6.2 Counter-Example Showing Local Convergence Of Existing Algorithms
In this example, we consider a simple 2 state HMM with conditional Gaussian obser-
vations. We will assume that the state variances are known to be  i (✓⇤) = 1 for all
1  i  2, and the transition probability matrix A is known (with elements A11 (✓⇤) = 0.9
and A22 (✓⇤) = 0.6). Here, the initial state distribution is the (known) stationary
distribution ⇡ (✓⇤) = [0.8, 0.2]0. The state means µ1 (✓⇤) = 1 and µ2 (✓⇤) = 3 are unknown
(and need to be estimated). We chose the natural parameterisation ✓ = [µ1, µ2]0. We
then implemented our OKI-based estimator using a collection of 2 test HMMs with
transition matrices matched to the true transition matrix A (✓⇤), and with state levels
✓1 = [0, 5]0 and ✓2 = [ 5, 0]0. Again, by recalling Lemma 3.6 and repeating the argument
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in the proof of Lemma 3.5 (assuming that the transition parameters and variances are
known) we have that this test HMM collection   satisfies the necessary condition for
✓⇤-identifiability established in Theorem 3.3.
For the purpose of parameter estimation, we generated a sequence of 5000 observa-
tions from the true HMM, and the resulting estimates are shown in Figure 3.3. From
Figure 3.3, we note that the RML, RCLS and OEM algorithms all failed to converge
towards the true parameters ✓⇤ = [1, 3]0 from an initial estimate of ✓ˆ0 = [3.5, 1.5]0. The
Baum-Welch algorithm also failed to converge towards the true parameters ✓⇤ when
initialised with ✓ˆ0 = [3.5, 1.5]0, (the BW estimate using the batch of observations y[0,5000]
was ✓ˆBW5000 = [1.78, 0.44]
0). In comparison, our proposed OKI-based estimator converges
towards the true parameters.
Figure 3.4 illustrates that the cause of the failed global convergence for the RML,
OEM, and batch BW algorithms is the presence of a local (non-global) maximum in
the normalised log-likelihood cost function 1/k log p✓
⇣
y[0,k]
⌘
. We highlight that this
local maximum persists for values of k   5000 and over di↵erent noise realisations.
Although not shown here, our OKI mismatch cost function Jk (·) has similar local
extrema. However, this example highlights that a key attribute of our OKI-based
parameter estimator is that it can avoid becoming trapped by local extrema because
we can perform a global search in a computationally reasonable manner (enabling global
convergence on the basis of online observation processing).
Remark 3.23 In contrast to our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator, it seems
di cult to implement the OEM, RML and RCLS estimators in an online manner that
enables global convergence (due to their reliance on gradient-based search techniques that
are susceptible to local extrema). In particular, whilst it may seem feasible to run multiple
instances of an OEM, RML or RCLS algorithm from di↵erent initial conditions, none of
these competing online algorithms calculate the value of their underlying cost functions at
points of convergence. It is therefore not immediately obvious which points of convergence
are global extrema of their respective cost functions (and determining this information
online remains an open problem with recent progress in [99] being limited to the greatly
simplified o✏ine Gaussian mixture model case).
We again considered the e↵ect of high noise observations by generating a sequence of
15000 observations from the true HMM with (unknown) means µ1 (✓⇤) = 1 and µ2 (✓⇤) =
2 (all other parameters of the true HMM and test HMM collection were unchanged). The
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Figure 3.3: Moderate Observation Noise Counter-example: Estimates of the state levels
(a) µ1 (✓⇤) = 1, and (b) µ2 (✓⇤) = 3.
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Figure 3.4: Moderate Observation Noise Counter-Example: Realisation of normalised
log-likelihood function, k 1 log p✓
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⌘
at k = 5000.
parameter estimates in this high noise case are shown in Figure 3.5. Importantly, our
proposed OKI-based estimator again converges towards the true parameters, whilst the
RML, RCLS and OEM algorithms all converge towards local non-global extrema (the
Baum-Welch algorithm similarly again failed to converge towards the true parameters
✓⇤ since ✓ˆBW15000 = [1.37, 0.51]0).
3.6.3 Summary of Simulation Results
Overall, the results of our simulation study and counter-example suggest that our pro-
posed OKI-based parameter estimator o↵ers comparable performance to competing on-
line HMM parameter estimators but is particularly well suited to problems where there
are local convergence concerns. In particular, our simulation study shows that the OEM
and RML algorithms can o↵er better performance than our proposed OKI-based esti-
mator (depending on the observation process). However, our counter-example highlights
that our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator is better suited to problems involving
multiple local non-global extrema than the existing online HMM parameter estimators
(since other methods can become trapped in local non-global extrema).
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Figure 3.5: High Observation Noise Counter-Example: Estimates of the state levels
(a) µ1 (✓⇤) = 1, and (b) µ2 (✓⇤) = 2.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel method of online HMM parameter estimation
based on an information-theoretic concept for HMMs that we have called the one-
step Kerridge inaccuracy (OKI). Under several mild assumptions, we established a
convergence result for our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator, and presented
a necessary (though not su cient) condition for our proposed OKI-based parameter
estimator to be strongly consistent. By introducing the additional assumption of known
HMM observation process parameters, we established su cient conditions for our OKI-
based parameter estimator to be strongly consistent (for estimating unknown HMM
transition parameters). Finally, we presented an online implementation of our proposed
estimator and illustrated its global convergence properties in a counter-example showing
the local (non-global) convergence of other popular HMM parameter estimators.
CHAPTER 4
Non-Bayesian Misspecified and Asymptotically
Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection in
Independent and Identically Distributed Processes
. . . the quest for certainty blocks the search for meaning.
Uncertainty is the very condition to impel man to unfold his powers.
 Erich Fromm, Man for Himself
In this chapter, we consider the problem of quickly detecting an unknown abrupt
change in an observed stochastic process with independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) observations before and after the (unknown) change-time. The main contribu-
tions of this chapter are:
I The proposal and solution of asymptotic Lorden and Pollak minimax robust quick-
est change detection problems with polynomial (or higher order moment) delay
penalties when the pre-change and post-change distributions are unknown;
I The development of bounds on the detection delay of misspecified rules (i.e. rules
designed with distributions that di↵er from those of the observed process);
I The derivation of new asymptotic bounds on the polynomial delay costs of asymp-
totically minimax robust rules compared to asymptotically optimal rules; and
Preliminary versions of some results presented in this chapter have been published in [C4].
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I The introduction of uncertainty sets described by relative entropy tolerances to
the problem of minimax robust quickest change detection.
Furthermore, through simulations, we illustrate that our asymptotic minimax robust
quickest change detection procedures can o↵er comparable performance to (adaptive
and more computationally complex) generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) rules.
This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 4.1, we introduce the stochastic
process under study (with i.i.d. observations before and after the change-time). We
also review the standard optimal Lorden and Pollak quickest change detection problems
before introducing our asymptotic minimax robust and misspecified quickest change
detection problems. In Section 4.2, we develop upper and lower bounds on the Lorden
and Pollak delays for two classes of misspecified rules. In Section 4.3, we identify
asymptotic solutions to our Lorden and Pollak quickest change detection problems.
In Section 4.4, we introduce our relative entropy uncertainty sets before providing a
simulation example illustrating the performance of our misspecified and asymptotically
minimax robust quickest change detection rules. Finally, we provide brief conclusions in
Section 4.5.
4.1 Problem Statement
Let Yk for k   1 be a sequence of random variables each taking values in the set Y ⇢ RN ,
and let P be the set of all probability distributions on Y. In this chapter, we shall assume
that the observations Yk are i.i.d. with marginal probability distribution µ 2 P for
k < ⌧ , and i.i.d. with marginal probability distribution ⌫ 2 P for k   ⌧ where ⌧   1 is
an unknown (deterministic) change-time. Furthermore, we assume that the observations
Yk for k   ⌧ are independent of the observations Y[1,⌧ 1] , {Y1, Y2, . . . , Y⌧ 1}.
In the quickest change detection problem, we observe Yk sequentially with the aim
of detecting the change (i.e. rejecting the hypothesis that a change has not occurred
and stopping our observation of Yk) as soon as possible after the change-time ⌧ whilst
avoiding false alarms. A quickest change detection procedure is therefore a stopping
time T 2 CT with respect to the filtration generated by Y[1,k], denoted Fk. Here, we
shall use CT to denote the set of stopping times with respect to Fk.
For completeness, we will assume the existence of a probability space (⌦,F , Pµ,⌫⌧ )
where ⌦ is a sample space of sequences Y[1,1], F =
S1
k=0Fk with F0 , {;,⌦}, and
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Pµ,⌫⌧ is the probability measure when the change happens at time ⌧   1 with pre-change
and post-change distributions µ and ⌫, respectively. We will denote the expectation
under Pµ,⌫⌧ as E
µ,⌫
⌧ [·]. For convenience, we will use Pµ1 and Eµ1 [·] to denote the
probability measure and expectation corresponding to a process with no change (with
no dependence on the post-change distribution ⌫). Similarly, we will use P ⌫1 and E
⌫
1
to denote the probability measure and expectation associated with a process with no
pre-change observations (and hence no dependence on the pre-change distribution µ).
Before we propose our Lorden and Pollak minimax robust quickest change detection
formulations with polynomial delay penalties, we shall review the Lorden and Pollak
formulations of optimal quickest change detection.
4.1.1 Standard Optimal and Misspecified Quickest Change Detection
Under the Lorden and Pollak quickest change detection problem formulations, the false
alarm rate of a stopping time T 2 CT is defined as
FAR (T, µ) , 1
Eµ1 [T ]
.
We will use CR (↵, µ) to denote the set of stopping times T 2 CT satisfying FAR (T, µ) 
↵ for a given constraint 0 < ↵ <1.
Under the Lorden formulation of quickest change detection with polynomial delay
penalty, the worst average detection delay of the stopping time T 2 CT is defined as
DmL (T, µ, ⌫) , sup
⌧ 1
ess supEµ,⌫⌧
h 
(T   ⌧ + 1)+ m   F⌧ 1i
for any positive integer m > 0, and we seek to solve the optimisation problem [17]
inf
T2CR(↵,µ)
DmL (T, µ, ⌫) (4.1)
for any positive integer m > 0 given 0 < ↵ <1. Here, we recall that x+ , max {x, 0}.
Similarly, under the Pollak formulation of quickest change detection with polynomial
delay penalty, the expected detection delay of the stopping time T 2 CT is defined as
DmP (T, µ, ⌫) , sup
⌧ 1
Eµ,⌫⌧ [ (T   ⌧)m|T   ⌧ ]
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for any positive integer m > 0, and we seek to solve the optimisation problem [17]
inf
T2CR(↵,µ)
DmP (T, µ, ⌫) (4.2)
for any positive integer m > 0 given 0 < ↵ <1.
4.1.2 Proposed Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection Problems with
Polynomial Delay Penalties
The Lorden (4.1) and Pollak (4.2) formulations of optimal quickest change detection
assume that the pre-change distribution µ and post-change distribution ⌫ are known
[17,35]. However, in many applications, these distributions may be unknown, making it
di cult to pose and solve a standard optimal Lorden or Pollak quickest change detection
problem. In this chapter, we shall assume that the pre-change distribution µ and the
post-change distribution ⌫ are unknown, but belong to the (known) uncertainty sets
Pµ ⇢ P and P⌫ ⇢ P, respectively. We shall also assume that µ 62 P⌫ , ⌫ 62 Pµ, and that
the sets Pµ and P⌫ are disjoint.
For the purpose of proposing our Lorden and Pollak minimax robust quickest change
detection problems, let us define CR (↵) as the set of stopping times T 2 CT that satisfy
FAR (T, µ)  ↵ for all µ 2 Pµ for a given constraint 0 < ↵ < 1. Our proposed Lorden
minimax robust quickest change detection problem with polynomial delay penalty is
then
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
(µ,⌫)2Pµ⇥P⌫
DmL (T, µ, ⌫) (4.3)
for any positive integer m > 0, and our proposed Pollak minimax robust quickest change
detection problem with polynomial delay penalty is
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
(µ,⌫)2Pµ⇥P⌫
DmP (T, µ, ⌫) (4.4)
for any positive integer m > 0 where 0 < ↵ <1. Significantly, solutions to our Lorden
and Pollak minimax robust problems are appealing because they will guarantee that
the worst case (i.e. maximum) detection delay amongst all possible pre-change and
post-change probability distributions (µ, ⌫) 2 Pµ ⇥P⌫ is minimised. In this chapter, we
aim to find stopping rules that solve our two minimax robust quickest change detection
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problems asymptotically as the false alarm constraint becomes increasingly strict (i.e.
as ↵! 0).
We acknowledge that in practice, even the minimax robust quickest change detection
problems (4.3) and (4.4) may be di cult to specify and solve (e.g. the uncertainty sets Pµ
and P⌫ may be unknown). One (potentially naive) approach to quickest change detection
when the distributions are unknown is to apply misspecified detection procedures that
are designed to be optimal (or asymptotically optimal as ↵! 0) under misspecified dis-
tributions µ¯ and ⌫¯ that di↵er from the distributions µ and ⌫ of the observed sequence Yk.
In this chapter, we therefore aim to establish bounds on the detection delay performance
of misspecified quickest change detection procedures under the Lorden (4.1) and Pollak
(4.2) formulations. Importantly, by investigating the detection delay of misspecified
procedures, we will gain novel insight into the asymptotic solution of the Lorden (4.3)
and Pollak (4.4) minimax robust quickest change detection problems.
Remark 4.1 We highlight that the minimax robust quickest change detection problems
of (4.3) and (4.4) were first proposed in [6] for the important case m = 1. Our
formulations (4.3) and (4.4) are new in the sense that they involve polynomial delay
penalties for positive integers m > 1. Furthermore, since we consider polynomial delay
penalties, the proof techniques and supporting results that we use in this chapter to
identify asymptotic solutions to (4.3) and (4.4) are significantly di↵erent from those used
in [6] (particularly when handling post-change uncertainty). Indeed, unlike [6], here we
will find asymptotic solutions to (4.3) and (4.4) by first developing new bounds on the
performance of misspecified quickest change detection rules.
4.2 Misspecified Quickest Change Detection
In this section, we consider the misspecified detection delay performance of the well
known cumulative sum (CUSUM) stopping rule [35, p. 132]
TC (µ, ⌫) , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
1nk
Zkn (µ, ⌫)   hC
 
, (4.5)
where hC > 0 is a threshold chosen so that TC (µ, ⌫) 2 CR (↵, µ). Here, the log-likelihood
ratio Zkn (µ, ⌫) is defined as
Zkn (µ, ⌫) ,
kX
i=n
log
d⌫
dµ
(Yi)
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=
kX
i=n
log
f⌫ (Yi)
fµ (Yi)
where d⌫/dµ (Yi) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ⌫ with respect to µ, and fµ (·)
and f⌫ (·) are the pre-change and post-change densities, respectively. We consider the
CUSUM rule (4.5) because it asymptotically (as ↵ ! 0) solves the standard optimal
Lorden (4.1) and Pollak (4.2) quickest change detection problems for any positive integer
m > 0 when the pre-change and post-change distributions µ and ⌫ are correctly specified
(cf. [17, p. 408]). Furthermore, the CUSUM rule (4.5) is widely used in practice since its
test statistic Sk , max1nk Zkn (µ, ⌫) can be calculated recursively with Sk , S+k 1 +
Zkk (µ, ⌫) for k   1 where S0 , 0. Before we present our misspecified Lorden and Pollak
results, we first review the concept of relative entropy and its role in the describing the
convergence of log-likelihood ratios.
4.2.1 Relative Entropy and Likelihood Ratio Convergence
Consider any two probability distributions Q, Q¯ 2 P. The relative entropy of Q¯ from Q
is defined as [100, p. 26]
R
 
Q
  Q¯  ,
8>><>>:
Z
Y
log
dQ
dQ¯
(Y )dQ(Y ) if Q⌧ Q¯,
+1 otherwise
(4.6)
where Q⌧ Q¯ denotes that Q is absolutely continuous with Q¯. We note that the relative
entropy R
 
Q
  Q¯  can be (informally) regarded as a pseudo-distance between Q and
Q¯ since it is non-negative with R
 
Q
  Q¯  = 0 if and only if Q = Q¯ (although it is
asymmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality, see [100, Lemma 1.4.1]).
In our investigation of misspecified and robust quickest change detection, we will
use the relative entropy (4.6) to describe the convergence of the (possibly misspecified)
normalised log-likelihood ratios k 1Zn+k 1n (⌫¯, ⌫) and k 1Zn+k 1n (µ¯, ⌫¯). The following
lemma establishes three useful convergence results for these normalised log-likelihood
ratios.
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Lemma 4.1 Consider the probability distributions µ, µ¯, ⌫, ⌫¯ 2 P. If R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) < 1 and
R (⌫ kµ¯) <1, then
lim
k!1
sup
1⌧n
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
k 1Zn+k 1n (µ¯, ⌫¯)  [R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )] (1   )
⌘
= 0 (4.7)
for all   2 (0, 1) and all n   1. Furthermore, if R (⌫ kµ) <1, then
lim
k!1
sup
1⌧n
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
k 1Zn+k 1n (µ, ⌫)  R (⌫ kµ) (1   )
⌘
= 0 (4.8)
for all   2 (0, 1) and all n   1. Finally, if R (⌫ kµ) <1, then
lim
k!1
sup
⌧ 1
Pµ,⌫⌧
✓
max
0t<k
k 1Z⌧+t 1⌧ (µ, ⌫)   R (⌫ kµ) (1 +  )
◆
= 0 (4.9)
for all   > 0.
Proof The definition of relative entropy (4.6) and the lemma conditions imply that
R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) = Eµ,⌫⌧
h
Zkk (⌫¯, ⌫)
i
<1 and R (⌫ kµ¯) = Eµ,⌫⌧
h
Zkk (µ¯, ⌫)
i
<1
for all k   ⌧ and all ⌧   1. Hence,
R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) = Eµ,⌫⌧
h
Zkk (µ¯, ⌫¯)
i
<1
for all k   ⌧ and all ⌧   1. Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers (cf. [35, p. 18])
then gives that
lim
k!1
k 1Zn+k 1n (µ¯, ⌫¯) = R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) Pµ,⌫⌧  a.s. (4.10)
for all ⌧   1 and all n   ⌧ . Since almost sure convergence implies convergence in
probability, we have that
lim
k!1
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣   k 1Zn+k 1n (µ¯, ⌫¯)  [R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )]       ⌘ = 0 (4.11)
for all   > 0, all ⌧   1 and all n   ⌧ . The first lemma result (4.7) follows from (4.11) by
noting that the probability in (4.7) is invariant with respect to ⌧ provided that ⌧  n
(due to the i.i.d. structure of the probability measure Pµ,⌫⌧ ). Indeed, the supremum in
(4.7) is achieved by all 1  ⌧  n. The second lemma result (4.8) follows similarly from
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(4.11) with µ¯ = µ and ⌫¯ = ⌫.
To prove (4.9), let {M (k) : k   1} be a sequence of positive integer random variables
such that
Z⌧+M(k) 1⌧ (µ, ⌫) = max
0t<k
Z⌧+t 1⌧ (µ, ⌫)
for all k   1. We note that M (k)  k for all k   1, hence
Pµ,⌫⌧
✓
1
M (k)
Z⌧+M(k) 1⌧ (µ, ⌫)   R (⌫ kµ) (1 +  )
◆
  Pµ,⌫⌧
✓
1
k
Z⌧+M(k) 1⌧ (µ, ⌫)   R (⌫ kµ) (1 +  )
◆ (4.12)
for all ⌧   1, all   > 0, and all k   1.
Now, (4.10) implies that
lim
k!1
Z⌧+k 1⌧ (µ, ⌫) = +1 Pµ,⌫⌧  a.s.
for all ⌧   1. Hence, limk!1M (k) = 1 almost surely under Pµ,⌫⌧ for all ⌧   1.
Theorem 8.2 of [101, p. 302] then gives that
lim
k!1
1
M(k)
Z⌧+M(k) 1⌧ (µ, ⌫) = R (⌫ kµ) Pµ,⌫⌧  a.s.
for all ⌧   1. By again noting that almost sure convergence implies convergence in
probability, it follows that
lim
k!1
Pµ,⌫⌧
✓
1
M (k)
Z⌧+M(k) 1⌧ (µ, ⌫)   R (⌫ kµ) (1 +  )
◆
= 0
for all   > 0 and all ⌧   1. The final lemma result (4.9) then follows from (4.12). Again,
we note that the probability in (4.9) is invariant with respect to ⌧ (i.e., the supremum
is achieved by all ⌧   1 because of the i.i.d. nature of the probability measure Pµ,⌫⌧ ).
Remark 4.2 As we noted in the proof of Lemma 4.1, the supremums over ⌧ in (4.7)–
(4.9) serve little function since the probabilities inside the supremums of (4.7)–(4.9)
are achieved by every ⌧ in the appropriate intervals (due to the i.i.d. structure of the
probability measure Pµ,⌫⌧ ). Nevertheless, we have written the supremums here in order
to enable direct application of [17, Theorem 8.2.6] later in this chapter.
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We next use (4.7) to establish bounds on the detection delays of (possibly misspeci-
fied) CUSUM rules (4.5).
4.2.2 Bounds on Detection Delays of Misspecified CUSUM Rules
The following lemma establishes an upper bound on the Lorden and Pollak detection
delays of CUSUM rules (4.5) designed with (possibly misspecified) distributions µ¯ 2 P
and ⌫¯ 2 P.
Lemma 4.2 Consider the probability distributions µ, µ¯, ⌫, ⌫¯ 2 P and suppose that 0 
R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) < R (⌫ kµ¯) < 1. Then the (potentially misspecified) CUSUM rule TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)
satisfies
DmP (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫)  DmL (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫) (4.13)
 (1 + o(1))
✓
hC
R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )
◆m
(4.14)
as hC !1 for all positive integers m > 0 where o(1)! 0 as hC !1.
Proof We first note that for all ⌧   1, Pµ,⌫⌧ (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)   ⌧) > 0 as hC ! 1. Hence
for all ⌧   1, {TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)   ⌧} 2 F⌧ 1 together with the definition of essential supremum
implies that
Eµ,⌫⌧ [(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧)m |TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)   ⌧ ]  ess supEµ,⌫⌧
h 
(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1)+
 m   F⌧ 1i
for all positive integers m > 0. The inequality (4.13) follows.
To prove the second inequality (4.14) it su ces to show that for any   2 (0, 1),
ess supEµ,⌫⌧
h 
(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1)+
 m   F⌧ 1i
 (1 + o(1))
✓
hC
R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )
◆m P1
t=0 [(t+ 1)
m   tm]  t
(1   )m (4.15)
as hC ! 1 for all positive integers m > 0 and all ⌧   1. We highlight that the sumP1
t=0 [(t+ 1)
m   tm]  t is convergent for all   2 (0, 1) and all positive integers m > 0,
and is arbitrarily close to 1 for   arbitrarily close to 0.
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Let us fix an arbitrary   2 (0, 1), and define the integer
kc ,
 
hC
(R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )) (1   )
⌫
for all hC > 0 where b·c denotes the floor function. From the definition of the CUSUM
stopping rule (4.5) with threshold hC > 0, we have that
ess supPµ,⌫⌧ (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1 > tkc| F⌧ 1)
 ess supPµ,⌫⌧
✓
max
1nk
Zkn (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC for all 1  k  tkc + ⌧   1
    F⌧ 1◆
 Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
Z⌧+jkc 1⌧+(j 1)kc (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC for all 1  j  t
⌘
=
tY
j=1
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
Z⌧+jkc 1⌧+(j 1)kc (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC
⌘
(4.16)
for any ⌧   1 and any integer t   1 where (4.16) follows by independence.
Recalling the definition of kc and the conditions of the lemma ensuring R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) <
R (⌫ kµ¯) <1, (4.7) implies that,
lim
hC!1
sup
1⌧t
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
Zt+kc 1t (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC
⌘
= 0,
for any t   1. Hence, for all su ciently large hC we have that,
sup
1⌧t
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
Zt+kc 1t (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC
⌘
<   (4.17)
for any t   1. Applying (4.17) to (4.16), for su ciently large hC we have that
ess supPµ,⌫⌧ (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1 > tkc |F⌧ 1 )   t (4.18)
for any ⌧   1 and t   1. It follows that for su ciently large hC ,
ess supEµ,⌫⌧
h 
(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1)+
 m   F⌧ 1i
= ess sup
Z 1
0
Pµ,⌫⌧
⇣
(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1)+ > y1/m
   F⌧ 1⌘ dy

1X
t=0
kmc [(t+ 1)
m   tm] ess supPµ,⌫⌧
 
(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ⌧ + 1)+ > kct
  F⌧ 1 
 kmc
1X
t=0
[(t+ 1)m   tm]  t
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for any ⌧   1 and all positive integers m > 0, where the first inequality is an upper
bound of the integral by the sum of rectangles (since the integrand is a non-increasing
function), and the second inequality follows from (4.18) by noting that P (X+ > x) 
P (X > x)I {x > 0}+ I {x = 0}. Recalling the definition of kc, we have that
kmc ⇠
✓
hC
(R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )) (1   )
◆m
as hC !1 for all positive integersm > 0. Hence (4.15) holds as hC !1 for all positive
integers m > 0, and the proof is completed by recalling that   2 (0, 1) is arbitrary.
The asymptotic upper bound on the detection delay of the misspecified CUSUM
rule TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) established in Lemma 4.2 is only positive (and hence sensible) when the
misspecified distributions µ¯ and ⌫¯ satisfy R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) < R (⌫ kµ¯). If the misspecified
distributions violate this condition (i.e. when R (⌫ k⌫¯ )   R (⌫ kµ¯)), the misspecified
CUSUM rule TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) is poorly suited to detecting a change from µ to ⌫. To highlight
the importance of the condition R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) < R (⌫ kµ¯) of Lemma 4.2, we will now briefly
describe the detection delay performance of misspecified CUSUM rules TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) designed
with the following class of misspecified distributions.
Definition 4.1 (Conflicted Misspecified Distributions) Given µ, µ¯, ⌫, ⌫¯ 2 P, we
will call µ¯ and ⌫¯ conflicted misspecified distributions if
Eµ,⌫1
h
exp
⇣
Zkk (µ¯, ⌫¯)
⌘i
 1 (4.19)
for all k   1.
The following lemma establishes that conflicted misspecified distributions violate the
condition R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) < R (⌫ kµ¯), and that the Lorden and Pollak delays of misspecified
CUSUM rules TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) designed with conflicted misspecified distributions are lower
bound by an exponential function of the threshold. The asymptotic upper bound of
Lemma 4.2 therefore fails to hold for CUSUM rules designed with conflicted misspecified
distributions.
Lemma 4.3 Consider the distributions µ, µ¯, ⌫, ⌫¯ 2 P, and suppose that µ¯ and ⌫¯ are
conflicted misspecified distributions in the sense of Definition 4.1. Then R (⌫ k⌫¯ )  
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R (⌫ kµ¯), and the misspecified CUSUM rule TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) with hC > 0 such that
Pµ,⌫⌧ (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)   ⌧) > 0
for all ⌧   1 satisfies
DmL (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫)   DmP (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫)
  ehC   1
for all positive integers m > 0.
Proof By taking the logarithm of (4.19) and applying Jensen’s inequality we have that
0   logEµ,⌫1
h
exp
⇣
Zkk (µ¯, ⌫¯)
⌘i
  R (⌫ kµ¯) R (⌫ k⌫¯ )
proving the first lemma result.
Since DmL (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫)   DmP (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫) is shown in Lemma 4.2, here we
prove the second lemma result by noting that,
DmP (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) , µ, ⌫)   Eµ,⌫1 [(TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)  1)m |TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)   1]
  Eµ,⌫1 [TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)]  1 (4.20)
since Pµ,⌫⌧ (TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)   1) = 1, and xm > x for all positive integersm > 0. We now follow
an argument similar to the proof of [44, Theorem 3] to lower bound the expectation
Eµ,⌫1 [TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)].
Let us define the stopping times
⌘`+1 , inf
n
k   ⌘` + 1 : Zk⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯) < 0
o
for `   0 where ⌘0 , 0. Here, we follow the convention that inf ; = 1 for the null set
; , {}. We note that (4.19) implies that  exp  Zkn (µ¯, ⌫¯)  ,Fk, k   n is a non-negative
supermartingale under Pµ,⌫1 . Then on events {⌘` <1},
Pµ,⌫1
 
Zt⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯)   hC for some t   ⌘` + 1
  F⌘` 
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= Pµ,⌫1
✓
max
t>⌘`
Zt⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯)   hC
    F⌘`◆
 e hCEµ,⌫1
h
exp
⇣
Z⌘`+1⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯)
⌘   F⌘`i
 e hC
where the first inequality follows from the maximal inequality for non-negative super-
martingales (e.g. see [102, p. 55]), and the second inequality follows from (4.19) by
independence and Doob’s optional sampling theorem (cf. [35, p. 24]). Hence, on events
{⌘` <1} we have that
Pµ,⌫1
 
Zt⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC for all t   ⌘` + 1
  F⌘`    1  e hC . (4.21)
Now, we note that
TC (µ¯, ⌫¯) = inf
n
k   1 : Zk⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯)   hC for some ⌘` < k
o
  Nz (4.22)
where we define Nz as the number of zero-crossings before a threshold-crossing in the
sense that
Nz , inf
 
`   0 : ⌘` <1 and Zt⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯)   hC for some t   ⌘` + 1
 
.
Then,
Pµ,⌫1 (Nz > `)
= Pµ,⌫1 (Nz   ` and Nz   `+ 1)
= Eµ,⌫1 [I {Nz   `}Eµ,⌫1 [I {Nz   `+ 1} |F⌘` ]]
= Eµ,⌫1 [I {Nz   `}Pµ,⌫1 (Nz   `+ 1 |F⌘` )]
= Eµ,⌫1
⇥
I {Nz   `} I {⌘` <1}Pµ,⌫1
 
Zt⌘`+1 (µ¯, ⌫¯) < hC for all t   ⌘` + 1 |F⌘`
 ⇤
 
⇣
1  e hC
⌘
Pµ,⌫1 (Nz > `  1)
where the second equality from the tower property of expectation, the definition of the
indicator function and the fact that I {Nz   `} is F⌘`-measurable; the third equality
follows from the definition of conditional probability; the fourth equality follows from
the definition of Nz, and; the last line follows from (4.21). Recalling the expectation of
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discrete non-negative random variables we have that
Eµ,⌫1 [Nz]  
1X
`=0
Pµ,⌫1 (Nz > `)
 
1X
`=0
(1  e hC )` = ehC
and the second lemma result follows by recalling (4.22) and (4.20).
Besides highlighting the importance of designing CUSUM rules with distributions
that satisfy R (⌫ k⌫¯ ) < R (⌫ kµ¯), Lemma 4.3 reinforces the intuition that a poorly
designed CUSUM rule can have an expected detection delay that is longer than its
mean time to false alarm Eµ1 [TC (µ¯, ⌫¯)]. For example, Lemma 4.3 gives that the Lorden
and Pollak detection delays of the misspecified CUSUM rule TC (µ, ⌫¯) (designed with the
conflicted misspecified distribution ⌫¯) are at least exp (hC)   1, whilst [44, Theorem 4]
gives that the mean time to false alarm of TC (µ, ⌫¯) satisfies E
µ1 [TC (µ, ⌫¯)]   exp (hC).
Remark 4.3 An exponential lower bound similar to that of Lemma 4.3 is provided in
[103] for misspecified CUSUM rules detecting changes in a class of Markov chains. We
note that the argument of [103] seems to imply similar bounds when the observations are
i.i.d. with bounded log-likelihood ratios (e.g. using Hoe↵ding’s inequality [104]).
We will later illustrate and discuss our Lorden and Pollak bounds on the performance
of misspecified CUSUM rules in a simulation example. We now exploit the upper bound
developed in Lemma 4.2 to identify an asymptotic solution to our Lorden and Pollak
minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay penalties.
4.3 Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection
In this section, we will investigate the asymptotic solution of our Lorden (4.3) and Pollak
(4.4) robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay penalties.
4.3.1 Least Favourable Distributions
The solution of our minimax robust problems is simplified when we are able to identify
distributions from the sets Pµ and P⌫ such that the asymptotically robust rule is the
stopping rule that asymptotically solves the standard optimal Lorden and Pollak quickest
change detection problems specified by these least favourable distributions (LFDs).
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There exists a large body of literature for identifying LFDs in minimax robust quickest
change detection problems (and robust hypothesis testing) when the uncertainty sets are
jointly stochastically bounded by pairs of distributions (µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ ⇥ P⌫ in the sense of
the following definition (cf. [6, 35, 59]).
Definition 4.2 (Joint Stochastic Boundedness [6]) We will say that the pair of
uncertainty sets (Pµ,P⌫) is jointly stochastically bounded by the pair of distributions
(µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ ⇥ P⌫ when
P ⌫1
✓
log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )   x
◆
  P ⌫˜1
✓
log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )   x
◆
(4.23)
for all x 2 R and all ⌫ 2 P⌫ , and
P µ˜1
✓
log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )   x
◆
  Pµ1
✓
log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )   x
◆
(4.24)
for all x 2 R and all µ 2 Pµ.
We note that the bounding distributions (µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ ⇥ P⌫ are those elements of the
uncertainty sets that are closest (in an information-theoretic or relative entropy sense) [6].
Furthermore, many useful uncertainty sets including ✏-contamination sets, total variation
neighbourhoods, and Le´vy metric neighbourhoods are known to be jointly stochastically
bounded by pairs of distributions (µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ ⇥ P⌫ (see [6, Section III.A] and references
therein for more examples).
In [6], exact Lorden and asymptotic Pollak minimax robust quickest change detection
problems with linear delay penalties are solved under the condition that the uncertainty
sets (Pµ,P⌫) are jointly stochastically bounded by the pair of LFDs (µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ ⇥ P⌫
(the Pollak result of [6] also requires that there is no pre-change uncertainty in the sense
that Pµ = {µ}). In this chapter, we aim to find asymptotic solutions to our Lorden (4.3)
and Pollak (4.4) minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial
delay penalties whilst relaxing the joint stochastic boundedness condition of [6]. Let
us therefore introduce the following concept of partial stochastic boundedness for the
purpose of identifying LFDs for our Lorden (4.3) and Pollak (4.4) asymptotic minimax
robust quickest change detection problems.
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Definition 4.3 (Partial Stochastic Boundedness) We shall say that the pair of un-
certainty sets (Pµ,P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by the distributions (µ˜, ⌫˜) when
R ( ⌫˜k µ˜)  R (⌫k µ˜) R (⌫ k⌫˜ ) (4.25)
for all ⌫ 2 P⌫ , and
P µ˜1
✓
log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )   x
◆
  Pµ1
✓
log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )   x
◆
(4.26)
for all x 2 R and all µ 2 Pµ.
We highlight that if the pair (Pµ,P⌫) is jointly stochastically bounded by the pair
(µ˜, ⌫˜) in the sense of Definition 4.2, then it is also partially stochastically bounded by
(µ˜, ⌫˜) in the sense of Definition 4.3 since (4.23) implies that
E⌫1

log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )
 
  E ⌫˜1

log
d⌫˜
dµ˜
(Y )
 
for all ⌫ 2 P⌫ , which is equivalent to (4.25) (by recalling the definition of relative
entropy). The following remark provides additional insight into the structure of the
pair (Pµ,P⌫) in the important case when it is partially stochastically bounded with no
pre-change uncertainty (i.e. Pµ = {µ}). The remark also provides a useful method for
establishing that the uncertainty sets (Pµ,P⌫) are partially stochastically bounded when
Pµ = {µ}.
Remark 4.4 Consider Pµ = {µ} so that µ˜ = µ. If (Pµ,P⌫) is partially stochastically
bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜), then the non-negativity of the relative entropy R (⌫ k⌫˜ ) for all ⌫ 2 P⌫
implies that ⌫˜ satisfies
R ( ⌫˜kµ) = inf
⌫2P⌫
R (⌫kµ) . (4.27)
It follows that a su cient method for testing if (Pµ,P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded
by (µ˜, ⌫˜) when Pµ = {µ} is to identify ⌫˜ 2 P⌫ solving (4.27), and verify that
inf
⌫2P⌫
[R (⌫ kµ) R (⌫ k⌫˜ )]   R (⌫˜ kµ) . (4.28)
We highlight that in the special case of a convex uncertainty set P⌫ ⇢ P, the Pythagorean
property of relative entropy (cf. [105, Theorem 1]) implies that (4.28) holds automatically
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for distributions ⌫˜ 2 P⌫ solving (4.27).
We will later illustrate the novelty of our partial stochastic boundedness concept
and Remark 4.4 by showing that uncertainty sets defined by relative entropy tolerances
are partially stochastically bounded (without requiring them to be jointly stochastically
bounded in the sense of Definition 4.2). We shall now show that if the uncertainty sets
(Pµ,P⌫) are partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜), then µ˜ and ⌫˜ are LFDs for both
our Lorden (4.3) and Pollak (4.4) asymptotic minimax robust quickest change detection
problems.
4.3.2 Asymptotically Minimax Robust Lorden and Pollak Quickest Change
Detection
The following theorem establishes that if the uncertainty sets (Pµ,P⌫) are partially
stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜), then the CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) solves both (4.3) and
(4.4) as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0 (under some regularity conditions).
Theorem 4.1 Consider the uncertainty sets Pµ,P⌫ ⇢ P, and suppose that the pair
(Pµ,P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ⇥P⌫ in the sense of Definition
4.3. Furthermore, suppose that R ( ⌫˜k µ˜) < 1, and R (⌫k µ˜) < 1 for all ⌫ 2 P⌫ . Then
the CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) with hC = | log↵| asymptotically solves both the Lorden (4.3)
and Pollak (4.4) minimax robust quickest change detection problems in the sense that
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
(µ,⌫)2Pµ⇥P⌫
DmL (T, µ, ⌫) ⇠ DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜, ⌫˜)
and
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
(µ,⌫)2Pµ⇥P⌫
DmP (T, µ, ⌫) ⇠ DmP (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜, ⌫˜)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0 where f(↵) ⇠ g(↵) as ↵ ! 0 denotes that
f(↵) = (1 + o(1))g(↵).
Proof Since the Lorden and Pollak results are proved in an identical manner, we only
present the proof of the Lorden result.
By noting the condition of the theorem that R ( ⌫˜k µ˜) < 1, and by recalling (4.8)
and (4.9), [17, Theorem 8.2.6] gives that the CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) with hC = | log↵| is
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asymptotically optimal within the class of stopping rules CR (↵, µ˜) in the sense that
inf
T2CR(↵,µ˜)
DmL (T, µ˜, ⌫˜) ⇠ DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜, ⌫˜) (4.29)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. Similar to the proof of [6, Theorem III.2], the
partial stochastic boundedness condition (4.26) on Pµ combined with [6, Lemma III.1]
gives that
P µ˜1 (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜)  k) = P µ˜1
✓
max
1nk
max
1inZ
n
i (µ˜, ⌫˜)   hC
◆
  Pµ1
✓
max
1nk
max
1inZ
n
i (µ˜, ⌫˜)   hC
◆
= Pµ1 (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜)  k)
for all k   1, and all µ 2 Pµ. The expected time to false alarm of TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) therefore
satisfies
Eµ˜1 [TC (µ˜, ⌫˜)] =
1X
k=1
 
1  P µ˜1 (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜)  k)
 

1X
k=1
(1  Pµ1 (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜)  k))
= Eµ1 [TC (µ˜, ⌫˜)]
for all µ 2 Pµ. The false alarm rate of TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) therefore satisfies
FAR (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ)  FAR (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜)
for all µ 2 Pµ. From [44, Theorem 4] we have that FAR (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜)  ↵ when
hC = | log↵| and so it follows that TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) with hC = | log↵| is in the false alarm rate
constraint set CR (↵).
Since TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) with hC = | log↵| is in the false alarm rate constraint set CR (↵), and
since the false alarm rate constraint that T 2 CR (↵) is stricter than the constraint that
T 2 CR (↵, µ˜), the asymptotic optimality of TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) with hC = | log↵| given in (4.29)
implies that
inf
T2CR(↵,µ˜)
DmL (T, µ˜, ⌫˜) ⇠ DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜, ⌫˜)
⇠ inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, µ˜, ⌫˜)
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as ↵! 0 for all positive integersm > 0. By combining this asymptotic equality with [17,
Theorem 8.2.6] we have that
inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, µ˜, ⌫˜) ⇠ DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜, ⌫˜)
= (1 + o(1))
✓ |log↵|
R (⌫˜ kµ˜)
◆m
  (1 + o(1))
✓ |log↵|
R (⌫ kµ˜) R (⌫ k⌫˜ )
◆m
  DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ, ⌫)
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0, all µ 2 Pµ, and all ⌫ 2 P⌫ where the third line
follows from the partial stochastic boundedness condition (4.25) on P⌫ , and the fourth
line follows from Lemma 4.2 by noting that the partial stochastic boundedness condition
(4.25) and the conditions of the theorem imply that R (⌫ k⌫˜ ) < R (⌫k µ˜) < 1 for all
⌫ 2 P⌫ . The asymptotic delay DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ, ⌫) as ↵ ! 0 is thus greatest for all
positive integers m > 0 when µ = µ˜ 2 Pµ and ⌫ = ⌫˜ 2 P⌫ . We therefore have that
sup
(µ,⌫)2Pµ⇥P⌫
DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ, ⌫) ⇠ DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ˜, ⌫˜)
⇠ inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, µ˜, ⌫˜)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. The point (TC(µ˜, ⌫˜), ⌫˜, µ˜) therefore specifies
an asymptotic saddle point of the Lorden minimax robust quickest change detection
problem (4.3) for all positive integers m > 0. Since saddle points are minimax solutions
(cf. [106, Proposition 3.4.2]), the proof is complete.
In Theorem 4.1, we have shown that when the pair of uncertainty sets (Pµ,P⌫) is
partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜), the misspecified CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) is
asymptotically minimax robust under both the Lorden (4.3) and Pollak (4.4) formu-
lations for any positive integer m > 0. Furthermore, Theorem 4.1 implies that the
distributions µ˜ and ⌫˜ are LFDs for both the Lorden (4.3) and Pollak (4.4) problems
when (Pµ,P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) because the asymptotically
minimax robust CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) is also the rule that asymptotically solves the
standard optimal Lorden (4.1) and Pollak (4.2) problems specified with µ˜ and ⌫˜ (cf.
Section 4.2 and [17, p. 408]).
By strengthening the partial stochastic boundedness condition on the uncertainty
sets (Pµ,P⌫) to the condition that (Pµ,P⌫) is jointly stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) in
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the sense of Definition 4.2, [6, Theorem 3.2] establishes that TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) solves the Lorden
minimax robust problem (4.3) exactly (rather than asymptotically) in the linear delay
penalty casem = 1. Our asymptotic Lorden result in Theorem 4.1 is therefore significant
because it holds for polynomial detection delay penalties with positive integers m > 1.
On the other hand, the previous Pollak minimax robust result of [6, Theorem 3.3]
is limited to the asymptotic setting (with a linear detection delay penalty m = 1), is
established under the stronger joint stochastic boundedness condition, and assumes no
pre-change uncertainty (i.e., Pµ = {µ}). In contrast to [6, Theorem 3.3], our asymptotic
Pollak result of Theorem 4.1 handles both pre-change and post-change uncertainty
(and involves polynomial delay penalties). Furthermore, our asymptotic Pollak result
involves the CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) whilst [6, Theorem 3.3] involves the (more di cult
to implement) Shiryaev-Roberts-Pollak (SRP) rule.
Before we illustrate the design and practical performance of the asymptotically
minimax robust CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜), we shall characterise the asymptotic cost of
robustness by describing the additional asymptotic delay incurred by TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) compared
to the asymptotically optimal rule TC (µ, ⌫).
Corollary 4.1 Consider the uncertainty sets Pµ,P⌫ ⇢ P, and suppose that the pair
(Pµ,P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) 2 Pµ⇥P⌫ in the sense of Definition
4.3. Furthermore, suppose that R (⌫k µ˜) < 1 for all ⌫ 2 P⌫ . Now, consider any pre-
change distribution µ 2 Pµ and post-change distribution ⌫ 2 P⌫ . If R (⌫ kµ) < 1 then
the CUSUM rules TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) and TC (µ, ⌫) with hC = | log↵| satisfy
DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ, ⌫)
DmL (TC (µ, ⌫) , µ, ⌫)

✓
R (⌫kµ)
R (⌫ kµ˜) R (⌫ k⌫˜ )
◆m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0, and
DmP (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ, ⌫)
DmP (TC (µ, ⌫) , µ, ⌫)

✓
R (⌫kµ)
R (⌫ kµ˜) R (⌫ k⌫˜ )
◆m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0.
Proof The conditions of the corollary combined with partial stochastic boundedness
(4.25) imply that R (⌫ k⌫˜ ) < R (⌫k µ˜) < 1 for all ⌫ 2 P⌫ . Lemma 4.2 therefore gives
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the upper bound
DmL (TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) , µ, ⌫)  (1 + o(1))
✓ |log↵|
R (⌫ kµ˜) R (⌫ k⌫˜ )
◆m
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. Similarly, the conditions of the corollary
give R (⌫kµ) < 1 and so by recalling (4.8) and (4.9), [17, Theorem 8.2.6] gives the
asymptotic equality
DmL (TC (µ, ⌫) , µ, ⌫) ⇠
✓ |log↵|
R (⌫kµ)
◆m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. The Lorden result follows by dividing the upper
bound by the asymptotic equality for any positive integer m > 0. The same sequence of
steps gives the Pollak result and completes the proof.
The Lorden asymptotic cost of robustness established in Corollary 4.1 was derived
in [6] for the case m = 1 using a simpler argument involving sequential probability ratio
tests. By exploiting the more demanding arguments of Lemma 4.2 and [17, Theorem
8.2.6], Corollary 4.1 provides novel insight into the (possibly non-linear) asymptotic costs
of robustness under both the minimax robust Lorden (4.3) and Pollak (4.4) formulations.
We next illustrate the design and practical performance of the asymptotically minimax
robust CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜).
4.4 Relative Entropy Uncertainty Sets and Simulation Example
In this section, we investigate the use of relative entropy uncertainty sets in the problem
of minimax robust quickest change detection. We then illustrate the design and per-
formance of misspecified and asymptotically minimax robust CUSUM rules in a Monte
Carlo simulation study. Throughout this section, we shall assume that the pre-change
distribution µ is known in the sense that Pµ = {µ} and µ˜ = µ.
4.4.1 Relative Entropy Uncertainty Sets
Let us define the relative entropy uncertainty set
P⌫ = {⌫ 2 P : R (⌫ k⌫N )   } (4.30)
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R (⌫ k⌫N )   
⌫˜ ⌫Nµ
Figure 4.1: Diagram of relative entropy uncertainty set P⌫ = {⌫ 2 P : R (⌫ k⌫N )   }
with nominal (centre) distribution ⌫N , LFD ⌫˜ and pre-change distribution µ. The
unknown post-change distribution ⌫ resides somewhere on or within the ball.
where ⌫N is a (known) nominal post-change distribution with probability density fN (y),
and 0 <   <1 is a (finite) constant. An illustration of the relative entropy uncertainty
set P⌫ is shown in Figure 4.1. Whilst relative entropy uncertainty sets have recently
been considered in the problem of robust hypothesis testing [8] (and earlier in robust
control [58]), their use in robust quickest change detection appears new. Significantly,
we will now use Remark 4.4 to show that the pair (Pµ,P⌫) with Pµ = {µ} and the
relative entropy uncertainty set P⌫ is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) (without
requiring that it is also jointly stochastically bounded in the sense of Definition 4.2).
To show that (Pµ,P⌫) with Pµ = {µ} and the relative entropy uncertainty set P⌫ is
partially stochastically bounded, we first note that the optimisation (4.27) is a convex
problem because the relative entropy R (· k·) is a convex functional of both its arguments
(cf. [100, Lemma 1.4.3]) and because P⌫ is a convex set of probability distributions. The
minimising distribution ⌫˜ solving (4.27) therefore exists. Furthermore, because P⌫ is a
convex set of probability distributions, the Pythagorean identity of relative entropy on
convex sets (cf. [105, Theorem 1] and [105, Remark 1]) gives that (4.28) automatically
holds for the solution ⌫˜ of (4.27). Hence, the pair (Pµ,P⌫) with Pµ = {µ} and relative
entropy uncertainty set P⌫ is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) where ⌫˜ is found
by solving the optimisation problem (4.27). Our asymptotic Lorden and Pollak minimax
robust quickest change detection results of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 therefore hold
for relative entropy uncertainty sets. In the following, we shall apply the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions (cf. [107, p. 249]) to find the LFD ⌫˜ solving (4.27).
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Following [59, p. 251], in order to apply the KKT conditions and solve (4.27) let
L (f⌫(y), a, b) , R (⌫ kµ) + a (R (⌫ k⌫N )  ) + b
✓Z
Y
f⌫(y)dy   1
◆
=
Z
Y
✓
log
f⌫(y)
fµ(y)
+ a log
f⌫(y)
fN (y)
+ b
◆
f⌫(y)dy   a   b
be the Lagrangian of the optimisation problem (4.27). Here, a   0 is the multiplier
associated with the constraint that ⌫ 2 P⌫ and b   0 is the multiplier associated with
the constraint that the probability density associated with ⌫ (i.e., f⌫(y)) integrates to
one. (We shall later see that our solution ⌫ = ⌫˜ is non-negative so applying an explicit
constraint for non-negativity is unnecessary.) We also note that the Gateaux derivative
of L (f⌫(y), a, b) with respect to f⌫(y) in the direction of an arbitrary function z(y) is
defined as [107, p. 171],
rf⌫(y),z(y)L (f⌫(y), a, b) , limh!0
L (f⌫(y) + hz(y), a, b)  L (f⌫(y), a, b)
h
=
Z
Y
✓
log
f⌫(y)
fµ(y)
+ a log
f⌫(y)
fN (y)
+ a+ b
◆
z(y)dy.
We now have that the KKT conditions for optimality (cf. [107, p. 249] and [59, p.
252]) are
rf⌫(y),z(y)L (f⌫(y), a, b)
  
⌫=⌫¯
=
Z
Y
✓
log
f⌫˜(y)
fµ(y)
+ a log
f⌫˜(y)
fN (y)
+ a+ b
◆
z(y)dy = 0 (4.31)
and
a (R (⌫˜ k⌫N )  ) = 0 (4.32)
where f⌫˜(y) is the probability density associated with the LFD ⌫˜ 2 P⌫ . Since the
function z(·) is arbitrary, the first KKT condition (4.31) implies that
0 = log
f⌫˜(y)
fµ(y)
+ a log
f⌫˜(y)
fN (y)
+ a+ b,
and by straightforward algebra we have that
f⌫˜(y) =
1
z 
(fµ(y))
  (fN (y))
1   (4.33)
where   , 1/(1+ a), and z  , exp ((a+ b)/(a+ 1)). Using the probability density f⌫˜(y)
from (4.33), the second KKT condition (4.32) implies that a > 0 must be selected (or
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equivalently   must be selected) so that
R (⌫˜ k⌫N ) =   (4.34)
whilst b   0 is free to be selected to ensure that f⌫˜(y) is suitably normalised in the sense
that
z  = exp
✓
a+ b
a+ 1
◆
=
Z 1
 1
(fµ(y))
  (fN (y))
1   dy.
In summary, the optimisation problem (4.27) is solved for the LFD ⌫˜ by finding a   2
(0, 1) and b   0 such that (4.34) holds for a probability density function f⌫˜(y) in the form
of (4.33). As shown in Figure 4.1, we note that the LFD ⌫˜ is therefore intuitively located
on the boundary of the uncertainty set P⌫ closest (in a relative entropy sense) to the
pre-change distribution µ. We will now illustrate our procedure for solving (4.27) with
Gaussian nominal and pre-change distributions, and we will examine the performance of
asymptotically minimax robust and misspecified CUSUM rules in simulation.
4.4.2 Simulation Example
In this example, we will suppose that the observations Yk have known pre-change
distribution µ˜ = µ = N (0, 1), and unknown (possibly non-Gaussian) post-change
distribution ⌫ 2 P⌫ where N
 
x, 2
 
denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean x
and variance  2. We will assume that the unknown post-change distribution ⌫ resides
within the relative entropy uncertainty set P⌫ given by (4.30) with a nominal post-change
distribution ⌫N = N (1, 1), and relative entropy tolerance   = 0.46. Substitution of
Gaussian densities into (4.33) combined with algebraic manipulations gives that P⌫ is
⌫˜-Pythagorean with ⌫˜ = N ((1   ) , 1). We solve (4.34) for   by noting that both ⌫˜ and
⌫N are Gaussian distributions, and hence
R (⌫˜ k⌫N ) =  
2
2
=  
where the first equality follows from the closed form for relative entropy between Gaus-
sians (cf. [19, Example 4.1.9]). It follows that   =
p
2  = 0.96, and so ⌫˜ = N (0.04, 1)
solves (4.27).
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In order to examine the practical performance of misspecified and asymptotically
minimax robust rules, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of: the asymptotically
minimax robust CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜); a nominal CUSUM rule TC (µ, ⌫N ) naively
designed with the nominal distribution ⌫N at the centre of the uncertainty set P⌫ ; and
a (window-limited) generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) procedure given by [44]
TG , inf
(
k   1 : max
k w<nk 1
sup
⌫2NP
Zkn (µ, ⌫)   hG
)
(4.35)
where w   1 is a window length parameter, NP ⇢ P is the set of Gaussian prob-
ability distributions on Y, and hG is a threshold chosen so that FAR (TG, µ)  ↵.
We highlight that the GLR rule TG is window-limited because it does not have an
e cient recursive implementation (here we followed [46] and selected window lengths
of w   2| log↵|/R (⌫ kµ) with ↵ = 0.008). For the purpose of illustrating the best
achievable detection performance with ideal knowledge of ⌫, we also simulated the opti-
mal CUSUM rule TC (µ, ⌫). For each rule, we estimated the false alarm rate FAR(T, µ)
and corresponding detection delay Eµ,⌫1 [T ] with maximum percentage standard errors
of 7.9% and 7.7%, respectively. Importantly, for CUSUM rules, the expected detection
delay Eµ,⌫1 [T ], the Lorden delay D
1
L (T, µ, ⌫) and the Pollak D
1
P (T, µ, ⌫) delay are all
equivalent (by the argument below [42, Lemma 1]).
In Figure 4.2, we have plotted each rule’s estimated detection delay Eµ,⌫1 [T ] for
means of the post-change distribution ⌫ = N (x, 0.81) in the interval x 2 [0.1, 1]. The
estimated false alarm rate of each rule in Figure 4.2 is FAR(T, µ) = 0.008, and we
note that post-change distributions ⌫ = N (x, 0.81) with x 2 [0.1, 1] form a subset of
the relative entropy uncertainty set P⌫ . Figure 4.2 suggests that each rule experiences
its worst case detection delay in this subset of P⌫ at x = 0.1 (i.e. at the post-change
distribution ⌫ that is closest to µ). Importantly, in this subset of P⌫ , the worst case
detection delay of the asymptotically robust CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) appears less than
the worst case detection delays of the (non-robust) nominal CUSUM TC (µ, ⌫N ) and GLR
TG. However, Figure 4.2 also illustrates that there is a cost associated with robustness
since the performance of the asymptotically robust CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) di↵ers from
that of the optimal CUSUM rule TC (µ, ⌫), and the nominal CUSUM rule TC (µ, ⌫N )
outperforms it when the mean of ⌫ approaches the mean of the nominal distribution
⌫N (i.e. as x ! 1). Nevertheless, the di↵erence in performance as x ! 1 compared to
the di↵erence in performance at x = 0.1 is small (and highlights the merits of minimax
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Figure 4.2: Estimated detection delay Eµ,⌫1 [T ] against the mean x of the post-change
distribution ⌫ = N (x, 0.81) for an estimated false alarm rate of FAR (T, µ) = 0.008.
Here, ⌫N = N (1, 1), ⌫˜= N (0.04, 1), and the maximum percentage standard error of the
detection delays and false alarm rates are 7.7% and 7.9%, respectively.
robust formulations of quickest change detection).
Figure 4.3 shows the estimated detection delay Eµ,⌫1 [T ] against false alarm rate for the
worst case post-change distribution ⌫ = N (0.1, 0.81) from the subset of P⌫ considered
in Figure 4.2. From Figure 4.3, we see that the di↵erence in worst case detection delays
between the asymptotically minimax robust CUSUM rule, nominal CUSUM and GLR
rules becomes larger as the false alarm rate FAR (T, µ) becomes smaller. Furthermore,
in this case the nominal distribution ⌫N is a conflicted misspecified distribution (in the
sense of Definition 4.1), and so Lemma 4.3 gives that the delay of the nominal CUSUM
rule TC (µ, ⌫N ) is lower bound by the exponential plotted in Figure 4.3. Interestingly, the
detection delays of the GLR rule also appears to be exponentially lower bounded. The
GLR and nominal CUSUM rules therefore fail to exhibit performance consistent with
minimax robustness. The poor performance of the nominal CUSUM rule also highlights
the importance of using the LFD ⌫˜ in the design of the asymptotically minimax robust
CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜).
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Figure 4.3: Estimated detection delay Eµ,⌫1 [T ] versus estimated false alarm rate
FAR (T, µ) for post-change distribution ⌫ = N (0.1, 0.81), nominal distribution ⌫N =
N (1, 1) and LFD ⌫˜ = N (0.04, 1). The exponential lower bound is computed for the
nominal CUSUM TC (⌫N ) from Lemma 4.3. The maximum percentage standard error
of the detection delays and false alarm rates are 7.7% and 7.9%, respectively.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have considered the quickest detection of an abrupt unknown change
in the probability distribution of a stochastic process with i.i.d. observations before
and after the (unknown) change-time. We proposed Lorden and Pollak misspecified and
asymptotic minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay
penalties for cases where the pre-change and post-change distributions are uncertain. We
established new bounds on the detection delays of misspecified CUSUM rules. We then
used these bounds to identify asymptotic solutions to our minimax robust detection
problems by following an LFD approach (and by imposing a new partial stochastic
boundedness condition on the uncertainty sets of possible pre-change and post-change
distributions). The asymptotically minimax robust rules we identified are the CUSUM
rules that solve the standard optimal (non-robust) asymptotic Lorden and Pollak quick-
est change detection problems specified by a pair of LFDs.
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Importantly, our asymptotic minimax robust Pollak result handles both pre-change
and post-change uncertainty (whilst the asymptotic Pollak result in [6] only handles post-
change uncertainty). Furthermore, our new partial stochastic boundedness condition is a
relaxation of the joint stochastic boundedness condition used to establish exact Lorden
and asymptotic Pollak minimax robust quickest change detection results in [6]. Our
results (although limited to the asymptotic setting) therefore provide additional insight
into non-Bayesian quickest change detection problems when the joint stochastic bound-
edness condition of [6] fails to hold. We provided a post-change uncertainty set defined
by a relative entropy tolerance as an example where the joint stochastic boundedness
condition of [6] is di cult (if not impossible) to satisfy but where our partial stochastic
boundedness condition holds. Our simulation results suggest that asymptotically robust
rules can o↵er competitive practical performance to more computationally expensive
GLR rules.
CHAPTER 5
Asymptotically Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection in
Dependent Stochastic Processes with Parametric Uncertainty
Knowledge would be fatal, it is uncertainty that charms one.
A mist makes things beautiful.
 Oscar Wild, The Picture of Dorian Gray
In this chapter, we build upon the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
process results of Chapter 4 to investigate the problem of quickly detecting an unknown
abrupt change in a general dependent (non-i.i.d.) stochastic process. The key contribu-
tions of this chapter are:
I The proposal and solution of Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian asymptotic minimax ro-
bust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay penalties in general
dependent processes with unknown post-change conditional density parameters;
and
I The derivation of new asymptotic bounds on the Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian
polynomial delay costs of asymptotically minimax robust rules compared to asymp-
totically optimal rules.
Importantly, we identify asymptotic solutions to our minimax robust problems using
The results presented in this chapter appear in the submitted journal paper [J2].
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a least favourable parameter approach that requires the uncertainty set of parameters
to satisfy an information-theoretic Pythagorean inequality condition. This information-
theoretic Pythagorean inequality condition is closely related to the partial stochastic
boundedness concept we introduced in Chapter 4 to identify least favourable distributions
for our i.i.d. process asymptotic minimax quickest change detection problems.
In the case of i.i.d. observations before and after the change-time, the Lorden and
Pollak results of this chapter are special cases of the results we established previously
in Chapter 4. Specifically, the results of this chapter only apply in the i.i.d. case
when the pre-change distribution is known, and when the uncertainty in the post-change
distribution is described by unknown parameters (i.e., when the uncertainty is parametric
rather than non-parametric). The results in this chapter are significant because they
hold for a large variety of stochastic processes including Markov chains and linear state-
space systems (whilst the results of Chapter 4 and [6] are limited to processes with i.i.d.
observations before and after the change-time).
This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 5.1, we propose Lorden, Pollak, and
Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay
penalties and parametric uncertainty. In Section 5.2, we introduce our information-
theoretic Pythagorean condition on the uncertainty set, and identify asymptotically
minimax robust Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian quickest change detection rules. In Section
5.3, we present Markov chain and linear state-space system examples and simulation
results. Finally, we provide conclusions in Section 5.4.
5.1 Problem Statement
Let Yk for k   1 be a sequence of (possibly dependent) random variables each taking
values in the set Y ⇢ RN . We will assume that the conditional density of Yk given
Y[1,k 1] , {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk 1} is f0k
 ·   Y[1,k 1]   for k < ⌧ , and f1,⌧k  ·   Y[1,k 1]   for k   ⌧
where ⌧   1 is an unknown (possibly random) change-time. Here, we note that the post-
change conditional densities f1,⌧k
 ·   Y[1,k 1]   are (potentially) dependent on the change-
time ⌧ . We shall assume that the post-change densities f1,⌧k
 ·   Y[1,k 1]   for k   ⌧ are from
a parametric family f✓,⌧k
 ·   Y[1,k 1]   with parameter ✓ 2 ⇥ and parameter set ⇥ ⇢ Rp.
Under our change description, the joint probability density function of the observations
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Y[1,k] for all k   1 is given by
p✓⌧
 
Y[1,k]
 
,
⌧ 1Y
i=1
f0i
 
Yi
  Y[1,i 1]   kY
n=⌧
f✓,⌧n
 
Yn
  Y[1,n 1]   (5.1)
where we follow convention and define f01
 
Y1
  Y[1,0]   , f01 (Y1), f✓,⌧1  Y1   Y[1,0]   , f✓,⌧1 (Y1),
and
Qk
i=⌧ f
✓,⌧
i
 
Yi
  Y[1,i 1]   , 1 when ⌧ > k (cf. [17, p. 303]).
Let Fk ,  
 
Y[1,k]
 
denote the filtration generated by Y[1,k]. We will assume the
existence of a probability space (⌦,F , P ✓⌧ ) where ⌦ is a sample space of sequences Y[1,1],
F = S1k=0Fk with the convention that F0 , {;,⌦}, and P ✓⌧ is a probability measure
constructed by extending the finite-dimensional probability distribution associated with
the joint probability density p✓⌧
 
Y[1,k]
 
(using Kolmogorov’s extension theorem, cf. [108]).
We will denote the expectation under P ✓⌧ as E
✓
⌧ [·]. In the following, we will use µ and
Eµ [·] as shorthand for the probability measure P1 and expectation E1[·] corresponding
to a process with no change (and hence no dependence on the change-time and post-
change conditional densities). Similarly, we will use the shorthand ⌫✓ to denote the
probability measure P ✓1 (with no dependence on the pre-change conditional densities).
In the quickest change detection problem, we observe Yk sequentially with the aim
of detecting the change (i.e. rejecting the hypothesis that a change has not occurred
and stopping our observation of Yk) as soon as possible after the change-time ⌧ whilst
avoiding false alarms. A quickest change detection procedure is therefore characterised
by a stopping time T 2 CT where CT denotes the set of stopping times with respect
to Fk. We shall review several formulations of optimal quickest change detection before
proposing our (parametric) minimax robust formulations.
5.1.1 Standard Optimal Quickest Change Detection Formulations
We consider three standard formulations of optimal quickest change detection: the non-
Bayesian Lorden formulation, the non-Bayesian Pollak formulation, and the Bayesian
formulation.
Non-Bayesian Formulations [17]
In the Lorden and Pollak quickest change detection problem formulations, the change-
time ⌧   1 is considered a deterministic unknown quantity. In these formulations, the
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false alarm rate of a stopping time T 2 CT is defined as
FAR (T ) , 1
Eµ [T ]
and we will define the set of stopping times T 2 CT satisfying FAR (T )  ↵ for a given
constraint 0 < ↵ <1 as CR (↵).
Under the Lorden formulation, the worst case average detection delay of the stopping
time T 2 CT is defined as
DmL (T, ✓) , sup
⌧ 1
ess supE✓⌧
h 
(T   ⌧ + 1)+ m   F⌧ 1i
for any positive integer m > 0 where x+ , max {x, 0}. The Lorden formulation of
quickest change detection (with a polynomial delay penalty) is the optimisation problem
[17]
inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, ✓) (5.2)
for any positive integer m > 0 given 0 < ↵ <1.
Under the Pollak formulation, the expected detection delay of the stopping time
T 2 CT is defined as
DmP (T, ✓) , sup
⌧ 1
E✓⌧ [ (T   ⌧)m|T   ⌧ ]
for any positive integer m > 0. The Pollak formulation of quickest change detection
(with a polynomial delay penalty) is then [17]
inf
T2CR(↵)
DmP (T, ✓) (5.3)
for any positive integer m > 0 given 0 < ↵ <1.
Bayesian Formulation [45]
In the Bayesian formulation of quickest change detection, the change-time ⌧   1 is
considered to be an unknown random variable with (prior) distribution ⇡ , {⇡k} where
⇡k , P (⌧ = k) for k   1 (and ⇡k , 0 for all k < 1). Let us construct a new probability
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measure P ✓⇡ from the measures P
✓
⌧ for ⌧   1 by “averaging” in the sense that
P ✓⇡ (G) ,
1X
k=1
⇡kP
✓
k (G)
for all G 2 F . We note that P ✓⇡ is the probability measure associated with the process Yk
when ⇡ is the distribution of the change-time ⌧ . We will denote the expectation operator
associated with P ✓⇡ as E
✓
⇡[·].
Under the Bayesian formulation, the probability of false alarm of a rule T 2 CT is
defined as
PFA (T ) , P ✓⇡ (T < ⌧) .
and we will let CP (↵) ⇢ CT denote the set of stopping rules satisfying the probability of
false alarm constraint PFA (T )  ↵ for some design constant 0 < ↵ < 1. The average
detection delay of the stopping rule T 2 CT is defined as
DmB (T, ✓) , E✓⇡ [ (T   ⌧)m|T   ⌧ ]
for any positive integer m > 0. The Bayesian formulation of the quickest change
detection (with a polynomial delay penalty) is then the optimisation problem [45]
inf
T2CP (↵)
DmB (T, ✓) (5.4)
for any positive integer m > 0 given 0 < ↵ < 1.
In this chapter, we will consider change-time distributions with either exponential
tails or heavier than exponential tails. We will denote the class of change-time distribu-
tions on k   1 with exponential and heavier than exponential tails as ⇧d where ⇡ 2 ⇧d
if and only if
lim
k!1
logP (⌧   k + 1)
k
=  d
for some real number d   0. Change-time distributions with heavier than exponential
tails belong to the class ⇧d with d = 0, whilst distributions with exponential tails belong
to ⇧d with d > 0.
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Remark 5.1 The (ubiquitous) geometric distribution ⇡k = q(1   q)k 1 for k   1 with
parameter 0 < q < 1 belongs to the class ⇧d with d = |log (1  q)| [45].
Remark 5.2 We highlight that the probability of false alarm PFA (T ) is invariant under
di↵erent post-change parameters ✓ since
P ✓⇡ (T < ⌧) =
1X
k=1
⇡kµ (T < k) (5.5)
for stopping times T 2 CT by noting that {T < k} 2 Fk 1 and µ (G) = P ✓k (G) for all
G 2 Fk 1 and all k   1.
5.1.2 Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection Problems
Standard approaches to optimal quickest detection assume that the parameter ✓ of the
post-change conditional densities f✓,⌧k
 ·   Y[1,k]   is known [17, 35, 44, 45]. However, in
many applications the post-change parameter ✓ is unknown making it di cult to pose
and solve a standard optimal formulation of the quickest change detection problem. In
this chapter, we shall assume that the post-change parameter ✓ belongs to the (known)
uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with ⌫✓ 6= µ for all ✓ 2 ⌅. We then propose the Lorden minimax
robust formulation
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
✓2⌅
DmL (T, ✓) (5.6)
for any positive integer m > 0, the Pollak minimax robust formulation
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
✓2⌅
DmP (T, ✓) (5.7)
for any positive integer m > 0, and the Bayesian minimax robust formulation
inf
T2CP (↵)
sup
✓2⌅
DmB (T, ✓) (5.8)
for any positive integer m > 0 where 0 < ↵ < 1. Solutions to our three minimax
robust formulations have the attractive property of minimising the worst case detection
delay amongst all possible post-change parameters ✓ 2 ⌅. In this chapter, we aim to find
stopping rules that solve these three minimax robust quickest change detection problems
asymptotically as the false alarm constraint becomes increasingly strict (i.e. as ↵! 0).
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Remark 5.3 We highlight that our minimax robust quickest change detection formu-
lations (5.6)–(5.8) are similar to those we previously considered in Chapter 4 for the
important case where Yk are i.i.d. with marginal probability measure µ1 for k < ⌧
and i.i.d. with marginal probability measure ⌫✓,1 for k   ⌧ (here, ⌫✓,1 and µ1 are the
restrictions of ⌫✓ and µ to F1, respectively). In this i.i.d. case, the problem formulations
of Chapter 4 permit non-parametric uncertainty in both the pre-change and post-change
distributions (whilst here we only consider parametric uncertainty in the post-change
distribution). The significance of (5.6)–(5.8) is that they generalise to the non-i.i.d.
(i.e. general dependent process) setting.
5.2 Asymptotically Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection
In this section, we review the concept of relative entropy rate (or Kullback-Leibler
divergence), and introduce the concept of ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty sets ⌅. We then
establish asymptotic solutions to the minimax robust quickest change detection problems
(5.6)–(5.8) when the uncertainty set ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean.
5.2.1 Relative Entropy Rate
Consider any two probability measures Q and Q¯ on the measurable space (⌦,F). For
any k   1, let the restrictions of Q and Q¯ to Fk be Qk and Q¯k, respectively. The relative
entropy of Q¯k from Qk for any k   1 is defined as [100, p. 26]
Rk
 
Qk
  Q¯k   ,
8>><>>:
Z
Yk
log
dQk
dQ¯k
 
Y[1,k]
 
dQk
 
Y[1,k]
 
if Qk ⌧ Q¯k,
+1 otherwise
where dQk/dQ¯k is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Qk with respect to Q¯k, and Qk ⌧
Q¯k denotes that Qk is absolutely continuous with Q¯k. Although the relative entropy
Rk
 
Qk
  Q¯k   is asymmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality, it has an (in-
formal) interpretation as a pseudo-distance between the measures Qk and Q¯k because it
is non-negative with Rk
 
Qk
  Q¯k   = 0 if and only if Qk = Q¯k [100, Lemma 1.4.1]. The
relative entropy Rk (· k·) is also convex in both arguments [100, Lemma 1.4.3].
For the purpose of studying stochastic processes, let us define the relative entropy
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rate of Q¯ from Q as the limit
R  Q   Q¯  , lim
k!1
1
k
Rk
 
Qk
  Q¯k  
when it exists and is finite. In this chapter, we will explicitly assume that the relative
entropy rate R (·k·) has the following properties.
Assumption 5.1 For the pre-change conditional densities fµk
 ·   Y[1,k 1]   and the para-
metric family of post-change conditional densities f✓,⌧k
 ·   Y[1,k 1]  , the relative entropy
rate R (⌫✓ kµ) is non-negative for all ✓ 2 ⇥ with R (⌫✓ kµ) = 0 if and only if ⌫✓ = µ,
and R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ )   0 for all ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥ with R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ) = 0 if and only if ⌫✓ = ⌫✓¯.
Remark 5.4 Assumption 5.1 is a condition on the pre-change and post-change condi-
tional probability densities. It is typically not restrictive. Indeed, Assumption 5.1 holds
trivially in the i.i.d. case described in Remark 5.3 since the Radon-Nikodym derivative
of ⌫✓,k with respect to µk in the case of i.i.d. Yk (here, ⌫✓,k and µk denote the restrictions
of ⌫✓ and µ to Fk, respectively for k   1) satisfies
d⌫✓,k
dµk
 
Y[1,k]
 
=
kY
i=1
d⌫✓,1
dµ1
(Yi) ,
which implies that the relative entropy rate R (⌫✓ kµ) is equivalent to the relative entropy
R1 (⌫✓,1 kµ1 ). We shall later provide non-i.i.d. examples where Assumption 5.1 holds.
We will next discuss the important role played by the relative entropy rate R (·k·)
under Assumption 5.1 in identifying asymptotic solutions to our robust quickest change
detection problems.
5.2.2 Least Favourable Parameters and ✓-Pythagorean Uncertainty Sets
The asymptotic solution of each of our robust problems is greatly simplified when we
can identify a parameter from the uncertainty set ⌅ such that the asymptotically robust
rule is the stopping rule that asymptotically solves the corresponding standard optimal
quickest change detection problem specified by this least favourable parameter. Although
there exists a large body of literature for identifying least favourable parameters (and
more generally least favourable distributions) when the observations are i.i.d. in the
sense described in Remark 5.3 (cf. [6, 47]), there appears to be limited (if any) progress
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in generalising the concept of least favourable parameters (or distributions) to more
complex models with dependent observations. In order to identify least favourable
parameters for our asymptotic minimax robust quickest change detection problems (5.6)–
(5.8), let us introduce the following concept of ✓-Pythagorean sets.
Definition 5.1 (✓-Pythagorean) We will say that the set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ is ✓-Pythagorean if
there exists a ✓ 2 ⌅ such that
R (⌫✓kµ)   R
 
⌫✓
  ⌫✓  +R  ⌫✓  µ  (5.9)
for all ✓ 2 ⌅.
Remark 5.5 When the relative entropy rate R (⌫✓kµ) is equivalent to the relative en-
tropy (e.g. in the i.i.d. case of Remarks 5.3 and 5.4), the inequality (5.9) is essentially
a restatement of the Pythagorean property of relative entropy (cf. [105, Theorem 1]).
Remark 5.6 We note that when ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean and Assumption 5.1 holds, the non-
negativity of the relative entropy rate R  ⌫✓   ⌫✓   for all ✓ 2 ⌅ implies that ✓ satisfies
R  ⌫✓  µ  = inf
✓2⌅
R (⌫✓kµ) . (5.10)
Hence, a useful (su cient) method for testing if ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean is to identify ✓ 2 ⌅
satisfying (5.10), and verify that
inf
✓2⌅
⇥R (⌫✓ kµ) R  ⌫✓   ⌫✓  ⇤   R  ⌫✓ kµ  . (5.11)
Remark 5.7 We highlight that our ✓-Pythagorean concept is closely related to the joint
and partial stochastic boundedness concepts of Definitions 4.2 and 4.3 used to develop
the i.i.d. process minimax robust quickest change detection results of [6] and Chapter 4.
Indeed, since the relative entropy rate reduces to the relative entropy in the i.i.d. case
(cf. Remark 5.4), we have that (5.9) is essentially a restatement of the partial stochastic
boundedness condition expressed in (4.25). The discussion in Section 4.3 provides details
of how the partial stochastic boundedness condition expressed in (4.25) then relates to
the joint stochastic boundedness condition of Definition 4.2.
Although Remark 5.6 provides additional insight into the structure of ✓-Pythagorean
uncertainty sets, determining if ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean is typically non-trivial since the
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relative entropy rate R (·k·) may be a non-convex function of the post-change param-
eters ✓ (and the uncertainty set ⌅ may also be non-convex). We will later provide an
example where R (·k·) is a non-convex function of the post-change parameters ✓ (and
another where it is convex). Now, we shall show that when the uncertainty set ⌅ is
✓-Pythagorean, the parameter ✓ 2 ⌅ is least favourable for our asymptotic minimax
robust quickest change detection problems (5.6)–(5.8).
5.2.3 Non-Bayesian Asymptotically Minimax Robust Quickest Change De-
tection
When the post-change parameter ✓ is known and the process Yk satisfies the convergence
conditions of [17, Theorem 8.2.6], the asymptotic solution to the standard Lorden and
Pollak quickest change detection problems (5.2) and (5.3) for any positive integer m > 0
is the cumulative sum (CUSUM) rule [17, p. 408]
TC (✓) , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
1nk
Zkn (✓)   hC
 
, (5.12)
where hC > 0 is a threshold chosen so that TC (✓) 2 CR (↵), and
Zkn (✓) , log
dP ✓n
dµ
 
Y[1,k]
 
=
kX
i=n
log
f✓,ni
 
Yi
  Y[1,i 1]  
f0i
 
Yi
  Y[1,i 1]  
is the log-likelihood ratio between the change and no-change hypotheses for any k   n
(cf. [17, Theorem 8.2.6]). Here, we will exploit the asymptotic optimality of the CUSUM
rule (5.12) established in [17, Theorem 8.2.6] to show that the CUSUM rule TC (✓) is
asymptotically minimax robust under the Lorden and Pollak formulations (5.6) and
(5.7) when the uncertainty set ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean. Our Lorden and Pollak results are
developed under the following two assumptions on the convergence of the normalised
log-likelihood ratio k 1Zn+k 1n (✓) for parameters ✓ in the uncertainty set ⌅. In the
following, let  R
✓,✓¯
, R (⌫✓ kµ) R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ).
Assumption 5.2 For all ✓ 2 ⌅,
lim
k!1
sup
⌧ 1
ess supP ✓⌧
✓
max
0t<k
k 1Z⌧+t 1⌧ (✓)   (1 +  )R (⌫✓ kµ)
    F⌧ 1◆ = 0 (5.13)
for all   > 0.
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Assumption 5.3 For all ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⌅,
lim
k!1
sup
1⌧n
ess supP ✓⌧
⇣
k 1Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
    R✓,✓¯(1   )   Fn 1⌘ = 0 (5.14)
for all   2 (0, 1), and n   1.
Remark 5.8 In the i.i.d. case described in Remark 5.3, Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 hold
quite generally since they are satisfied when the (possibly misspecified) normalised log-
likelihood ratio k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧
 
✓¯
 
converges in probability under P ✓⌧ to the di↵erence  
R
✓,✓¯
as k ! 1 for all change-times ⌧   1 and all ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⌅. We will later provide several
non-i.i.d. examples where Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 hold.
Importantly, Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 imply that the convergence behaviour of the
(possibly misspecified) normalised log-likelihood ratio k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧
 
✓¯
 
under the di↵er-
ent measures P ✓⌧ for ⌧   1 is described by the relative entropy rates R (⌫✓kµ) and
R (⌫✓k⌫✓¯) (which are independent of the change-time ⌧). We will now exploit Assumption
5.3 in order to establish an asymptotic upper bound on the Lorden detection delay
DmL
 
TC
 
✓¯
 
, ✓
 
and Pollak detection delay DmP
 
TC
 
✓¯
 
, ✓
 
of (potentially misspecified)
CUSUM rules TC
 
✓¯
 
.
Lemma 5.1 Consider the uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥, and suppose that Assumptions 5.1
and 5.3 hold. Then for any ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⌅ such that R (⌫✓ kµ) > R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ), the CUSUM rule
TC
 
✓¯
 
satisfies
DmP
 
TC
 
✓¯
 
, ✓
   DmL  TC  ✓¯  , ✓  (5.15)
 (1 + o(1))
 
hC
 R
✓,✓¯
!m
(5.16)
as hC !1 for all positive integers m > 0 where o(1)! 0 as hC !1.
Proof We first note that for all ⌧   1, P ✓⌧
 
TC
 
✓¯
    ⌧  > 0 as hC !1. Hence for all
⌧   1,  TC  ✓¯    ⌧ 2 F⌧ 1 together with the definition of essential supremum implies
that
E✓⌧
⇥ 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ m   TC  ✓¯    ⌧ ⇤  ess supE✓⌧ h⇣ TC  ✓¯   ⌧ + 1 +⌘m   F⌧ 1i
for all positive integers m > 0. The inequality (5.15) follows.
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To prove the second inequality (5.16) it su ces to show that for any   2 (0, 1),
ess supE✓⌧
h⇣ 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ + 1 +⌘m   F⌧ 1i
 (1 + o(1))
 
hC
 R
✓,✓¯
!m P1
t=0 [(t+ 1)
m   tm]  t
(1   )m (5.17)
as hC ! 1 for all positive integers m > 0 and all ⌧   1. We highlight that the sumP1
t=0 [(t+ 1)
m   tm]  t is convergent for all   2 (0, 1) and all positive integers m   1,
and is arbitrarily close to 1 for   arbitrarily close to 0.
Let us fix an arbitrary   2 (0, 1), and define the integer
kc ,
$
hC
 R
✓,✓¯
(1   )
%
for all hC > 0 where b·c denotes the floor function. From the definition of the CUSUM
stopping rule (5.12) with threshold hC > 0, we have that
ess supP ✓⌧
 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ + 1 > tkc  F⌧ 1 
 ess supP ✓⌧
✓
max
1nk
Zkn
 
✓¯
 
< hC for all 1  k  tkc + ⌧   1
    F⌧ 1◆
 ess supP ✓⌧ (Aj for all 1  j  t| F⌧ 1)
= ess supE✓⌧
h
I {A1} . . . E✓⌧ [I {At 1}
E✓⌧
⇥
I {At}
  F⌧+(t 1)kc 1 ⇤   F⌧+(t 2)kc 1 i . . . |F⌧ 1 i (5.18)
for any ⌧   1 and any integer t   1 where Aj 2 F⌧+jkc 1 denotes the event
Z⌧+jkc 1⌧+(j 1)kc
 
✓¯
 
< hC
and (5.18) follows by the tower property of conditional expectations since I {Ai} is a
measurable random variable with respect to F⌧+(j 1)kc 1 for all i < j. Recalling the
definition of kc, Assumptions 5.1 and 5.3 give that for su ciently large hC ,
sup
1⌧t
ess supP ✓⌧
⇣
Zt+kc 1t
 
✓¯
 
< hC
   Ft 1⌘ <   (5.19)
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for any ⌧   1 and t   1. Applying (5.19) separately to each of the nested conditional
probabilities in (5.18) for su ciently large hC we have that,
ess supP ✓⌧
 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ + 1 > tkc |F⌧ 1     t (5.20)
for any t   1. It follows that for su ciently large hC ,
ess supE✓⌧
h⇣ 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ + 1 +⌘m   F⌧ 1i
= ess sup
Z 1
0
P ✓⌧
⇣ 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ + 1 + > y1/m   F⌧ 1⌘ dy

1X
t=0
kmc [(t+ 1)
m   tm] ess supP ✓⌧
⇣ 
TC
 
✓¯
   ⌧ + 1 + > kct   F⌧ 1⌘
 kmc
1X
t=0
[(t+ 1)m   tm]  t
for any ⌧   1 and all positive integers m > 0, where the first inequality is an upper
bound of the integral by the sum of rectangles (since the integrand is a non-increasing
function), and the second inequality follows from (5.20) by noting that P (X+ > x) 
P (X > x)I {x > 0}+ I {x = 0}. Recalling the definition of kc, we have that
kmc ⇠
 
hC
 R
✓,✓¯
(1   )
!m
as hC !1 for all positive integersm > 0. Hence (5.17) holds as hC !1 for all positive
integers m > 0, and the proof is completed by recalling that   2 (0, 1) is arbitrary.
Clearly, the asymptotic upper bound on the detection delays of the misspecified
CUSUM rule TC
 
✓¯
 
established in Lemma 5.1 is only reasonable when R (⌫✓ kµ) >
R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ). In the following, it is useful to note that R (⌫✓ kµ) > R
 
⌫✓
  ⌫✓   holds for
all ✓ 2 ⌅ when Assumption 5.1 holds and the set ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean in the sense of
Definition 5.1. Our main Lorden and Pollak minimax robust result follows.
Theorem 5.1 Consider the ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty set ⌅, and suppose that As-
sumptions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 hold. Then the CUSUM rule TC (✓) with hC = | log↵|
asymptotically solves both the Lorden (5.6) and Pollak (5.7) minimax robust quickest
change detection problems in the sense that
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
✓2⌅
DmL (T, ✓) ⇠ DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)
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and
inf
T2CR(↵)
sup
✓2⌅
DmP (T, ✓) ⇠ DmP (TC (✓) , ✓)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0 where f(↵) ⇠ g(↵) as ↵ ! 0 denotes that
f(↵) = (1 + o(1))g(↵).
Proof Since the Lorden and Pollak results are proved in the same manner, we only
present the proof of the Lorden result.
We recall that under Assumptions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, [17, Theorem 8.2.6] gives that
the CUSUM rule TC (✓) with hC = | log↵| is asymptotically optimal within the class of
stopping rules CR (↵) for all ✓ 2 ⌅ in the sense that
inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, ✓) ⇠ DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)
as ↵! 0 for all positive integersm > 0, and all ✓ 2 ⌅. By noting that ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean
we have that
inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, ✓) ⇠ DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)
= (1 + o(1))
 
|log↵|
R  ⌫✓ kµ 
!m
  (1 + o(1))
 
|log↵|
 R✓,✓
!m
  DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0 and all ✓ 2 ⌅, where the second line follows
from [17, Theorem 8.2.6], the third line follows from (5.9), and the fourth line follows from
Lemma 5.1 by noting that (5.9) combined with Assumption 5.1 implies thatR  ⌫✓   ⌫✓   <
R (⌫✓ kµ) for all ✓ 2 ⌅. Thus, the asymptotic delay DmL (TC (✓) , ✓) as ↵! 0 is greatest
for all positive integers m > 0 when ✓ = ✓ 2 ⌅. We therefore have that
sup
✓2⌅
DmL (TC (✓) , ✓) ⇠ DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)
⇠ inf
T2CR(↵)
DmL (T, ✓)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. The point (TC(✓), ✓) therefore specifies
an asymptotic saddle point of the Lorden minimax robust quickest change detection
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problem (5.6) for all positive integers m > 0. Since saddle points are minimax solutions
(cf. [106, Proposition 3.4.2]), the proof is complete.
Theorem 5.1 is a generalisation of Theorem 4.1 to non-i.i.d. stochastic processes.
The primary significance of Theorem 5.1 is that it establishes the first non-Bayesian
asymptotic minimax robust results for general dependent processes (such as Markov
chains, and linear state-space systems). We do however acknowledge that in the special
case of i.i.d. observations before and after the change-time, the results of Theorem 5.1
are limited to problems with post-change parametric uncertainty whilst the results of
Theorem 4.1 permit pre-change and post-change non-parametric uncertainty.
Remark 5.9 We note that the proof of Theorem 5.1 is essentially a truncated version
of the proof Theorem 4.1 since here we have omitted consideration of pre-change uncer-
tainty. Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 4.1 for the i.i.d. case, pre-change uncertainty
was handled by using the stochastic boundedness condition (4.26) (or (4.24)) to establish
an upper bound on the false alarm rate of the CUSUM rule TC (µ˜, ⌫˜) under any pre-
change distribution µ 2 Pµ. Unfortunately, the stochastic boundedness condition (4.26)
appears too strict to be useful in general dependent processes (which is why we only
consider post-change uncertainty in this chapter). Importantly, if useful upper bounds
on the false alarm rates of misspecified CUSUM rules can be accessed under reasonable
conditions for general dependent processes, then the proof of Theorem 5.1 could be easily
modified to accommodate pre-change uncertainty.
We highlight that Theorem 5.1 implies that ✓ is a least favourable parameter for both
the Lorden (5.6) and Pollak (5.7) formulations when ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean. Indeed, ✓ is
a least favourable parameter for (5.6) and (5.7) because the asymptotically minimax
robust CUSUM rule TC (✓) is also the rule that asymptotically solves the standard
optimal Lorden (5.2) and Pollak (5.3) problems specified with ✓ (cf. [17, Theorem 8.2.6]).
Importantly, if ✓ and the post-change parameter ✓ 2 ⌅ satisfy ✓ 6= ✓, we expect the
asymptotically minimax robust CUSUM rule TC (✓) to be suboptimal under the standard
optimal (non-robust) Lorden (5.2) and Pollak (5.3) quickest change detection criteria.
The following corollary characterises the asymptotic cost of robustness by describing the
additional asymptotic delay incurred by the asymptotically robust rule TC (✓) compared
to the asymptotically optimal rule TC (✓).
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Corollary 5.1 Consider the ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty set ⌅, and any post-change pa-
rameter ✓ 2 ⌅. If Assumptions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 hold then the CUSUM rules TC (✓) and
TC (✓) with hC = | log↵| satisfy
DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)
DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)

 
R (⌫✓kµ)
 R✓,✓
!m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0, and
DmP (TC (✓) , ✓)
DmP (TC (✓) , ✓)

 
R (⌫✓kµ)
 R✓,✓
!m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0.
Proof Under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.3, Lemma 5.1 gives the upper bound
DmL (TC (✓) , ✓)  (1 + o(1))
 
|log↵|
 R✓,✓
!m
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. Under Assumptions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, [17,
Theorem 8.2.6] gives the asymptotic equality
DmL (TC (✓) , ✓) ⇠
✓ |log↵|
R (⌫✓kµ)
◆m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers m > 0. The Lorden result follows by dividing the upper
bound by the asymptotic equality for any positive integer m > 0. The same sequence of
steps gives the Pollak result and completes the proof.
We highlight that Corollary 5.1 generalises Corollary 4.1 to general dependent pro-
cesses (albeit under the condition of post-change parametric uncertainty). We will later
provide several examples and simulation results that illustrate our non-Bayesian results
in non-i.i.d. processes. We next investigate Bayesian minimax robust quickest change
detection.
5.2.4 Bayesian Asymptotically Minimax Robust Quickest Change Detection
When the post-change parameter ✓ is known and the convergence conditions of [17,
Theorem 7.2.1] are satisfied by Yk, [17, Theorem 7.2.1] gives that the asymptotic solution
to the standard Bayesian quickest change detection problem (5.4) for a range of positive
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integers m > 0 is the Shiryaev rule [17, p. 333]
TS (✓) , inf
n
k   1 : P ✓⇡ (⌧  k |Fk )   hS
o
(5.21)
where 0 < hS < 1 is a threshold chosen so that TS (✓) 2 CP (↵) given 0 < ↵ < 1. We
shall exploit the asymptotic optimality of the Shiryaev rule TS (✓) established in [17,
Theorem 7.2.1] to find an asymptotic solution to the Bayesian minimax robust quickest
change detection problem (5.8) when the uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ is ✓-Pythagorean. For
the purpose of exploiting the asymptotic properties of the Shiryaev rule TS (✓), it is
convenient to express TS (✓) as [17, p. 333]
TS (✓) = inf
 
k   1 : SSk (✓)   log h0S
 
(5.22)
where h0S = hS/(1  hS) and the test statistic SSk (✓) is defined as
SSk (✓) , log
 
1
P (⌧ > k)
kX
i=1
⇡i exp
⇣
Zki (✓)
⌘!
.
Our Bayesian results require a generalised version of the r-quick convergence as-
sumption used in [17, Theorem 7.2.1]. In order to introduce our r-quick convergence
assumption, let us first define the stopping time
L 
 
✓, ✓¯, ⌧
 
, sup
n
k   1 :
   k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧  ✓¯   R✓,✓¯    >  o
for any   > 0, any ⌧   1, and any ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥. Let us also review the concept of r-quick
convergence.
Definition 5.2 (r-Quick Convergence [45]) For a given change-time ⌧   1, the
convergence of the normalised log-likelihood ratio k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧
 
✓¯
 
to the di↵erence
R (⌫✓ kµ) R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ )
under P ✓⌧ is said to be r-quick if there exists some positive integer r > 0 such that
E✓⌧
⇥
L 
 
✓, ✓¯, ⌧
 r⇤
<1
for all   > 0.
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Our r-quick convergence assumption (involving the average probability measure P ✓⇡ )
follows.
Assumption 5.4 There exists some positive integer r > 0 such that k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧ con-
verges r-quickly to the di↵erence R (⌫✓ kµ) R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ) under P ✓⇡ in the sense that
1X
n=1
⇡nE
✓
n
⇥
L 
 
✓, ✓¯, n
 r⇤
<1
for all   > 0 and all ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⌅.
Remark 5.10 We highlight that r-quick convergence is stronger than (and implies)
almost sure convergence since for a given ⌧   1, k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧
 
✓¯
 
converges to  R
✓,✓¯
as
k ! 1 almost surely under P ✓⌧ if and only if P ✓⌧
 
L 
 
✓, ✓¯, ⌧
 
>1  = 0 for all   > 0
(cf. [17, p. 36] and [109]). In light of Remark 5.8, it follows that Assumption 5.4 is
stronger than Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 in the i.i.d. case.
In order to establish our main Bayesian result, we require the following asymptotic
upper bound on the detection delay DmB
 
TS
 
✓¯
 
, ✓
 
of the (potentially misspecified)
Shiryaev rule TS
 
✓¯
 
.
Lemma 5.2 Consider the uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥. Suppose that Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4
hold with positive integer constant r > 0, and that the change-time distribution satisfies
⇡ 2 ⇧d for some constant d   0. Then for any ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⌅ such that R (⌫✓ kµ) + d >
R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ), the Shiryaev rule TS
 
✓¯
 
with hS = 1  ↵ belongs to CP (↵) and
DmB
 
TS
 
✓¯
 
, ✓
   (1 + o(1)) |log↵|
 R
✓,✓¯
+ d
!m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r.
Proof We first prove that hS = 1   ↵ gives TS
 
✓¯
  2 CP (↵). From (5.5), we recall
that the probability of false alarm of a given stopping rule is invariant under di↵erent
post-change parameters ✓. By choosing to evaluate PFA
 
TS(✓¯)
 
with ✓¯ we have that
PFA
 
TS
 
✓¯
  
= P ✓¯⇡
 
TS
 
✓¯
 
< ⌧
 
= 1  E ✓¯⇡
h
P ✓¯⇡
⇣
TS
 
✓¯
    ⌧    FTS(✓¯)⌘i
 1  hS (5.23)
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and so hS = 1  ↵ implies TS
 
✓¯
  2 CP (↵) where the second line follows from the tower
property of conditional expectation, and the third line follows from the definition of the
Shiryaev stopping rule (5.21).
A proof of the second lemma assertion in the case of no misspecification (where ✓¯ = ✓)
is given in [17, Theorem 7.2.1] (also [45, Theorem 2]) under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4.
For completeness, here we present a similar proof for misspecified ✓¯ 6= ✓. We will begin
our proof by noting that (5.22) and properties of the logarithm give that
TS
 
✓¯
 
= inf
8><>:k   1 : Zkn  ✓¯ + log ⇡nP (⌧ > k) + log
0B@1 +
Pk
i=1
i 6=n
⇡i exp
 
Zki
 
✓¯
  
⇡n exp
 
Zkn
 
✓¯
  
1CA   log h0S
9>=>;
= inf
n
k   1 : Zkn
 
✓¯
 
+ (k   n+ 1)wk n+1,n + `k,n
 
✓¯
    log h0So
for any 1  n  k where the second line follows by defining the non-negative random
variables
`k,n
 
✓¯
 
, log
0B@1 +
Pk
i=1
i 6=n
⇡i exp
 
Zki
 
✓¯
  
⇡n exp
 
Zkn
 
✓¯
  
1CA ,
and by defining the ratio
wk,n ,
1
k
log
⇡n
P (⌧   k + n) .
We therefore note that TS
 
✓¯
    n implies that
TS
 
✓¯
 
= n  1 + inf
n
k   1 : Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 
+ kwk,n + `n+k 1,n
 
✓¯
    log h0So
 n+ Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
(5.24)
for all n   1 where the inequality follows by defining the stopping time
Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
, inf
n
k   1 : Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 
+ kwk,n   log h0S
o
for all n   1 and recalling that the random variables `n+k 1,n
 
✓¯
 
are non-negative. We
will now proceed to find an upper bound for the stopping time Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
.
Let us define R¯d , R (⌫✓ kµ) R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ )+d and recall that R¯d > 0 from the lemma
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statement. Then let us fix an arbitrary   2 (0, R¯d) and define the stopping rule
T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
, sup
⇢
k   1 : 1
k
Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 
+ wk,n   R¯d <   
 
.
When T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
+ 1 < Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
, the definition of T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
gives that
   < 1
Tb
 
✓¯, n
   1Zn+Tb(✓¯,n) 2n  ✓¯ + wTb(✓¯,n) 1,n   R¯d.
By rearranging, it follows that T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
+ 1 < Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
implies that
 R¯d       Tb  ✓¯, n   1  < Zn+Tb(✓¯) 2n  ✓¯ +  Tb  ✓¯, n   1 wTb(✓¯,n) 1,n
< log h0S (5.25)
for any n   1 where the last inequality follows from the definition of Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
. From
(5.25), we therefore have that
Tb
 
✓¯, n
   ✓1 + log h0SR¯d    
◆
I
n
Tb
 
✓¯, n
 
> T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
+ 1
o
+
⇣
T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
+ 1
⌘
I
n
Tb
 
✓¯, n
   T˜   ✓¯, n + 1o
 2 + log h
0
S
R¯d     + T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 
. (5.26)
for any n   1. Our upper bound in (5.26) combined with our earlier bound (5.24) implies
that
TS
 
✓¯
   n  2 + log h0SR¯d     + T˜   ✓¯, n  (5.27)
on the event
 
TS
 
✓¯
    n for any n   1.
Turning our attention to the Bayesian delay DmB
 
TS
 
✓¯
 
, ✓
 
for any positive integer
m > 0, we have that
E✓⇡
⇥ 
TS
 
✓¯
   ⌧ m  TS  ✓¯    ⌧⇤
=
1
P ✓⇡
 
TS
 
✓¯
    ⌧ 
1Z
0
1X
n=1
⇡nP
✓
n
  
TS
 
✓¯
   n m   x, TS  ✓¯    n  dx
 1
P ✓⇡
 
TS
 
✓¯
    ⌧ 
1X
n=1
⇡n
1Z
0
P ✓n
✓✓
2 +
log h0S
R¯d     + T˜ 
 
✓¯, n
 ◆m   x, TS  ✓¯    n◆ dx
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 h
0
S + 1
h0S
E✓⇡
✓
2 +
log h0S
R¯d     + T˜ 
 
✓¯, ⌧
 ◆m 
where the first inequality follows by substituting the bound (5.27), and the last inequality
follows by noting that h0S = (1 ↵)/↵ together with the probability of false alarm bound
(5.23) imply that 1   P ✓⇡
 
TS
 
✓¯
 
< ⌧
    h0S/(1 + h0S). The definition of wk,n together
with ⇡ 2 ⇧d gives that limk!1wk,n = d for any n   1, and so Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4
imply that
E✓⇡
h
sup
n
k   1 :
   k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧  ✓¯ + wk,⌧   R¯d    >  ori <1
for some positive integer r   1. Hence, there exists some positive integer r   1 such
that E✓⇡
h⇣
T˜ 
 
✓¯, ⌧
 ⌘mi
<1 for all positive integers 0 < m  r. It follows that
E✓⇡
⇥ 
TS
 
✓¯
   ⌧ m  TS  ✓¯    ⌧⇤  (1 + o(1))✓ |log↵|R¯d    
◆m
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r, and the second lemma assertion follows
since   2  0, R¯d  is arbitrary.
We are now in a position to find an asymptotic solution to our Bayesian minimax
robust quickest change detection problem (5.8).
Theorem 5.2 Consider the ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥. Suppose that As-
sumptions 5.1 and 5.4 hold with positive integer constant r > 0, and that ⇡ 2 ⇧d for
some constant d   0. Then the Shiryaev rule TS (✓) with hS = 1   ↵ asymptotically
solves the Bayesian minimax robust problem (5.8) in the sense that
inf
T2CP (↵)
sup
✓2⌅
DmB (T, ✓) ⇠ DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r.
Proof Our proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1.
We recall that under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4, [17, Theorem 7.2.1] gives that the
Shiryaev rule TS (✓) with hS = 1   ↵ is asymptotically optimal within the class of
stopping rules CP (↵) for all ✓ 2 ⌅ in the sense that
inf
T2CP (↵)
DmB (T, ✓) ⇠ DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)
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as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r, and all ✓ 2 ⌅. By noting that ⌅ is
✓-Pythagorean we have that
inf
T2CP (↵)
DmB (T, ✓) ⇠ DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)
= (1 + o(1))
 
|log↵|
R  ⌫✓ kµ + d
!m
  (1 + o(1))
 
|log↵|
 R✓,✓ + d
!m
  DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r and all ✓ 2 ⌅, where the second line follows
from [17, Theorem 7.2.1], the third line follows from (5.9), and the fourth line follows
from Lemma 5.2 by noting that (5.9) combined with the non-negativity of the relative
entropy rate (Assumption 5.1) implies that R  ⌫✓   ⌫✓   < R (⌫✓ kµ) + d for all ✓ 2 ⌅.
The asymptotic delay DmB (TS (✓) , ✓) as ↵ ! 0 is thus greatest for all positive integers
0 < m  r when ✓ = ✓ 2 ⌅. We therefore have that
sup
✓2⌅
DmB (TS (✓) , ✓) ⇠ DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)
⇠ inf
T2CP (↵)
DmB (T, ✓)
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r. The point (TS(✓), ✓) therefore specifies
an asymptotic saddle point of the Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection
problem (5.8) for all positive integers 0 < m  r. Since saddle points are minimax
solutions (cf. [106, Proposition 3.4.2]), the proof is complete.
An exact (non-asymptotic) Bayesian minimax robust result analogous to Theorem
5.2 was established in [6, Theorem 3.4] for the i.i.d. case of Remark 5.3 under the
joint stochastic boundedness condition discussed in Remark 5.7 and the condition of
a geometric change-time distribution ⇡. Although our asymptotic robustness result of
Theorem 5.2 is weaker than [6, Theorem 3.4] in this i.i.d. case, it holds for non-geometric
distributions ⇡ and for a range of non-i.i.d. processes. We will later provide several non-
i.i.d. examples where Theorem 5.2 holds.
We highlight that Theorem 5.2 also implies that ✓ is a least favourable parameter
for the Bayesian minimax robust problem (5.8) when ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean because the
asymptotically minimax robust Shiryaev rule TS (✓) is also the rule that asymptotically
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solves the standard optimal Bayesian (5.4) problem specified with ✓ (cf. [17, Theorem
7.2.1]). Similar to our observation in the non-Bayesian case, the asymptotically minimax
robust Bayesian rule TS (✓) is also typically suboptimal under the standard (non-robust)
Bayesian criterion (5.4). The additional asymptotic delay incurred by the asymptotically
minimax robust rule TS (✓) over the asymptotically optimal rule TS (✓) is characterised
in the following corollary. This additional delay can be considered to be the asymptotic
cost of robustness in the Bayesian case.
Corollary 5.2 Consider the ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty set ⌅, and any post-change pa-
rameter ✓ 2 ⌅. Furthermore, suppose that Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4 hold with positive
integer r > 0 and ⇡ 2 ⇧d for some constant d   0. Then the Shiryaev rules TS (✓) and
TS (✓) with hS = 1  ↵ satisfy,
DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)
DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)

 
R (⌫✓kµ) + d
 R✓,✓ + d
!m
as ↵! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r.
Proof Under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4, Lemma 5.2 gives that
DmB (TS (✓) , ✓)  (1 + o(1))
 
|log↵|
 R✓,✓ + d
!m
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r. Similarly, under Assumptions 5.1 and
5.4, [17, Theorem 7.2.1] gives the asymptotic equality
DmB (TS (✓) , ✓) ⇠
✓ |log↵|
R (⌫✓kµ) + d
◆m
as ↵ ! 0 for all positive integers 0 < m  r. The proof is completed by dividing the
upper bound by the asymptotic equality for any positive integer 0 < m  r.
In contrast to our Lorden and Pollak asymptotic costs of robustness established in
Corollary 5.1, our Bayesian cost in Corollary 5.2 is dependent on the tail properties of
the change-time distribution ⇡ and becomes smaller as the probability in the tail of ⇡
decreases (i.e. as d increases). Significantly, our Bayesian asymptotic cost of robustness
is new in the non-i.i.d. case as well as the i.i.d. case described in Remark 5.3 (with
parametric uncertainty and geometric change-time distribution). Indeed, by noting
Remark 5.7, Corollary 5.2 gives the asymptotic cost of robustness under parametric
uncertainty of the (exact) Bayesian minimax robust rule identified in [6, Theorem 3.4]
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for the i.i.d. case. We shall now provide several examples and simulation results that
illustrate our Bayesian and non-Bayesian asymptotic minimax robust quickest change
detection results.
5.3 Examples and Simulation Results
In this section, we illustrate our asymptotic robustness results with a Markov chain
example, and a linear state-space system example. In both examples, we will first show
that our assumptions hold so that the theory developed in Section 5.2 applies. We will
then present simulation results that illustrate our asymptotic minimax robust procedures
alongside completing window-limited generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) rules given by
[44]
TG , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
k w<nk 1
sup
✓2⇥
Zkn (✓)   hG
 
(5.28)
where hG is chosen so that FAR (TG)  ↵, and w   1 is a window length parameter.
5.3.1 Finite State Markov Chain Example
In this first example, let Yk 2 Y for k   0 be a Markov chain with D states, state-
space Y = {1, 2, . . . , D}, initial state distribution  0 2 RD where  i0 = P (Y0 = i), and
one-step transition probability matrix A 2 RD⇥D where Aij = P (Yk = i |Yk 1 = j ) for
1  i, j  D. Here, (in a slight abuse of notation) we define ⇥ ⇢ R3⇥3 as the set of
matrices A that satisfy Aij > 0 and
PD
i=1A
ij = 1 for all 1  i, j  D. Under the
probability measure P ✓⌧ with ⌧   1, we will suppose that the transition matrix A 2 ⇥
associated with the Markov chain Yk changes at time k = ⌧ in the sense that A = Aµ
for k < ⌧ and A = A✓ for k   ⌧ where Aµ 2 ⇥ is a known pre-change transition matrix,
and A✓ is an unknown post-change transition matrix. The log-likelihood ratio for this
example is therefore given by
Zkn (✓) = log
dP ✓n
dµ
 
Y[0,k]
 
= log
 Y00
Qn 1
j=1 A
Yj ,Yj 1
µ
Qk
i=nA
Yi,Yi 1
✓
 Y00
Qn 1
j=1 A
Yj ,Yj 1
µ
Qk
i=nA
Yi,Yi 1
µ
=
kX
i=n
log
A
Yi,Yi 1
✓
A
Yi,Yi 1
µ
(5.29)
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for all n   1, and all k   n where we note that the initial state distribution  0 is invariant
under the probability measures µ and P ✓n (since we only consider change-times n   1).
In the following, we shall assume that the unknown post-change transition matrix A✓ is
from the uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥.
Remark 5.11 We highlight that the problem construction changes significantly if ⌧ = 0
and both the initial state distribution  0 and the transition matrix A are free to change.
We expect our asymptotic results to be of limited use in this case since they rely on relative
entropy rates (which are independent of initial state distributions, see [67, Corollary 1]).
Verification of Assumptions
In order to verify our assumptions, we first highlight that Yk is aperiodic and irreducible
under the probability measure ⌫✓ for all A✓ 2 ⇥ since A✓ is strictly positive by definition
of the set ⇥. Thus [67, Corollary 1] gives that
R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ) =
DX
i=1
DX
j=1
 i✓A
ij
✓ log
Aij✓
Aij
✓¯
(5.30)
where the probability measures ⌫✓ and ⌫✓¯ are associated with A✓ 2 ⇥ and A✓¯ 2 ⇥,
respectively, and  ✓ 2 RD is the stationary distribution of the chain Yk under ⌫✓. Using
(5.30), it is straightforward to verify that Assumption 5.1 holds.
Now consider any A✓, A✓¯ 2 ⇥. The irreducibility of the chain Yk under ⌫✓ for all
k   1 implies that Yk is irreducible under P ✓⌧ for all k   ⌧ and any ⌧   1. Thus for any
⌧   1, [110, Theorem 2.3] gives that k 1Z⌧+k 1⌧
 
✓¯
 
converges r-quickly to  R
✓,✓¯
under
P ✓⌧ for any positive integer r > 0 (in the sense of Definition 5.2, see also [110, Section 3.2]
and [110, Section 4.2(a)]). Hence, our Assumption 5.4 holds for any ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with Aµ 62 ⌅
and any positive integer r > 0. Furthermore, Assumption 5.3 holds for any ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with
Aµ 62 ⌅ since (5.14) reduces to
lim
k!1
max
1iD
P ✓1
⇣
k 1Zk+11
 
✓¯
    R✓,✓¯(1   )   Y0 = i⌘ = 0
which holds for all   2 (0, 1) because the r-quick convergence of k 1Zk+11
 
✓¯
 
to  R
✓,✓¯
under P ✓1 implies almost sure convergence (and hence convergence in probability, cf.
Remark 5.10). Finally, Assumption 5.2 holds for any ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with Aµ 62 ⌅ since (5.13)
is shown to hold for all   > 0 in [44, Section IV]. Since Assumptions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3
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hold in this example, Theorem 5.1 gives that the CUSUM rule TC (✓) is asymptotically
minimax robust under the Lorden and Pollak criteria for all positive integers m > 0, and
✓-Pythagorean uncertainty sets ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with Aµ 62 ⌅. Similarly, since Assumptions 5.1
and 5.4 hold for all positive integers r > 0, Theorem 5.2 implies that the Shiryaev rule
TS (✓) is asymptotically minimax robust in the Bayesian sense for all positive integers
m > 0, and ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty sets ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with Aµ 62 ⌅.
Importantly, the form of the log-likelihood ratio (5.29) in this example implies that
the CUSUM rule TC (✓) defined in (5.12) has an e cient recursive implementation since
its test statistic
SCk (✓) , max
1nk
Zkn (✓)
is given by the recursion
SCk (✓) = S
C
k 1 (✓)
+ + Zkk (✓)
for k   1 with SC0 (✓) , 0. Similarly, the Shiryaev rule TS (✓) given by (5.22) has an
e cient recursive implementation since the test statistic SSk (✓) is given by the recursion
SSk (✓) = log
 
⇡k + P (⌧ > k   1) exp
 
SSk 1 (✓)
    logP (⌧ > k) + Zkk (✓)
for all k   1 where we define exp  SS0 (✓)  , 0. In the case of a geometric change-time
distribution ⇡ with parameter 0 < q < 1, the probabilities ⇡k and P (⌧ > k) can also be
calculated with the trivial recursions
⇡k = ⇡k 1(1  q)
for all k   1 where ⇡0 , 0, and
P (⌧ > k) = P (⌧ > k   1)  ⇡k
for all k   1 where P (⌧ > 0) , 1 (see also, Remark 5.1).
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Non-Bayesian Simulation Results
For the purpose of simulations, let us consider a 3 state Markov chain with (known)
pre-change transition matrix Aµ, and (known) nominal post-change transition matrix
AN given by
Aµ =
2666666664
0.7 0.05 0.1
0.2 0.9 0.1
0.1 0.05 0.8
3777777775
and AN =
2666666664
0.4 0.3 0.3
0.3 0.4 0.3
0.3 0.3 0.4.
3777777775
,
respectively. Similar to [9, p. 792], we will assume that the unknown post-change
transition matrix A✓ is in the (known) set ⌅ = {A 2 ⇥ : AN     A  AN + } where
the inequalities are element-wise, and   2 R3⇥3 is a perturbation matrix with elements
 ij =
8><>:0.2 for i = j0.1 for i 6= j
for all 1  i, j  3. Following Remark 5.6, we verified that the uncertainty set ⌅ is
✓-Pythagorean with
A✓ =
2666666664
0.6 0.2 0.2
0.2 0.6 0.2
0.2 0.2 0.6
3777777775
by numerically solving the optimisation problems (5.10) and (5.11) using the closed form
expression (5.30). We note that the optimisation problems (5.10) and (5.11) are non-
convex in the Markov transition parameters because (5.30) is a non-convex function (due
to  ✓).
To illustrate our non-Bayesian results, we simulated our asymptotically minimax
robust CUSUM rule TC (✓), a window-limited generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) rule TG
with window length w = 200, and a nominal CUSUM rule TC (✓N ) designed (naively)
with the nominal matrix AN at the centre of ⌅. We also simulated asymptotically
optimal CUSUM rules TC (✓) to give an indication of performance when there is no
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uncertainty. Here, we report the detection delays E✓1 [T ] because for CUSUM rules,
E✓1 [T ] is equivalent to both the Lorden D
1
L (T, ✓) and Pollak D
1
P (T, ✓) detection delays
(by an argument similar to that below [42, Lemma 1]).
Figure 5.1 shows the estimated detection delay E✓1 [T ] of each rule at an estimated false
alarm rate of FAR(T ) = 0.0001 for post-change transition matrices A✓ 2 ⌅ described
by A✓ = (1    )A✓ +  AN where   2 [0, 1]. Figure 5.1 suggests that the worst case
(maximum) detection delay occurs at   = 0 for each rule (corresponding to A✓ = A✓).
As expected, the asymptotically robust CUSUM rule TC (✓) has the smallest worst case
detection delay (since TC (✓) is equivalent to the asymptotically optimal CUSUM rule
TC (✓) when A✓ = A✓). Whilst the nominal CUSUM rule TC (✓N ) performs well for
  > 0.4 (and is asymptotically optimal at   = 1), its worst case detection delay is greater
than the worst case detection delay of the asymptotically robust CUSUM rule TC (✓).
The use of the least favourable parameter A✓ in the design of the asymptotically robust
CUSUM rule TC (✓) is therefore important. We finally note that the asymptotically
robust CUSUM rule TC (✓) outperforms the GLR rule TG uniformly over   2 [0, 1].
Furthermore, the asymptotically robust CUSUM rule TC (✓) has an e cient recursive
form in this example, whilst the GLR rule TG does not.
We also examined the e↵ect of the false alarm rate on the worst case detection delays
by plotting the estimated detection delays E✓1 [T ] against the estimated false alarm rates
FAR(T ) in Figure 5.2 for a fixed   = 0. In this case, the asymptotically robust CUSUM
rule o↵ers better performance than both the GLR and nominal CUSUM rules (since
here the asymptotically robust and optimal CUSUM rules are equivalent). Figure 5.2
suggests that the performance of the GLR rule TG remains poor over the range of false
alarm rates considered. We believe that the poor performance of the GLR rule is partly
because estimation of the 9 transition probabilities is di cult to achieve quickly following
the change. We also note that the performance of the nominal CUSUM rule TC (✓N )
degrades as the false alarm rate approaches zero.
Bayesian Simulation Results
For the purpose of illustrating our Bayesian results, we modelled the change-time ⌧   1
as a geometrically distributed random variable with q = 0.01 (see Remark 5.1 for the
definition the geometric distribution). We simulated our asymptotically robust Shiryaev
rule TS (✓), a nominal Shiryaev rule TS (✓N ) designed (naively) with the nominal matrix
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Figure 5.1: Markov Chain Example: Non-Bayesian estimated detection delay E✓1 [T ]
against the o↵set   of the post-change matrix A✓ = (1   )A✓ +  AN for an estimated
false alarm rate of FAR(T ) = 0.0001. The maximum percentage standard errors of
the estimated detection delays and the calculated false alarm rates are 3.3% and 4.7%,
respectively.
AN at the centre of ⌅, and the asymptotically optimal Shiryaev rules TS (✓) given (unfair)
prior knowledge of the post-change transition matrix A✓. Figure 5.3 shows the estimated
Bayesian detection delays D1B (T, ✓) of each detection rule at an estimated probability of
false alarm PFA(T ) = 0.001 for post-change transition matrices A✓ = (1   )A✓ +  AN
with   2 [0, 1]. From Figure 5.3, we see that the worst case (maximum) Bayesian
detection delay of each rule in this subset of ⌅ occurs at   = 0. Importantly, we observe
that the asymptotically robust Shiryaev rule TS (✓) has a smaller worst case Bayesian
detection delay than the nominal Shiryaev rule TS (✓N ). Thus, the nominal Shiryaev rule
TS (✓N ) fails to exhibit performance consistent with minimax robustness (and the extra
e↵ort required to identify the least favourable parameter A✓ delivers improved worst case
detection delay performance even at moderate false alarm probabilities).
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Figure 5.2: Markov Chain Example: Non-Bayesian estimated detection delays E✓1 [T ]
versus estimated false alarm rate FAR (T ) for fixed post-change transition matrix A✓ =
A✓. The maximum percentage standard errors of the detection delays and the calculate
false alarm rates are 3.7% and 5.1%, respectively.
5.3.2 Additive Change in Linear State-Space System Example
We shall now apply our results to the problem of detecting an abrupt additive change in
a linear state-space system. Let us consider the linear state-space system with additive
change:
xk+1 = Fxk +Guk + wk + ⌘xI {k   ⌧} (5.31a)
Yk = Hxk + Juk + ✏k + ⌘yI {k   ⌧} (5.31b)
where xk 2 Ra is the unobserved state, Yk 2 RN is the observed measurement vector,
uk 2 R` is the input vector, and wk and ✏k are independent Gaussian vectors with
zero-mean and covariances ⌃ , cov (wk) and R , cov (✏k). Here, F , G, H, and J are
real-valued system matrices (with appropriate dimensions), and the vectors ⌘x 2 Ra and
⌘y 2 RN represent the change added to the system for times k   ⌧ . We shall consider the
additive changes ⌘x and ⌘y to be specified up to the fixed (possibly unknown) parameter
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Figure 5.3: Markov Chain Example: Bayesian detection delays D1B (T, ✓) against the
o↵set   of A✓ = (1  )AL+ AN for an estimated probability of false alarm PFA (T ) =
0.001. The maximum percentage standard errors of the delays and the probability of
false alarm are 3.1% and 1.8%, respectively.
✓ 2 ⇥ ⇢ Rp (e.g. ⌘x = ✓ and ⌘y = 0 in the case of an actuator failure, see [46, p. 953]
for other cases).
Let xˆk|k 1 , Eµ
⇥
xk
  Y[1,k 1], u[1,k 1] ⇤ denote the prediction estimate of xk given
previous observations Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk 1 and inputs u1, u2, . . . , uk 1 for any k   1 when
there is no change (i.e. under the probability measure µ). The prediction estimates
xˆk|k 1 are given by the (recursive) Kalman filter for the system (5.31) under the no-
change hypothesis (cf. [19, Section 3.2.3]). The innovations of the Kalman filter are
defined as
ek , Yk  Hxˆk|k 1   Juk.
Under the probability measure P ✓⌧ , the innovations ek are independent Gaussian vectors
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with distribution
ek ⇠
8><>:N (0, Vk) for k < ⌧N (⇢k (⌧) ✓, Vk) for k   ⌧ (5.32)
for all k   1 where 0 is the zero vector, Vk , cov (ek), and the matrices ⇢k (⌧) are
the dynamic signature of the change in the innovations (that are calculated using the
expressions in [46, Eq. (4)], and are dependent on the change-time ⌧ but independent
of the fixed parameter ✓). Here, N (x, Vk) denotes the normal probability distribution
with mean vector x and covariance matrix Vk. The innovation covariance matrices Vk
are given by the (no-change) Kalman filter recursions [19, Eq. (3.2.20)]
Vk = HPk|k 1H 0 +R
Pk+1|k = F (Pk|k 1   Pk|k 1H 0V  1k HPk|k 1)F 0 + ⌃,
for all k   1 with P1|0 , P0. We shall assume that the Kalman filter is stable so that
Pk+1|k converges to the solution P of the Riccati equation
P = F
h
P   PH 0  HPH 0 +R0  1HPiF 0 + ⌃,
the covariance Vk converges to the positive-definite matrix V , HPH 0 + R, and the
change signatures ⇢k (⌧) ✓ converge to the (change-time invariant) vector ⇢✓ as k ⌧ !1
(see [44, p. 2924], [19, Theorem 3.2.3] and [19, p. 239] for discussions of this standard
assumption).
From (5.32), we observe that the problem of detecting the additive change in the
state-space system (5.31) is equivalent to the problem of detecting a change in the
mean of the innovations ek from the zero vector 0 to the (time-varying and change-time
dependent) vector ⇢k (⌧) ✓. In light of this transformation and the intuitive result that
the likelihood of the observations yk is the likelihood of the innovations ek (cf. [19, Section
3.2.3.3]), (5.32) implies that
Zkn (✓) =
kX
i=n
✓
✓0⇢0i (n)V
 1
i ei  
1
2
 i (✓, n)
◆
for any n   1 and any k   n where  i (✓, n) , ✓0⇢0i (n)V  1i ⇢i (n) ✓. We highlight that the
log-likelihood ratio Zkn (✓) is a function of the change-time n (because the post-change
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densities involve the change-time dependent vector ⇢k (n)), and so the innovations ek
form a non-i.i.d. process. We now verify our assumptions.
Verification of Assumptions
We first note that the equivalence of the observation likelihoods and the innovation
likelihoods (again see, [19, Section 3.2.3.3]) together with (5.32) gives that
log
d⌫✓
d⌫✓¯
 
Y[1,k]
 
=
kX
i=1
✓ 
✓   ✓¯ 0 ⇢0i (1)V  1i ei   12 i (✓, 1) + 12 i  ✓¯, 1 
◆
(5.33)
for any k   1. Recalling the definition of the relative entropy Rk (·k·), and that the
mean of ek under ⌫✓ is ⇢k(1)✓, we have that,
Rk (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ) = E✓1

log
d⌫✓
d⌫✓¯
 
Y[1,k]
  
=
1
2
kX
i=1
 
✓   ✓¯ 0 ⇢0i (1)V  1i ⇢i (1)  ✓   ✓¯ 
for all k   1, and the convergence of Vk and ⇢k (⌧) as k !1 gives that
R (⌫✓ k⌫✓¯ ) =
1
2
 
✓   ✓¯ 0 ⇢0V  1⇢  ✓   ✓¯  (5.34)
for any ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥. In this example, we highlight that µ = ⌫✓¯ with ✓¯ = 0, and soR (⌫✓ kµ) =
✓0⇢0V  1✓⇢/2. Recalling the positive definiteness of V , it is then straightforward to verify
that Assumption 5.1 holds. We now turn our attention to verifying our convergence
assumptions.
We first consider Assumption 5.4. Consider any two parameters ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥ such that
✓ 6= 0 and ✓¯ 6= 0. Then the misspecified log-likelihood ratio  Zn+k 1n  ✓¯  , k   1 is a
Gaussian process under P ✓n with independent increments, mean parameter
Mn+k 1n
 
✓, ✓¯, n
 
, E✓n
h
Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 i
=
n+k 1X
i=n
✓
✓¯0⇢i (n)0 V  1i ⇢i (n) ✓  
1
2
 i
 
✓¯, n
 ◆
and variance parameter
Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
 
, var
⇣
Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 ⌘
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=
n+k 1X
i=n
 i
 
✓¯, n
 
for any n   1. Let   (·) denote the standard normal cumulative distribution function,
then it follows that
P ✓n
⇣   Zn+k 1n  ✓¯   k R✓,✓¯      k ⌘
= 1   
0@ R✓,✓¯   k 1Mn+k 1n  ✓, ✓¯, n q
k 2Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
  + pk q
k 1Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
 
1A
+  
0@ R✓,✓¯   k 1Mn+k 1n  ✓, ✓¯, n q
k 2Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
    pk q
k 1Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
 
1A (5.35)
for all   > 0, any n   1, and any k   n. The convergence of ⇢k (n) and Vk therefore
implies that
lim
k!1
P ✓n
⇣   Zn+k 1n  ✓¯   k R✓,✓¯      k ⌘ = 0
for all   > 0 and any n   1, since
lim
k!1
1
k
Mn+k 1n
 
✓, ✓¯, n
 
=  R✓,✓¯, limk!1
1
k2
Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
 
<1,
and
lim
k!1
1
k
Vn+k 1n
 
✓¯, n
 
<1.
Thus,
1X
k=1
kr 1P ✓n
⇣   Zn+k 1n  ✓¯   k R✓,✓¯      k ⌘ <1
for all positive integers r > 0, all   > 0, and any n   1. Hence, by recalling that
the increments of
 
Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 
, k   1 are independent, application of [111, Proposition
3] followed by [17, Lemma 2.4.1 (i)] (noting that the supremum in the last inequity
of [17, Lemma 2.4.1 (i)] should be over u   t, as shown in the proof of the statement)
gives that k 1Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
 
converges r-quickly under P ✓n for all positive integers r > 0
and any n   1. Assumption 5.4 therefore holds for all positiver integers r > 0 and any
uncertainty set ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ that satisfies 0 62 ⌅. Similarly, Assumption 5.2 holds for any
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⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with 0 62 ⌅ because (5.13) simplifies to
lim
k!1
sup
⌧ 1
P ✓⌧
✓
max
0t<k
k 1Z⌧+t 1⌧ (✓)   (1 +  )R (⌫✓ kµ)
◆
= 0, (5.36)
under independence of the innovations, and normal distribution tail bounds similar to
those in (5.35) imply that (5.36) holds for all   > 0 and all ✓ 2 ⇥, ✓ 6= 0. Finally,
Assumption 5.3 holds for any ⌅ ⇢ ⇥ with 0 62 ⌅ because innovation independence
implies that (5.14) is equivalent to
lim
k!1
sup
1⌧n
P ✓⌧
⇣
k 1Zn+k 1n
 
✓¯
    R✓,✓¯(1   )⌘ = 0 (5.37)
which holds for all   2 (0, 1), all n   1 and all ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥ with ✓ 6= 0 and ✓¯ 6= 0 by normal
distribution tail bounds similar to (5.35).
For ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty sets ⌅ with 0 62 ⌅, we therefore have that Assumptions
5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 hold so that Theorem 5.1 implies the Lorden and Pollak asymptotically
minimax robustness of the CUSUM rule TC (✓) for all positive integers m > 0. Similarly,
since Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4 hold for all positive integers r > 0, Theorem 5.2 implies
that the Shiryaev rule TS (✓) is asymptotically minimax robust in the Bayesian sense for
all positive integers m > 0 and ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty sets ⌅ with 0 62 ⌅.
Simulation Results
For the purpose of simulation, let us consider a 2 state linear system with xk 2 R2,
⌘x = ✓,
F =
266640.5  0.5
0.5 0.5
37775 , ⌃ =
266640.75 0
0 0.75
37775 , H = R =
266641 0
0 1
37775 ,
and zero matrices for G, J , and ⌘y. We assume that the post-change parameter ✓ takes
values in the (unbounded) uncertainty set
⌅ =
 
✓ 2 R2 : 0.25  ✓1 <1 and   0.25   ✓2 >  1 .
In this example it is straightforward to verify that the uncertainty set ⌅ is ✓-Pythagorean
with ✓ = [0.25, 0.25]0 by following Remark 5.6 and solving the optimisation problems
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(5.10) and (5.11) with the closed form expression (5.34). Importantly, here the optimi-
sation problems (5.10) and (5.11) are convex.
Unfortunately, because the log-likelihood ratio Zkn (✓) is a function of the change-time
n, the CUSUM and Shiryaev rules ((5.12) and (5.21), respectively) do not have e cient
recursive implementations (so their computational complexity grows with time k). Here,
we shall follow the standard approach for reducing the computational complexity of the
CUSUM rule (5.12) by approximating it with the window-limited CUSUM rule [17, p.
413]
TC WL (✓) , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
k w<nk
Zkn (✓)   hC WL
 
(5.38)
where hC WL is a threshold chosen to satisfy the constraint FAR (TC WL (✓))  ↵.
Remark 5.12 The asymptotic optimality of the window-limited CUSUM rule (5.38)
with hC WL = |log 4↵| and w = O (|log↵|) under the Lorden (5.2) and Pollak (5.3) cri-
teria is stated (without proof) in [17, Remark 8.2.2]. When these asymptotic optimality
results hold for ✓-Pythagorean uncertainty sets, we conjecture that the rule TC WL (✓)
with hC WL = |log 4↵| and w = O (|log↵|) is asymptotically minimax robust under our
Lorden and Pollak formulations by a modified version of the proof of Lemma 5.1 (similar
to [44, Theorem 5]), and an identical argument to the proof of Theorem 5.1.
In order to illustrate our non-Bayesian results, we simulated the window-limited ap-
proximation of the asymptotically minimax robust CUSUM rule TC WL (✓), the window-
limited GLR rule TG (with the specific form given in [44, Eq. (38)]), and the window-
limited asymptotically optimal CUSUM rules TC WL (✓) (with ideal knowledge of ✓).
Here, we selected a window-length of w = 200 for all three rules. We omit a nominal
CUSUM rule because the uncertainty set ⌅ is unbounded (and has no finite centre point).
The estimated detection delays of the three rules for ✓ = [0.25, 0.25]0 to ✓ = [2, 2]0
are plotted in Figure 5.4 for an estimated false alarm rate of FAR(T ) = 0.008.
Figure 5.4 shows that the worst case detection delay of each rule occurs at the smallest
magnitude change ✓ = [0.25, 0.25]0, and that the window-limited asymptotically ro-
bust CUSUM rule TC WL (✓) corresponds to the window-limited asymptotically optimal
CUSUM rule TC WL (✓) for this value of ✓. The window-limited asymptotically robust
CUSUM rule TC WL (✓) appears to have a lower worst case detection delay than the
window-limited GLR rule TG, and lower detection delays for changes up to approximately
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Figure 5.4: Linear State-Space System Example: Estimated detection delay E✓1 [T ]
versus the (Euclidean) norm of the post-change parameter ✓ 2 ⌅ for an estimated false
alarm rate of FAR (T ) = 0.008. The maximum percentage standard errors of the delays
and false alarm rates are 5.3% and 8.2%, respectively.
✓ = [1, 1]0. For changes with larger norms (but significantly smaller delays, i.e.
non-worse case detection delays), the GLR performs better than the window-limited
asymptotically robust CUSUM rule TC WL (✓). Although both rules are window-limited
(and non-recursive), the computational complexity of the window-limited CUSUM rule
TC WL (✓) is (significantly) less than that of the GLR rule TG due to the extra e↵ort
involved in estimating ✓.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter considered the quickest detection of an unknown change in the conditional
densities of a dependent stochastic process. We proposed minimax robust Lorden, Pollak
and Bayesian quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay penalties for
cases where there is uncertainty in the parameter of the post-change conditional densities.
Under an information-theoretic Pythagorean inequality condition on the uncertainty set
of post-change parameters, asymptotically minimax robust detection rules were identified
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for the Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian formulations. The asymptotically minimax robust
rules we identified are the asymptotically optimal rules under the corresponding standard
(non-robust) quickest change detection criteria specified by least favourable post-change
parameters. We showed that the least favourable parameters can be found using the
information-theoretic Pythagorean inequality condition on the uncertainty set. We also
provided asymptotic upper bounds to quantify the extra delay incurred by asymptotically
minimax robust rules compared to asymptotically optimal rules. Importantly, the Lorden
and Pollak results of this chapter generalise the i.i.d. process results of Chapter 4
to general dependent processes. However, in contrast to the results of Chapter 4, in
this chapter we limited ourselves to cases where only the parameter of the post-change
conditional probability density functions is uncertain. Finally, as in Chapter 4, the
simulation results of this chapter suggest that asymptotically minimax robust rules o↵er
competitive practical performance to the computationally expensive GLR rules.
CHAPTER 6
Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
Averages are too colourless, indeed too abstract in every way,
to represent concrete experience.
 Frederic Manning, The Middle Parts of Fortune
As we discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, compared to mid-air collision avoidance sys-
tems based on other technologies such as radar, vision-based mid-air collision avoidance
systems are likely to be smaller, lighter, cheaper, and more power e cient. Whilst there
has been recent success in designing and testing vision-based aircraft detection systems
in [15, 16, 53–57], vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection during potential collision
scenarios is yet to be investigated. In this chapter, we investigate the use of parameter
estimation and quickest change detection techniques (similar to those we have developed
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5) in the application of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection.
The main contribution of this chapter is:
I The proposal and evaluation of adaptive and robustness-inspired algorithms for
quickly detecting aircraft manoeuvres in video sequences.
Importantly, the adaptive aircraft manoeuvre detectors of this chapter are inspired by
generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) rules for quickest change detection (and the parameter
Preliminary versions of some results presented in this chapter are published in [C1] and [C2].
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estimation techniques of Chapter 3). Similarly, the robustness-inspired manoeuvre de-
tectors are inspired by the asymptomatically minimax robust quickest change detection
rules of Chapters 4 and 5. In particular, we exploit our robustness results of Chapters 4
and 5 by proposing two classes of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection algorithms: a
heading-based class of approaches inspired by our independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) process results of Chapter 4; and a transition-based class of approaches inspired by
our dependent process results of Chapter 5. Our evaluation of the proposed manoeuvre
detectors therefore represents one of the first application studies of these (asymptotic)
minimax robust quickest change detection results.
This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.1, we introduce our vision-based
aircraft manoeuvre detection problem. In Section 6.2, we present a hidden Markov model
(HMM) representation of aircraft motion in video sequences, and useful HMM filtering
results. In Section 6.3, we exploit the i.i.d. process results of Chapter 4 to propose
two manoeuvre detectors. In Section 6.4, we exploit the non-i.i.d. process results of
Chapter 5 to propose three additional manoeuvre detectors. In Section 6.5, we discuss
the implementation and computational complexity of our proposed manoeuvre detectors.
In Section 6.6, we examine the performance of our proposed manoeuvre detectors in a
simulation study, and on video sequences of real manoeuvring aircraft. Finally, we
present brief conclusions in Section 6.7.
6.1 Problem Formulation
In this section, we shall formulate our vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection problem
as a quickest change detection problem. We begin by describing the appearance and
dynamics of manoeuvring aircraft in video sequences.
6.1.1 Manoeuvring Aircraft Image-Plane Dynamics
Let Gk for k   1 be Nv ⇥ Nh pixel greyscale images (i.e. video frames) from a visual
spectrum camera observing a single aircraft. We shall suppose that the aircraft poses a
potential collision risk in the sense that it subtends a small visual angle (until collision
is imminent), and maintains near-constant relative bearing [75]. Hence, we assume that
the aircraft occupies a small number of pixels (e.g., less than 25) in each frame, and
moves slowly across the image-plane with a sub-pixel speed of vk 2 [0, 1) pixels per
frame. The Cartesian location xk 2 R2 of the aircraft in the kth frame is then given by
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of image-plane with Cartesian axes. The units of the Cartesian
axes are pixels (the single pixel increments are shown with the dashed grid). An aircraft
(black rectangle) is shown moving on the image-plane with speed vk pixels per frame
and heading  k degrees from the horizontal axis. We have also shown the Markov state
to pixel assignment used in our HMM representation of the aircraft image-plane process.
the (possibly non-linear) kinematic equation
xk+1 = fk (xk, Vk, wk) (6.1)
where fk (·, ·, ·) : R2 ⇥ R2 ⇥ R2 7! R2 is a function of the (possibly multiplicative) noise
process wk 2 R2, and the image-plane velocity Vk , [vk, k]0 with heading  k 2 [0, 360)
degrees. A diagram of our image-plane construction is shown in Figure 6.1 with an
aircraft located at xk = [3.5, 3.5]0.
The grayscale frames Gk provide noise corrupted measurements of the aircraft’s pixel
location xk for k > 0. In order to emphasise the visually small aircraft and remove large
image clutter, we morphologically filter each frame Gk to produce
yk , CMO(Gk, S)
where CMO(·, S) : RNv⇥Nh 7! RN is the morphological close-minus-open filter of the
image Gk by the structuring element S. Here, we use a 5 ⇥ 5 square of ones for the
structuring element S (since the size of the aircraft we are considering are less than 25
pixels). An example output of the morphological close-minus-open filter is provided in
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Illustration of Morphological Filtering: (a) Example greyscale frame Gk,
and (b) the example frame after performing morphological close-minus-open filtering,
yk. The aircraft is bounded by the green rectangle in both images.
Figure 6.2 (and demonstrates that the close-minus-open filter reduces image clutter). A
detailed discussion of di↵erent morphological processing techniques for detecting aircraft
is given in [53] and [56].
In this chapter, we will suppose that the aircraft performs an abrupt manoeuvre (e.g.
a climb, descent, or turn) at some unknown time ⌧   1 such that its image-plane velocity
Vk is given by
Vk =
8><>:V
B for k < ⌧
V C for k   ⌧
(6.2)
where V B , [vB, B]0 and V C , [vC , C ]0 are the pre-manoeuvre and post-manoeuvre
image-plane aircraft velocities, respectively. We shall assume that both the manoeuvre
time ⌧ and the post-manoeuvre velocity V C are unknown.
6.1.2 Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection Problem
The problem of detecting the aircraft manoeuvre described in (6.2), from the sequence
of morphologically filtered frames y[1,k], is naturally formulated as a test between the
null (no-manoeuvre) hypothesis
H0 : Vi = V
B for 1  i  k (6.3)
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and the alternative (manoeuvre) hypothesis
H1 :
k[
n=1
Hn. (6.4)
Here, the alternative hypothesis H1 incorporates all possible manoeuvre times in the
sense that
Hn :
8><>:Vi = V
B for 1  i < n
Vi = V C for n  i  k.
(6.5)
In this chapter, we are focused on quickly determining if a manoeuvre has occurred,
rather than estimating the manoeuvre time ⌧ and post-manoeuvre velocity V C . We
therefore aim to design manoeuvre detection algorithms that minimise the time delay
between when the manoeuvre occurs and when the null hypothesis H0 is rejected (whilst
avoiding false alarms). We shall present our proposed manoeuvre detection algorithms
as (stopping) rules for selecting the time to declare that a manoeuvre has occurred (by
rejecting H0).
Importantly, our aircraft manoeuvre detection problem can be viewed a non-Bayesian
quickest change detection problem. In this chapter, we will exploit our minimax ro-
bustness results of Chapters 4 and 5 by proposing two classes of vision-based aircraft
manoeuvre detection algorithms: a heading-based class of approaches inspired by our
i.i.d. process results of Chapter 4; and a transition-based class of approaches inspired
by our dependent process results of Chapter 5. Here, in addition to proposing and
investigating robustness-inspired manoeuvre detection algorithms, we will also consider
adaptive algorithms that attempt to detect the unknown manoeuvre by estimating any
unknown post-manoeuvre image-plane velocity information.
We shall first briefly revise an HMM representation of the aircraft image-plane
dynamics (6.1) that underpins both our transition-based and heading-based aircraft ma-
noeuvre detection approaches. We will also introduce an intuitive method of estimating
the aircraft’s image-plane heading  k that we shall use to propose our heading-based
manoeuvre detectors.
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6.2 HMM Representations, Filters, and Heading Estimation
In this section, we follow [15] and present an HMM representation of the aircraft image-
plane dynamics (6.1) that is useful for detecting and tracking aircraft that appear as a
small, slow moving image features. We also briefly describe a method for estimating the
aircraft’s image-plane heading  k.
6.2.1 HMM Representation of Aircraft Image-Plane Dynamics
Consider the two dimensional grid of pixels {(m,n) : 1  m  Nv, 1  n  Nh} on the
image-plane shown in Figure 6.1. Let us associate the pixel in themth row (1  m  Nv)
and nth column (1  n  Nh) with an indicator vector ei , [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]0 2 RN
that has a 1 in the ith component, i = m + (n   1)Nv, and zeros elsewhere. We will
let the pixel location of the aircraft in the grid be Xk 2 X where X , {e1, e2, . . . , eN}
for k   0. Let ⇡0 2 RN denote the probability distribution that describes the aircraft’s
initial pixel location X0 in the sense that ⇡i0 , P (X0 = ei) .
The motion of the aircraft during a video is naturally observed as transitions between
pixels (between frames). Let us assign probabilities to the pixel transitions that can occur
between two consecutive frames by defining the matrix of transition probabilities A 2
RN⇥N where Aij , P (Xk+1 = ei|Xk = ej) is the probability of the aircraft transitioning
from pixel ej to pixel ei in a single frame. We highlight that
PN
i=1A
ij = 1 for all j.
Importantly, we consider transitions that would otherwise describe the aircraft as leaving
the image, as (artificially) describing transitions to the opposite side of the image. Under
this “transition wrapping”, the Markov chain Xk can be made ergodic (in the sense that
the transition matrix A is aperiodic and irreducible [112, p. 72]).
We consider the probability of the aircraft transitioning between non-adjacent pixels
to be zero (because we consider sub-pixel speeds vk 2 [0, 1) pixels per frame). Following
[15], we shall use transition schemes (as shown in Figure 6.3) to describe the nine possible
transitions that an aircraft can make from each pixel in an image. For example, ✓5
describes the probability of the aircraft remaining in the same pixel. We will describe
a scheme with the structure shown in Figure 6.3 using the vector of probabilities ✓ ,⇥
✓1, ✓2, . . . , ✓9
⇤0 2 ⇥ where ⇥ ⇢ R9 is the set of possible transition scheme probabilities.
Importantly, transition schemes are suitable for representing a range of aircraft image-
plane velocities [15,57]. For completeness, we will let A (✓) denote the transition matrix
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Figure 6.3: Transition scheme describing the probabilities of an aircraft (black
rectangle) at time k transitioning to each adjacent pixel at time k + 1.
parameterised by the transition scheme ✓. An example parameterised transition matrix
A (✓) for a 5⇥ 5 pixel image is shown in Figure 6.4.
We shall let the conditional densities bi (yk) , p(yk |Xk = ei ) for 1  i  N describe
the probability of observing the morphological image yk given that the aircraft is located
in pixel ei at time k. We will use b (yk) 2 RN to denote the vector of density values
with ith element bi (yk). In principle, the values of b (yk) can be empirically estimated
(cf. [53]), however in this chapter we will use the approximation [2]
b (yk) = yk + 1 (6.6)
where 1 2 RN is a vector of ones. We shall denote the HMM representation of the
aircraft image-plane process xk as   (✓) = (A (✓) , b(·),⇡0). We next show that this
HMM representation is useful for estimating the aircraft’s Cartesian location xk from
the morphologically filtered images yk.
Remark 6.1 We highlight that (6.6) is unlikely to be the only useful approximation of
b (yk). Here, we have selected the approximation (6.6) because it has previously been
found to perform well in several aircraft detection and tracking studies (cf. [56] and [2]).
6.2.2 HMM Tracking Filters
The HMM conditional mean filter corresponding to the HMM representation   (✓) pro-
vides a conditional probability mass function Xˆk (✓) 2 RN of the aircraft’s pixel location
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A (✓) =
2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓9
✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0
0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0
0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7
✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓8
✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 ✓3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 ✓2
✓2 ✓1 0 0 ✓3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓5 ✓4 0 0 ✓6
✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0 0
0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4 0
0 0 ✓3 ✓2 ✓1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓7 0 0 ✓6 ✓5 ✓4
✓1 0 0 ✓3 ✓2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ✓7 0 0 ✓9 ✓8 ✓4 0 0 ✓6 ✓5
3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
Figure 6.4: Transition matrix parameterised by the nine element transition scheme of
Figure 6.3 for a 5 ⇥ 5 pixel image. The elements of the transition scheme have been
colour-coded to highlight the structure of the parameterisation.
in the image-plane given y[1,k] in the sense that Xˆ
i
k (✓) , P
⇣
Xk = ei
   y[1,k]⌘ for 1  i 
N . The probability mass function Xˆk (✓) is given by the recursion [16]
Xˆk (✓) = Nk (✓) diag (b (yk))A (✓) Xˆk 1 (✓) (6.7)
for k > 0 where Xˆ0 (✓) = ⇡0, Here, Nk (✓) are scalar normalisation factors given by
Nk (✓) ,
D
1, diag (b (yk))A (✓) Xˆk 1 (✓)
E 1
(6.8)
where h·, ·i denotes the inner product. Importantly, the likelihood p✓
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘
of the HMM
representation   (✓) is given by the product of normalisation factors [16]
p✓
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘
=
kY
m=1
1
Nm (✓)
. (6.9)
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Furthermore, the conditional mean estimate of the aircraft’s image-plane location xk is
given by [16]
xˆk (✓) ,
NX
i=1
M(ei)Xˆik (✓) (6.10)
where the mapping M (·) : X 7! R2 describes the Cartesian location (on the image-
plane) of the centre of the pixel associated with the HMM state ei for all 1  i  N .
For example, with reference to Figure 6.1, M (e1) = [0.5, 0.5]0 and M (e2) = [0.5, 1.5]0.
In the previous work of [15] and [57], the conditional mean estimates (6.10) and the
likelihoods (6.9) have been used to infer properties of aircraft image-plane velocities Vk.
In this chapter, we shall exploit the conditional mean estimates (6.10) and likelihoods
(6.9) for the purpose of detecting aircraft manoeuvres. We will first describe a (po-
tentially naive) method of estimating the image-plane heading  k using the conditional
mean location estimates (6.10) (a similar method is described in [15, Section VI]).
6.2.3 HMM Heading Estimation
Let us consider a (time-invariant) transition scheme ✓ 2 ⇥, and the HMM filter (6.7)
with conditional mean location estimates xˆk (✓) and xˆk 1 (✓) for k > 1. We shall define
our heading estimate  ˆk (✓) for k > 1 as the angle that the vector from xˆk 1 (✓) to xˆk (✓)
makes with the horizontal x-axis of the image-plane Cartesian axes (as shown in Figure
6.5). Hence, we have that
tan
⇣
 ˆk (✓)
⌘
=   xˆ
2
k (✓)  xˆ2k 1 (✓)
xˆ1k (✓)  xˆ1k 1 (✓)
(6.11)
where the superscripts 1 and 2 denote the Cartesian x-axis and y-axis components,
respectively (and the negation is performed because of the orientation of the y-axis
in the image-plane Cartesian coordinate system shown in Figure 6.1). Our heading
estimate  ˆk (✓) is therefore found by solving (6.11) (for example, using MATLAB’s atan2
function).
We are now in a position to propose our heading-based manoeuvre detection ap-
proaches.
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xˆk 1(✓)
xˆk(✓)
 ˆk(✓)
Figure 6.5: Proposed method for estimating aircraft image-plane heading using the
conditional mean aircraft location estimates xˆk 1 (✓) and xˆk (✓) produced by the HMM
filter (6.7) and (6.10).
6.3 Heading-Based Manoeuvre Detection Approaches
In this section, we introduce our heading-based approaches to vision-based aircraft
manoeuvre detection. In particular, we describe our heading-based model of aircraft
manoeuvre detection that relies on the heading estimates  ˆk (✓) given by (6.11). We will
then propose an adaptive heading-based generalised likelihood ratio (HGLR) detector,
and a heading-based robustness-inspired cumulative sum (HRC) detector (that exploits
our i.i.d. process quickest change detection results of Chapter 4).
6.3.1 Heading-Based Model of Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
In order to propose our heading-based aircraft manoeuvre detectors, let us consider a
time-invariant transition scheme ✓ 2 ⇥ and the following two modelling assumptions.
Assumption 6.1 The aircraft’s image-plane speed vk remains approximately constant
for all k   1 (i.e. vB ⇡ vC).
Assumption 6.2 For any k   1, the heading estimate  ˆk (✓) is a Gaussian random
variable with an expected value equal to the (true) heading angle  k.
Remark 6.2 We acknowledge that Assumption 6.2 is only reasonable in situations
where the aircraft is easily tracked by the HMM filter that produces the conditional
mean estimates xˆk (✓). We will later observe (in our simulation study) that the heading
estimates  ˆk (✓) are biased when the aircraft contrasts poorly with the background noise.
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Remark 6.3 We also note that Assumption 6.1 could be removed by estimating the
image-plane speed vk (in addition to the heading  k). Unfortunately we have observed
that image-plane speed estimates produced from conditional mean location estimates
xˆk (✓) are often poor (because the aircraft speeds we are interested in are smaller than a
pixel per frame). We shall later propose alternative methods of manoeuvre detection that
avoid Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2.
Under Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, the manoeuvre description of (6.2), is equivalent to
stating that for k   1,
 ˆk (✓) =
8><>: 
B + ✏Bk for k < ⌧
 C + ✏Ck for k   ⌧
(6.12)
where ✏Bk ⇠ N
 
0, 2B
 
and ✏Ck ⇠ N
 
0, 2C
 
are two zero-mean i.i.d. Gaussian processes.
As in Section 6.1, we consider the pre-manoeuvre heading quantities (i.e.  B and
 2B) to be known, and the post-manoeuvre heading quantities (i.e.  
C and  2C) to
be unknown. Under these simplifying modelling assumptions, the aircraft manoeuvre
detection problem formulated in Section 6.1 is transformed into the problem of detecting
an unknown change in the mean and variance of an i.i.d. Gaussian process (as illustrated
in Figure 6.6). In light of the i.i.d. Gaussian model of the heading estimates given in
(6.12), we will define the log-likelihood ratio between the no-manoeuvre hypothesis (6.3)
and the nth manoeuvre hypothesis (6.5) as
Zkn
 
 C , 2C
 
,
kX
i=n
log
fN
⇣
 ˆi (✓) , C , 2C
⌘
fN
⇣
 ˆi (✓) , B, 2B
⌘ (6.13)
where fN
⇣
 ˆi (✓) , , 2 
⌘
is the Gaussian probability density function with mean  and
variance  2 evaluated at  ˆi (✓). In this section, we will use the log-likelihood ratio (6.13)
to propose two methods of manoeuvre detection based on the cumulative sum (CUSUM)
(4.5) and GLR (4.35) rules studied in Chapter 4.
Remark 6.4 In practice, the transition scheme ✓ used to generate the heading estimates
 ˆk (✓) needs to be chosen so that the HMM filter (6.7) tracks the aircraft both before and
after the manoeuvre (to enable estimation of both  B and  C). We will later describe a
method of selecting ✓ such that this property is likely to hold.
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Figure 6.6: Example estimated headings  ˆk (✓) from a simulation with ⌧ = 300,
constant vk = 0.2 pixels per frame,  B = 10  and  C = 160 .
6.3.2 Heading-Based Robustness-inspired CUSUM Manoeuvre Detector
Our first proposed heading-based aircraft manoeuvre detector is inspired by our asymp-
totic minimax robust quickest change detection results presented Chapter 4 for i.i.d.
processes. In order to propose our HRC manoeuvre detector, let P be the set of all
probability distributions on the set of real numbers R. Let us define the uncertainty set
of post-manoeuvre heading distributions P⌫ ⇢ P as
P⌫ ,
 
⌫ 2 P : ⌫ = N ( , 2 ) with  2  and  2 2 (0,1)
 
(6.14)
where  , [ a, d] ⇢ [0 , 360 ) for two known angles  a and  d is the set of possible
post-manoeuvre headings  C satisfying  B 62  and  a   d. Now, let ⌫˜ , N
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
2
P⌫ with
 ˜ ,
8><>: 
a if  B <  a
 d if  B >  d.
(6.15)
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Then our proposed HRC manoeuvre detector is the rule
THRC , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
1nk
Zkn
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
  hHRC
 
(6.16)
where hHRC is a threshold chosen to control the rate of false alarms, and Zkn
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
is
the log-likelihood ratio given in (6.13) designed with ⌫˜. Importantly, we note that the
test statistic Sk , max1nk Zkn
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
of our proposed HRC detector (6.16) is given
by the recursion Sk , S+k 1 + Zkk
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
for k   1 where S0 , 0. We shall denote the
(known) pre-manoeuvre distribution by µ , N   B, 2B , and we will now show that the
pair ({µ},P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) (in the sense of Definition 4.3)
with µ˜ = µ. The asymptotic minimax robustness of our proposed HRC detector (6.16)
for quickly detecting the heading change (6.12) will then follow from Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 6.1 Consider the pre-manoeuvre heading estimate distribution µ = N   B, 2B ,
and the uncertainty set P⌫ defined in (6.14). Then the pair ({µ},P⌫) is partially stochas-
tically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜) in the sense of Definition 4.3 with µ˜ = µ, ⌫˜ = N
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
, and
 ˜ given by (6.15).
Proof To see that ({µ},P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜), we follow
Remark 4.4. We first note that
inf
⌫2P⌫
R (⌫kµ) = inf
 2 
 
    B 2
2 2B
+ inf
 2 2(0,1)
1
2
 
 2 
 2B
  log  
2
 
 2B
  1
!
= inf
 2 
 
    B 2
2 2B
=
⇣
 ˜    B
⌘2
2 2B
= R ( ⌫˜kµ) (6.17)
where the first line holds by noting that the relative entropy between the Gaussian
distributions µ = N   B, 2B  and ⌫ = N ⇣ , 2 ⌘ is given by [19, Example 4.1.9]
R (⌫ kµ) =
 
    B 2
2 2B
+
1
2
 
 2 
 2B
  log  
2
 
 2B
  1
!
;
the second line follows by noting that the right-most term of the first line is non-negative
for all  2 2 (0,1) and equal to zero at  2 =  2B; the third line follows from (6.15);
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and the last line again follows from the expression for the relative entropy between
Gaussians given in [19, Example 4.1.9]. By again using the expression for the relative
entropy between Gaussians (cf. [19, Example 4.1.9]), the second optimisation of Remark
4.4 becomes
inf
⌫2P⌫
[R (⌫ kµ) R (⌫ k⌫˜ )] = 1
2 2B
inf
 2 
 
    B 2   ⇣    ˜⌘2 
=
1
2 2B
inf
 2 
h
2
⇣
 ˜    B
⌘
 +
 
 B
 2    ˜2i
=
⇣
 ˜    B
⌘2
2 2B
= R ( ⌫˜kµ) (6.18)
where the third line follows from (6.15) by noting that the line 2
⇣
 ˜    B
⌘
 +
 
 B
 2  ˜2
has positive slope when  ˜ >  B (i.e. when  ˜ =  a >  B), and negative slope when
 ˜ <  B (i.e. when  ˜ =  d <  B). In light of Remark 4.4, it follows from (6.17) and
(6.18) that ({µ},P⌫) is partially stochastically bounded by (µ˜, ⌫˜).
Under our Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, Lemma 6.1 combined with Theorem 4.1 implies
that our proposed HRC manoeuvre detector (6.16) is asymptotically minimax robust in
the Lorden (4.3) and Pollak (4.4) sense for all positive integers m > 0 for detecting the
heading change (6.12).
6.3.3 Heading-Based GLR Manoeuvre Detector
Our second proposed heading-based aircraft manoeuvre detector is the (window-limited)
HGLR rule
THGLR , inf
8<:k   1 : maxk w<nk 1 sup 2[0,360) sup 2 2(0,1)Zkn
 
 , 2 
    hHGLR
9=; (6.19)
where hHGLR is a threshold chosen to control the rate of false alarms, and w is a window
length parameter to ensure practical computational e↵ort. We highlight that our HGLR
detector (6.19) does not have an e cient recursive implementation since, at each time
step k, it involves computing an estimate of  , an estimate of  2 , and the log-likelihood
ratio Zkn
⇣
 , 2 
⌘
for each time n in the window [k   w + 1, k   1].
Despite the simplicity of our proposed HGLR (6.19) and HRC (6.16) manoeuvre
detectors, their reliance on explicit heading estimates  ˆk (✓) is potentially problematic
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(e.g. our simplifying Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 are unlikely to hold in general). We shall
next propose alternative methods of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection that avoid
Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2.
6.4 Transition-Based Manoeuvre Detectors
In this section, we introduce our transition-based approaches to vision-based aircraft
manoeuvre detection. In particular, we describe our transition-based model of aircraft
manoeuvre detection by using an HMM   (✓k) with time-varying transition scheme ✓k
to represent the image-plane dynamics of a manoeuvring aircraft. We then propose:
• An adaptive transition-based generalised likelihood ratio (TGLR) detector;
• An adaptive transition-based generalised cumulative sum (TGC) detector that
exploits a method of HMM parameter estimation similar to our one-step Kerridge
inaccuracy (OKI) based estimator of Chapter 3; and
• A transition-based robustness-inspired cumulative sum (TRC) detector that ap-
peals to our Chapter 5 dependent process quickest change detection results.
6.4.1 Transition-Based Model of Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
In order to propose our transition-based manoeuvre detection approaches, we shall di-
rectly exploit the representation of the aircraft’s image-plane velocity as HMM transition
probabilities (as presented in Section 6.2). Specifically, we will let  
⇣
✓B,Ck
⌘
denote the
HMM representation of the manoeuvring aircraft (6.2) where ✓B,Ck is defined as the
time-varying transition scheme
✓B,Ck ,
8><>:✓
B 2 ⇥ for k < ⌧
✓C 2 ⇥ for k   ⌧
(6.20)
and ✓B, ✓C 2 ⇥ are (constant) transitions schemes representing the pre-manoeuvre and
post-manoeuvre aircraft image-plane velocities, respectively. The HMM representation
of the manoeuvring aircraft  
⇣
✓B,Ck
⌘
therefore has the joint state-output probability
density
pB,C⌧
⇣
X[0,k], Y[1,k]
⌘
= ⇡s0
⌧ 1Y
i=1
Asi,si 1
 
✓B
 
bsi (yi)
kY
j=⌧
Asj ,sj 1
 
✓C
 
bsj (yj)
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for all k   1 where we let sk be the index of the state process at time k in the sense that
sk = i if and only if Xk = ei. As in Section 6.1, we consider pre-manoeuvre quantities
(i.e. ✓B) to be known, and post-manoeuvre quantities (i.e. ✓C) to be unknown.
Under the transition-based model (6.20) of the aircraft manoeuvre (6.2), the vision-
based aircraft manoeuvre detection problem formulated in Section 6.1 is transformed into
the problem of detecting an unknown change in the transition parameters of an HMM.
For the transition-based model (6.20), it follows that the log-likelihood ratio between
the no-manoeuvre hypothesis (6.3) and the nth manoeuvre hypothesis (6.5) is
Zkn
 
✓C
 
, log
pB,Cn
⇣
y[n,k]
   y[1,n 1]⌘
pB
⇣
y[n,k]
   y[1,n 1]⌘ (6.21)
where (6.9) implies that the no-manoeuvre conditional likelihood pB
⇣
y[n,k]
   y[1,n 1]⌘ is
given by
pBn
⇣
y[n,k]
   y[1,n 1]⌘ = kY
i=n
1
Ni (✓B)
,
and the manoeuvre conditional likelihood pB,Cn
⇣
y[n,k]
   y[1,n 1]⌘ is given by
pB,Cn
⇣
y[n,k]
   y[1,n 1]⌘ = pB,Cn
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘
pB,Cn
⇣
y[1,n 1]
⌘
=
kY
i=n
1
Nn,i
⇣
✓B,Ci
⌘
where Nn,k
⇣
✓B,Ck
⌘
are normalisation factors from an HMM filter (6.7) with transition
scheme ✓B for k < n and transition scheme ✓C for k   n. We now use the transition-
based model (6.20) of the aircraft manoeuvre (6.2) together with the log-likelihood ratio
(6.21) to propose our TGLR, TGC, and TRC manoeuvre detectors.
6.4.2 Transition-Based GLR Manoeuvre Detector
Our first approach for detecting the transition scheme change of (6.20) is the (window-
limited) TGLR rule
TTGLR , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
k w<nk 1
sup
✓2⇥
Zkn (✓)   hTGLR
 
(6.22)
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where hTGLR is a threshold chosen to control the false alarm rate, w is a window length
parameter, and Zkn (✓) is as defined in (6.21). We note that our TGLR detector (6.22)
requires an HMM maximum likelihood estimator to perform the inner supremum oper-
ation over the (unknown) post-manoeuvre transition scheme ✓C . Due to the di culty
of finding maximum likelihood parameter estimates in HMMs, we propose using the
iterative Baum-Welch algorithm given in [14] to calculate an estimate ✓ of the transition
scheme ✓C (see Appendix A for details of the Baum-Welch algorithm for transition
schemes). Unfortunately, the TGLR detector (6.22) is computationally expensive since,
at each time k, the iterative Baum-Welch algorithm needs to compute transition scheme
estimates for times in the window n 2 [k + w   1, k   1]. We next propose a less
computationally expensive transition-based algorithm that uses an HMM parameter
estimator similar to that proposed in Chapter 3.
6.4.3 Transition-Based Generalised CUSUM Manoeuvre Detector
Our proposed TGC detector consists of two parts: (1) a generalised version of the
triangle relative entropy rate (TRER) based transition scheme estimator of [15]; and (2)
a CUSUM-type stopping rule. Before we present both parts of our TGC detector, we
shall review the concept of joint state-output relative entropy rate between two HMM
representations.
Joint State-Output Relative Entropy Rate
Consider two HMM representations   (✓) and  
 
✓¯
 
with ✓, ✓¯ 2 ⇥. We will define the
relative entropy rate between the joint state-output probability laws of   (✓) and  
 
✓¯
 
as [15]
RJ (✓
   ✓¯   , lim
k!1
1
k
X
Xk+1
Z
Yk
p
⇣
X[0,k], y[1,k]
⌘ p⇣X[0,k], y[1,k]⌘
p✓¯
⇣
X[0,k], y[1,k]
⌘ dy[1,k]
when the limit exists and is finite. When RJ (✓
   ✓¯   is finite, [67, Theorem 1] gives that
RJ (✓
   ✓¯   = 1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
Aij (✓) log
Aij (✓)
Aij
 
✓¯
  (6.23)
since the HMM representations   (✓) and  
 
✓¯
 
share the same observation processes
(6.6), and the stationary distribution of A (✓), denoted ⇡ (✓) and satisfying ⇡ (✓) =
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⇡ (✓)A (✓), is the uniform distribution ⇡i (✓) = 1/N for all 1  i  N . (That ⇡ (✓)
is the uniform distribution follows by noting that the transition matrix A (✓) is doubly
stochastic for all ✓ 2 ⇥ in the sense that PNi=1Aij = 1 for all j, and PNj=1Aij = 1 for
all i.)
We are now in a position to present our generalised version of the TRER-based
transition scheme estimator of [15] (which we will use later to propose our TGC detector).
Triangle RER-based Parameter Estimator
For the purpose of presenting our TRER-based estimator, we require the concept of a
set   of | | test HMM representations
  , {  (✓(1)) ,  (✓(2)) , . . . ,  (✓(| |))}
such that the following matching condition of [15] holds:
R¯J (✓ k✓(1), ✓(`)) = lim
k!1
D¯
⇣
y[1,k]
    ✓(1), ✓(`)⌘ (6.24)
for all 2  `  N  if and only if y[1,1] are generated by the HMM representation   (✓)
where
R¯J (✓ k✓(1), ✓(`)) , RJ (✓ k✓(`)) RJ (✓ k✓(1))
is the TRER between the HMM representations   (✓),   (✓(1)) and   (✓(`)), and
D¯
⇣
y[1,k]
    ✓(1), ✓(`)⌘ , 1
k
log
p✓(1)
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘
p✓(`)
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘
is the di↵erence in probabilistic distance between the HMMs   (✓(1)) and   (✓(`)).
Motivated by the matching condition (6.24) of [15], we propose estimating the un-
known HMM transition scheme ✓C from the finite observation sequence y[n,k] (with
n  k) on the basis of the TRER-based cost function
J[n,k] (✓) ,
| |X
`=2
   R¯J (✓ k✓(1), ✓(`))  D¯ ⇣y[n,k]    ✓(1), ✓(`)⌘   2 . (6.25)
We then define our TRER-based estimate of the unknown transition scheme ✓C (at any
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time k   1 using the observations y[n,k]), as ✓ˆk|[n,k] 2 ⇥ such that
J[n,k]
⇣
✓ˆk|[n,k]
⌘
= inf
✓2⇥
J[n,k] (✓) . (6.26)
Importantly, the di↵erence in probabilistic distance D¯
⇣
y[1,k]
    ✓(1), ✓(`)⌘ is given by
D¯
⇣
y[1,k]
    ✓(1), ✓(`)⌘ = 1
k
kX
i=1
log
Ni (✓ (`))
Ni (✓ (1))
(6.27)
for all 2  `  | | where Nk (✓(`)) denotes the normalisation factor of the HMM
conditional mean filter (6.7) that is executed using HMM representation   (✓(`)) for
all k   1. In contrast, the TRER R¯J (✓ k✓(1), ✓(`)) of (6.25) has the closed form
R¯J (✓ k✓(1), ✓(`)) = 1
N
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
Aij (✓) log
Aij (✓(1))
Aij (✓(`))
(6.28)
for all 2  `  | | by using the closed form given in (6.23). We are now in a position
to propose our TGC manoeuvre detector that uses estimates of the post-manoeuvre
transition scheme ✓C from our TRER estimator (6.26).
Remark 6.5 We highlight that the TRER-based estimator (6.26) has a similar structure
to our OKI-based HMM parameter estimator of Chapter 3. Here, we have chosen to use
the TRER-based estimator (6.26) instead of the OKI-based HMM parameter estimator
because it avoids numeric integration. Unfortunately, the TRER-based estimator is
of limited use in general HMM parameter estimation problems because it exploits the
matching condition (6.24) (which is sometimes di cult to satisfy) and the TRER closed
form (6.28) (which assumes that the HMMs share a common observation process b (·)).
Remark 6.6 Our TRER-based estimator has a useful interpretation as an abstract form
of multilateration. That is, the di↵erence (the TRER) between two pseudo-distances (the
RER) from two di↵erent reference points (test HMMs  ) to an unknown position (the
unknown HMM representation  
 
✓C
 
) can be used to locate the unknown position on a
curve (estimate the unknown HMM). A unique estimate of the unknown position follows
from the use of multiple pseudo-distance di↵erences from multiple reference points (which
corresponds to selecting multiple test HMMs  ).
Remark 6.7 Although the matching condition (6.24) appears di cult to satisfy in gen-
eral (except when the observations are direct mappings to the states in the sense that
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yk = Xk for all k   1), in practice, we have found that the condition is nearly satisfied by
test HMMs   that have similar parameters to the (unknown) HMM  
 
✓C
 
. Importantly,
a procedure for selecting test HMMs   nearly satisfying (6.24) is described in [15], and
we shall use this procedure later.
Transition-Based Generalised CUSUM Rule
Our proposed TGC algorithm is defined as the rule
TTGC , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
k w<nk 1
Zkn
⇣
✓ˆk|[n,k]
⌘
  hTGC
 
(6.29)
where hTGC is a threshold chosen to control the false alarm rate, w is a window length pa-
rameter to limit the online computational complexity of the algorithm, the log-likelihood
ratio Zkn
⇣
✓ˆk|[n,k]
⌘
is given by (6.21), and ✓ˆk|[n,k] are TRER-based estimates satisfying
(6.26). Whilst our TGC detector, at each time step k, involves computing di↵erent
TRER estimates ✓ˆk|[n,k] of the post-manoevure transition scheme for each time n in the
window [k   w + 1, k   1], the TRER estimator (6.26) processes the observations yk
sequentially rather than iteratively (or as a batch). As a consequence of the sequential
structure of the TRER estimator (6.26), the computational e↵ort required to compute
test statistic of our proposed TGC detector (6.29) is often less than that required to
compute the test statistic of our proposed TGLR detector (6.22).
We now present our final transition-based method of manoeuvre detection.
6.4.4 Transition-Based Robustness-inspired CUSUM Manoeuvre Detector
Our final aircraft manoeuvre detector, the TRC detector, is inspired by our robust
quickest change detection results of Chapter 5 for dependent stochastic processes. To pro-
pose our TRC manoeuvre detector, we will suppose that the unknown post-manoeuvre
transition scheme ✓C belongs to the (known) uncertainty set ⌅✓ ⇢ ⇥ of transition
schemes. We will also define the relative entropy rate between the output probability
laws of the HMMs   (✓) and  
 
✓¯
 
as [67]
R (✓    ✓¯   , lim
k!1
1
k
Z
Yk
p✓
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘p✓⇣y[1,k]⌘
p✓¯
⇣
y[1,k]
⌘dy[1,k]
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when the limit exists and is finite. Unfortunately, the relative entropy rate R (· k ·)
lacks a closed form making it challenging to verifying Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3, and
to show that the uncertainty set ⌅✓ is ✓-Pythagorean (in the sense of Definition 5.1).
It is therefore di cult to apply our robustness results of Chapter 5 to the problem of
transition-based aircraft manoeuvre detection.
In order to avoid di culties in working with the relative entropy rate R (· k ·), here
we shall approximate R (· k ·) with the joint state-output relative entropy rate RJ (· k ·)
that has the closed form (6.23). Under this approximation (which is similar to the
matching condition of (6.24)), we will let ✓˜ 2 ⌅✓ be the transition scheme that is closest
to ✓B in the joint state-output relative entropy rate sense that
RJ
⇣
✓˜
    ✓B⌘ = inf
✓2⌅✓
RJ
 
✓
  ✓B   . (6.30)
Our proposed TRC manoeuvre detector is then
TTRC , inf
⇢
k   1 : max
k w<nk
Zkn
⇣
✓˜
⌘
  hTRC
 
(6.31)
where hTRC is a threshold chosen to control the false alarm rate, w is a window length
parameter, and Zkn
⇣
✓˜
⌘
is the log-likelihood ratio given in (6.21) designed with the
unfavourable transition scheme ✓˜. We highlight that our TRC detector (6.31) lacks an
e cient recursive implementation (because of the structure of the transition-based log-
likelihood ratio (6.21)), and we therefore resort to a window length to limit its required
computational e↵ort. Nevertheless, our TRC detector avoids all forms of transition
scheme parameter estimation and therefore can be implemented more e ciently than
our TGLR and TGC detectors. Finally, in contrast to our HRC detector, we note that
our TRC detector is unlikely to be asymptotically minimax robust (in the Lorden or
Pollak senses considered in Chapter 5), because (6.30) is insu cient for establishing
that ⌅✓ is ✓-Pythagorean with ✓ = ✓˜.
Remark 6.8 Similar to Remark 6.7, we highlight that R (✓    ✓¯   and the joint state-
output relative entropy rate RJ (✓
   ✓¯   are equal in the special case where the observations
are direct mappings to the states in the sense that yk = Xk for all k   1. If the
observations are corrupted by noise, we have observed that R (✓    ✓¯   remains relatively
close to RJ (✓
   ✓¯   (a similar observation was made in [15] in the context of checking
the matching condition (6.24)).
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6.5 Implementation Issues
In this section, we discuss the implementation of our proposed manoeuvre detectors.
We first describe the implementation of our heading-based methods, we then introduce
the concept of quadrants before discussing the implementation of our transition-based
methods. Finally, we summarise the computational e↵ort of our proposed manoeuvre
detectors.
6.5.1 Selection of Transition Scheme For Heading-Based Methods
During their operation, our proposed heading-based manoeuvre detectors (HGLR and
HRC) require a single HMM filter (6.7) with (time-invariant) transition scheme ✓ 2 ⇥.
For each k   1, the filter produces estimates xˆk (✓) of the aircraft’s image-plane location
using (6.10), which we then use to calculate estimates  ˆk (✓) of the aircraft’s image-
plane heading by solving (6.11). Our proposed HGLR (6.19) and HRC (6.16) detectors
operate directly on the heading estimates  ˆk (✓). As we previously noted in Section 6.3,
our heading-based methods require the selection of a suitable transition scheme ✓.
In the following, we shall exploit Assumption 6.1 and assume that the aircraft’s
image-plane speed vk remains approximately constant in the range 0.2 to 0.3 pixels per
frame. We then propose using the transition scheme ✓ given by
✓i =
8><>:0.0375 for 1  i  9 with i 6= 50.7 for i = 5 (6.32)
since the self-transition probability ✓5 is approximately matched to aircraft with image-
plane speeds of up to 0.3 pixels per frame. Furthermore, the transition scheme (6.32) does
not favour transitions in any particular image-plane direction (which is desirable given
the need for the HMM filter based on ✓ to track the aircraft through the manoeuvre).
In order to design our HRC detector (6.16), we will next describe the construction of
the uncertainty set of possible post-manoeuvre aircraft heading distributions P⌫ .
6.5.2 Quadrants, Quadrant Transition Schemes, and Uncertainty Sets
Let us divide the heading range [0 , 360 ) (or equivalently [ 180 , 180)) into four 90 
intervals which we shall call quadrants. As shown in Table 6.1 (and with reference to the
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image-plane Cartesian axes in Figure 6.1), we will follow convention and enumerate the
four quadrants as first, second, third, and fourth in a counter-clockwise fashion starting
at an angle of 0 .
Table 6.1: Properties of quadrants and quadrant transition schemes.
Quadrant Headings Non-Zero Transition Scheme Elements, Z
1 [0 , 90 ] {4, 5, 7, 8}
2 [90 , 180 ] {1, 2, 4, 5}
3 [ 180 , 90 ] {2, 3, 5, 6}
4 [ 90 , 0 ) {5, 6, 8, 9}
For the purpose of this chapter, we shall assume that the aircraft’s post-manoeuvre
heading  C is known to belong to a specific quadrant. This quadrant assumption enables
a natural description of the heading and transition scheme uncertainty sets P⌫ and ⌅✓,
respectively. In particular, we will use the sets of possible post-manoeuvre headings
 listed in the second column of Table 6.1 (for each given quadrant) to specify the
uncertainty set P⌫ and design our HRC detector (6.16).
Furthermore, our quadrant assumption implies that the post-manoeuvre transition
scheme ✓C is a quadrant transition scheme in the sense that it only has four non-zero
transition probabilities (similar quadrant or directional transition schemes were first
introduced in [15, Section III.C]). For convenience, we will denote the indices of the
non-zero transition scheme elements as Z ⇢ R. The sets Z are given in the final column
of Table 6.1 for each quadrant. Importantly, given the quadrant and set of non-zero
transition scheme elements Z, we will let the uncertainty set ⌅✓ in the design our TRC
detector (6.31) be
⌅✓ =
 
✓ 2 ⇥ : 0.001  ✓i  1 for i 2 Z and ✓i = 0 for i 62 Z (6.33)
where we have selected the lower bound 0.001 to avoid numerical issues in finding the
transition scheme ✓˜ satisfying (6.30).
Finally, we highlight that the parameter estimation problems that our TGLR (6.22)
and TGC (6.29) detectors are required to solve are greatly simplified by our quadrant
assumption. Indeed, under our quadrant assumption, the TGLR and TGC detectors are
only required to estimate four non-zero elements of the unknown quadrant transition
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scheme ✓C . We next describe the implementation of our TGC detector.
Remark 6.9 Whilst our quadrant assumption allows us to simplify the implementation
of our manoeuvre detectors, it is not overly restrictive because target tracking and detec-
tion filters for 90  heading ranges are typically implemented in parallel for this application
(for example, see [15,53,57]). We highlight that we do not use our quadrant assumption
to select the transition scheme ✓ given in Section 6.5.1 for our heading-based methods.
6.5.3 Implementation of TGC Detector
In order to implement our proposed TGC manoeuvre detector (6.29) we followed the
procedure presented in [15] for selecting a set of test HMM representations  . Under
our quadrant assumption introduced in Section 6.5.2, we used a set   of | | = 4 test
HMM representations to estimate the unknown post-manoeuvre quadrant transition
scheme ✓C . In particular, we exploited the results of [16] to design   from cardinal
(or half-plane) transition schemes matched (in a relative entropy rate sense) to quadrant
transition schemes representing aircraft image-plane speeds of between 0.2 and 0.3 pixels
per frame (consistent with the aircraft speed assumption introduced in Section 6.5.1). For
completeness, in Table 6.2 we have documented the sets   of test HMM representations
we used to estimate ✓C when we knew it was a first or second quadrant transition scheme.
Similarly, Table 6.3 lists the sets of test HMM representations   we used to estimate ✓C
when it was known to be a third or fourth quadrant transition scheme. We now describe
how these test HMM representations are used in the operation of our TGC detector.
During its operation, our proposed TGC detector (6.29) requires filters of 3 types:
1. A pre-manoeuvre HMM filter (with transition scheme ✓B);
2. A bank of HMM filters (matched to the set of test HMM representations  ) that
are used to estimate ✓C using our TRER-based estimator (6.26) for each time n in
the window [k   w + 1, k   1]; and
3. A bank of post-manoeuvre HMM filters with one filter for each estimated transition
scheme ✓ˆk|[n,k] in the window n 2 [k   w + 1, k   1].
We highlight that the first type of filter (the pre-manoeuvre filter) is matched to the
(known) pre-manoeuvre transition scheme ✓B, and its normalisation factors Nk
 
✓B
 
are
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Table 6.2: Sets of Test HMM Representations   for First And Second
Quadrants
Elements
Set   for First Quadrant Set   for Second Quadrant
✓(1) ✓(2) ✓(3) ✓(4) ✓(1) ✓(2) ✓(3) ✓(4)
✓1 0 0 0.007 0.0154 0.007 0.0154 0.007 0.0154
✓2 0 0 0.038 0.0515 0.153 0.221 0.038 0.0515
✓3 0 0 0 0 0.007 0.0154 0 0
✓4 0.038 0.0515 0.153 0.221 0.038 0.0515 0.153 0.221
✓5 0.757 0.645 0.757 0.645 0.757 0.645 0.757 0.645
✓6 0.038 0.0515 0 0 0.038 0.0515 0 0
✓7 0.007 0.0154 0.007 0.0154 0 0 0.007 0.0154
✓8 0.153 0.221 0.038 0.0515 0 0 0.038 0.0515
✓9 0.007 0.0154 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 6.3: Sets of Test HMM Representations   for Third and Fourth
Quadrants
Elements
Set   for Third Quadrant Set   for Fourth Quadrant
✓(1) ✓(2) ✓(3) ✓(4) ✓(1) ✓(2) ✓(3) ✓(4)
✓1 0.007 0.0154 0 0 0 0 0 0
✓2 0.153 0.221 0.038 0.0515 0 0 0.038 0.0515
✓3 0.007 0.0154 0.007 0.0154 0 0 0.007 0.0154
✓4 0.038 0.0515 0 0 0.038 0.0515 0 0
✓5 0.757 0.645 0.757 0.645 0.757 0.645 0.757 0.645
✓6 0.038 0.0515 0.153 0.221 0.038 0.0515 0.153 0.221
✓7 0 0 0 0 0.007 0.0154 0 0
✓8 0 0 0.038 0.0515 0.153 0.221 0.038 0.0515
✓9 0 0 0.007 0.0154 0.007 0.0154 0.007 0.0154
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used to calculate the denominator of the likelihood ratios (6.21) used in the test statistic
of the TGC detector.
The second type of filters are used for TRER-based parameter estimation purposes.
In our implementation, these filters form a bank of w⇥ | | filters since a filter is run for
every HMM in  , and every potential manoeuvre time in the window [k w+1, k]. The
bank of filters is “rolling” in the sense that with each time step forward in k, the | | oldest
HMM filters are stopped (because their start time is now outside the considered time
window n 2 [k   w + 1, k   1]) and | | new HMM filters (corresponding to manoeuvre
time n = k) are initialised with the previous estimate Xˆk 1
 
✓B
 
from the pre-manoeuvre
filter. Importantly, at time step k, for each n 2 [k w+1, k 1], an estimated transition
scheme ✓ˆk|[n,k] is found by solving the optimisation problem (6.26) using the di↵erence
in probabilistic distances (6.27) from the rolling filter bank, and an optimisation routine
exploiting the TRER closed form (6.28) (e.g. MATLAB’s fmincon).
Finally, the third type of filters are used to calculate the numerator of the log-
likelihood ratios Zkn
⇣
✓ˆk|[n,k]
⌘
given by (6.21) with the unknown ✓C replaced by the
estimate ✓ˆk|[n,k] for each n 2 [k w+1, k  1]. In particular, at time k, the observations
y[n,k] are reprocessed by w   1 HMM filters (corresponding to each of the determined
estimates ✓ˆk|[n,k], for n 2 [k   w + 1, k   1]), to produce estimated versions of the
normalisation factors Nn,i
⇣
✓B,Ci
⌘
. Given the log-likelihoods for each n 2 [k   w +
1, k   1], the test statistic of the TGC detector (6.29) is then trivially calculated by
performing a search. We will next describe the computational e↵ort of our proposed
TGC detector alongside that of our other transition-based and heading-based aircraft
manoeuvre detectors.
6.5.4 Computational E↵ort
The per-frame computational and memory complexity of each of our implemented air-
craft manoeuvre detectors is given in Table 6.4. We now briefly detail these complexities.
Complexities of Heading-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detectors
The computational complexity of our HGLR (6.19) and HRC (6.16) detectors is domi-
nated by the O(N2) complexity of the HMM filter (6.7) used to calculate the heading
estimate  ˆk (as detailed in Section 6.3). We note that the HRC detector avoids any
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Table 6.4: Per-Frame Computational and Memory Complexity of
Proposed Manoeuvre Detectors
Detector Computational Complexity Memory Complexity
HGLR O
 
N2 + 2w + (w   1)  O(w)
HRC O
 
N2
 
O(1)
TGLR O
 
N2 +NIterN2w2
 
O(Nw)
TGC O
 
N2 + | |N2w +N2w2  * O(Nw)
TRC O
 
N2 +N2w
 
O(Nw)
* Excludes complexity of solving w   1 optimisations of the form (6.26).
significant extra computational and memory complexity since it has an e cient recursive
form give in Section 6.3. In contrast, the HGLR detector involves calculating w new
mean and w new variance estimates together with w   1 new log-likelihood ratios. The
mean and variance estimates required in the HGLR detector for each time in the window
[k   w + 1, k   1] are estimated using a “rolling” bank of 2w recursions (w recursions
for the means and w recursion for the variances) started at each time in the window
[k w+1, k]. The bank of recursions are rolling in the sense that at each k, the recursions
started at time k   w are stopped and recursions starting at time k are initialised (all
other recursions are run uninterrupted). Following calculation of the mean and variance
estimates at time k, the log-likelihood ratios (and the supremums) used in the test
statistic of the HGLR (6.19) are calculated (in a non-recursive manner) from w stored
heading estimates  ˆn with n 2 [k   w + 1, k].
Complexities of Transition-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detectors
Our TGLR (6.22), TGC (6.29), and TRC (6.31) detectors are considerably more complex
than our HRC (6.16), and our HGLR (6.19) detectors. These transition-based manoeuvre
detectors all require a recursive pre-manoeuvre HMM filter (6.7) matched to the pre-
manoeuvre transition scheme ✓B (at a per-frame computational complexity of O(N2)).
The normalisation factors Nk
 
✓B
 
of this pre-manoeuvre filter are used to calculate the
denominator of the transition-based likelihood ratios (6.21).
In addition to the single recursive pre-manoeuvre HMM filter (6.7), our TRC detector
(6.31) is implemented with a bank of w HMM filters with unfavourable transition scheme
✓˜ given by (6.30). We highlight that this bank of filters calculates the numerator of
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the log-likelihood ratios Zkn
⇣
✓˜
⌘
given by (6.21) with the unknown ✓C replaced by the
unfavourable scheme ✓˜ for each n 2 [k w+1, k]. Again, this bank of unfavourable HMM
filters is “rolling” in the sense that at each time step k, a new HMM filter (corresponding
to manoeuvre time n = k) is initialised with the previous estimate Xˆk 1
 
✓B
 
from the
pre-manoeuvre filter, and the HMM filter in the bank with start time n = k w is stopped
(because its start time is now outside the considered time window n 2 [k   w + 1, k]).
The computational complexity associated with this rolling HMM filter bank is therefore
O(N2w) at each time step k. Finally, although this bank of recursive HMMs allows us
to avoid storing the w morphologically processed frames yi for i 2 [w   k + 1, k], its
memory complexity is still O(Nw) since we need to store the previous state estimate
Xk
⇣
✓˜
⌘
for all w filters in the bank.
As discussed in Section 6.5.3, at each k, our TGC detector involves three additional
major operations:
1. The running of w⇥| | HMM filters in a rolling bank with a combined computational
complexity of O(| |N2w) and additional memory complexity of O (| |Nw) (since
the estimates Xˆk (✓(`)) need to be stored for the next time k + 1);
2. The solution of the optimisation problem (6.26) for each n 2 [k w+1, k 1] using
a numerical technique (we used MATLAB’s fmincon) with unspecified complexity
(that is independent of N and w); and
3. The reprocessing of the observations y[n,k] for all times n 2 [k w+1, k 1] (a total
of w   1 HMM filters each operating on a maximum of w observations) resulting
in an approximate combined complexity of O(N2w2).
Similarly, in addition to the pre-manoeuvre HMM filter, at each k, the TGLR detector
(6.22) with the Baum-Welch algorithm (cf. Appendix A) involves iterating over the
observations y[n,k] a maximum of NIter times for each n 2 [k   w + 1, k   1]. The
computational complexity of a single iteration of the Baum-Welch algorithm is O
 
N2w
 
on the observations y[k w+1,k], so multiple iterations for each n 2 [k w+1, k 1] results
in an approximate total complexity of O(NIterN2w2) for the parameter estimation in
the TGLR detector. Both our TGC and TGLR detectors require the storage of the w
morphologically processed frames yi for i 2 [w   k + 1, k] at a memory complexity of
O(Nw).
In order to provide an indication of the relative computational e↵ort of our TGC and
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TGLR detectors, (since the computational e↵ort of the TGC detector is only partially
characterised in Table 6.4), we tested our implementations in MATLAB 8.1 on a 64 bit
12.04 Ubuntu Linux machine with an Intel i5 650 CPU at 3.2 GHz and 8 GB of memory.
The processing rates of our implementations with di↵erent window sizes for 100 ⇥ 100
pixel 8-bit grayscale images are given in Table 6.5 (in frames per second). Table 6.5
suggests that our TGLR detector implementation is significantly slower than our TGC
detector implementation for all window lengths (even though we limited the number of
Baum-Welch iterations NIter in the TGLR detector to 10).
Table 6.5: Implementation processing rates of TGLR and
TGC detectors (in frames per second) for 100 ⇥ 100 pixel
images and di↵erent window lengths (higher frames per
second are better).
Detector Window Length w Frames Per Second
TGLR
15 0.42
25 0.18
35 0.10
TGC
15 7.9
25 4.2
35 2.8
6.6 Results
In this section, we will examine the performance of our proposed heading-based and
transition-based manoeuvre detectors in a simulation study, and on video of real manoeu-
vring aircraft. Throughout this results section, the window length for all window-limited
detectors is w = 35. We begin by presenting our simulation study.
6.6.1 Simulation Study
We conducted our simulation study on the basis of sequences of 100 ⇥ 100 pixel 8-
bit greyscale images corrupted by spatially correlated Gauss-Markov random field noise
driven by zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian noise with horizontal and vertical interac-
tion factors of 0.12 (see [15] and references within for details of this noise). We imposed
a synthetic aircraft in these sequences (with the appearance of a single bright pixel) by
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adding a greyscale intensity IA > 0 at the aircraft’s pixel location Xk for all k   1.
The synthetic aircraft’s Cartesian location xk (from which the pixel location Xk was
calculated by rounding to the nearest pixel) evolved according to the kinematic equation
xk+1 = xk +
26664vk cos k
vk sin k
37775
where Vk = [vk, k]0 is given by (6.2) with image-plane speed vk = 0.2 pixels per frame for
all k   1, (known) pre-manoeuvre heading  B = 10 , and (unknown) post-manoeuvre
heading  C = 160 .
We selected three greyscale intensities IT 2 {3.5, 5, 10}. Here, we will express the
greyscale intensities as average local detectability (LD, or local signal-to-noise ratio)
scores since LD statistics have previously been found to be useful in classifying the
di culty of the vision-based aircraft detection and tracking problem [56]. Through
simulation, we calculated that the three greyscale intensities IT 2 {3.5, 5, 10} correspond
to LDs of approximately 0.5dB, 3.3dB, and 9.3dB, respectively.
Preliminary Pre-Manoeuvre Heading and Transition Scheme Estimates
In order to examine the suitability of our Assumption 6.2 and to design our heading-based
detectors, for each LD, we calculated the mean  ˆB and standard deviation  B of the
heading estimates  ˆk (✓) (from the HMM filter with transition scheme ✓ given by (6.32)).
Our estimated statistics of the heading estimates  ˆk from 100 independent Monte Carlo
simulations are given in Table 6.6. Table 6.6 illustrates that the standard deviation of the
estimates increases as the LD decreases (which is unsurprising), and that the estimates
of  B = 10  appear significantly biased in the low LD case (which suggests that our
modelling Assumption 6.2 does not hold in general). For the purpose of our manoeuvre
detection simulation studies, we elected to use the (sometimes biased) statistics given
in Table 6.6 to specify the pre-manoeuvre Gaussian distribution µ = N
⇣
 ˆB, 2B
⌘
used
in our heading-based manoeuvre detectors. We estimated the pre-manoeuvre transition
scheme ✓B using the Baum-Welch algorithm (cf. Appendix A) from a single simulated
sequence of 480 frames.
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Table 6.6: Preliminary statistics of heading estimates  ˆk (✓) (the
true heading was  B = 10 ).
IT Average LD (dB) Mean  ˆB Standard Deviation  B
3.5 0.5 50  23 
5 3.3 34  11.5 
10 9.3 28  9.5 
Manoeuvre Detection Results For Varying Local Detectabilities
As discussed in Section 6.5, we assumed that the manoeuvre was known to occur in the
second quadrant in the sense that  C 2 [90 , 180 ], and the post-manoeuvre transition
scheme ✓C has non-zero transition probabilities ✓1, ✓2, ✓4 and ✓5. We used this quadrant
knowledge to design our HRC detector (6.16) by letting  = [90 , 180 ], and identifying
the least favourable distribution ⌫˜ = N
⇣
 ˜, 2B
⌘
with mean  ˜ = 90  (from (6.15)) and
 B from the Table 6.6 (assuming correct knowledge of the LD). Similarly, we used this
quadrant knowledge and our calculated ✓B to identify the unfavourable transition scheme
✓˜ = [0.001, 0.0001, 0, 0.001, 0.997, 0, 0, 0, 0]0 for the uncertainty set ⌅✓ given in (6.33).
For the purpose of quantifying the detection delay performance of each manoeuvre
detector T , for each LD, we generated 300 sequences with manoeuvre time ⌧ = 300 (and
a total length of 480 frames) and calculated the estimated detection delay:
1
300
300X
i=1
(Ti   ⌧) .
Here, Ti is the time that the manoeuvre detector T declared a manoeuvre on the
ith image sequence, and we limited ourselves to thresholds such that the detection
delays Ti   ⌧ were non-negative for all 1  i  300. Similarly, to estimate the false
alarm performance of each manoeuvre detector, we generated 600 sequences without a
manoeuvre and divided the number of false alarms by the total number of frames with
no manoeuvre (i.e. 480⇥600). The results of our simulation study are shown in Figures
6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 for LDs of 0.5 dB, 3.3 dB, and 9.3 dB, respectively.
Figure 6.7 suggests that in low local detectability conditions, the TGLR and TGC
algorithms may have better detection delay performance than both heading-based meth-
ods and our TRC algorithm. We believe the poor performance of our HGLR and HRC
detectors in this low LD case is because of the use of heading estimates  k (which,
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Figure 6.7: Simulation Study: Estimated detection delay against estimated false alarm
rate for manoeuvre detectors at an average local detectability of 0.5dB (curves below
and to the left represent better performance).
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Figure 6.8: Simulation Study: Estimated detection delay against estimated false alarm
rate for manoeuvre detectors at an average local detectability of 3.3dB (curves below
and to the left represent better performance).
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Figure 6.9: Simulation Study: Estimated detection delay against estimated false alarm
rate for manoeuvre detectors at an average local detectability of 9.3dB (curves below
and to the left represent better performance).
we know from our preliminary statistics in Table 6.6, do not satisfy our underlying
modelling Assumption 6.2). Similarly, the performance of our robustness inspired TRC
detector appears particularly poor in the low LD case because the unfavourable transition
scheme ✓˜ is so di↵erent from the unknown post-manoeuvre transition scheme ✓C that it
is very di cult for HMM filters with the scheme ✓˜ to track the aircraft. In contrast, the
TGLR and TGC detectors appear able to more fully exploit the information provided
by the low LD frames by processing them multiple times with multiple HMM filters.
These detectors can therefore o↵er better performance than methods reliant on single
HMM filters (this observation is consistent with previous multiple model HMM target
tracking work [16]). Nevertheless, Figures 6.8 and 6.9 suggest that our robustness-
inspired TRC and HRC detectors o↵er close to the best detection delay performance of
all the detectors for moderate and high LDs (although the performance of the TGLR
and TGC algorithms remains almost invariant to the change in LD). We also highlight
that the performance of our HGLR detector in all three LD cases is always worse than
that of the less computationally expensive (i.e. recursive) HRC detector. Hence, as in
the simulation examples of Chapters 4 and 5, our manoeuvre detection simulation results
suggest that robustness-inspired HRC and TRC manoeuvre detectors can perform better
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than the more computationally expensive adaptive manoeuvre detectors HGLR, TGLR,
and TGC (which all involve some form of parameter estimation).
6.6.2 Ground-Based Camera Real Aircraft Data
We now investigate the performance of our proposed manoeuvre detectors on four videos
of a manoeuvring aircraft approaching a ground-based camera approximately head-on
(the aircraft is a human piloted Cessna 172). The videos were captured at 25 Hz, in
8-bit grayscale, and at a resolution of 1024 ⇥ 768 pixels. For truth purposes, time-
synchronised navigational data was captured from global positioning system (GPS) and
inertial navigation system (INS) sensors on-board the manoeuvring aircraft. These video
sequences are also reported in [81] (for the purpose of another study).
For computational reasons, we manually cropped each frame in the sequences to
100 ⇥ 100 pixels. We preprocessed the video sequences and estimated the image-plane
motion of the aircraft using the HMM filter used in our heading-based detectors with
transition scheme ✓ given in (6.32). We then manually identified a manoeuvre time ⌧
in each sequence and plotted Figures 6.10(a), 6.11(a), 6.12(a), and 6.13(a) showing the
estimated aircraft motion in the image-plane for each of the four videos (along with
the manually identified manoeuvre time ⌧). In order to confirm that the aircraft was
performing a manoeuvre (i.e. a climb, descent, or turn) in each video at time ⌧ , we
also plotted the GPS/INS truth data with the synchronised location of the manually
identified manoeuvre for each case in Figures 6.10(b & c), 6.11(b & c), 6.12(b & c), and
6.13(b & c).
During preprocessing we also estimated the (average) LD of each sequence, the
quadrant of the manoeuvre, and the pre-manoeuvre heading Gaussian distribution µ =
N
⇣
 ˆB, 2B
⌘
with mean  ˆB and standard deviation  B. This preprocessed LD, quadrant,
and heading information is given in Table 6.7 along with the headings  ˜ used to design
our HRC detector (6.16) (which were selected using (6.15) and Table 6.1). Our final
preprocessing step involved estimating the pre-manoeuvre transition schemes ✓B, and
identifying the transition schemes ✓˜ for our TRC detector (these are reported in Table
6.8). We then processed all four videos with our proposed manoeuvre detectors.
The test statistics of our heading-based manoeuvre detectors (HGLR and HRC) are
plotted in Figures 6.10(d), 6.11(d), 6.12(d), and 6.13(d) for each of the four videos.
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Table 6.7: Preprocessed LD, quadrant, and heading information for four
ground-based videos and the airborne scenario.
Video LD (dB) Quadrant  ˆB  B HRC Heading  ˜
1 0.835 4 173  54.9  0 
2 14.9 2 6.12  13.8  90 
3 0.525 2 9.18  43.8  90 
4 3.14 1 174  29.6  90 
Airborne -0.51 2 194  37.5  180 
Table 6.8: Preprocessed transition schemes for ground-based videos.
Elements
Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4
✓B ✓˜ ✓B ✓˜ ✓B ✓˜ ✓B ✓˜
✓1 0 0 0 0.001 0 0.001 0.001 0
✓2 0.159 0 0 0.001 0 0.001 0.166 0
✓3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.002 0
✓4 0 0 0.007 0.008 0 0.001 0.009 0.011
✓5 0.834 0.991 0.868 0.99 0.807 0.997 0.823 0.987
✓6 0.006 0.007 0 0 0 0 0 0
✓7 0 0 0.002 0 0 0 0 0.001
✓8 0 0.001 0.124 0 0.193 0 0 0.001
✓9 0 0.001 0 0 0 0 0 0
Similarly, the test statistics of our transition-based manoeuvre detectors (TGLR, TGC,
and TRC) are plotted in Figures 6.10(e), 6.11(e), 6.12(e), and 6.13(e). On the basis
of these test statistics, we highlight that all of our proposed manoeuvre detectors are
able to detect the manoeuvre in each of the four videos. In order to quantitatively
compare the practical detection delay performance of our proposed detectors, in each
video, we selected a threshold for each detector so that no false alarms were produced
(i.e. we selected a threshold marginally greater than the maximum value of the detector’s
test statistic prior to the manually identified manoeuvre time). We then computed
the detection delays corresponding to these zero false alarm thresholds (and these are
reported in Table 6.9). Although we acknowledge that this technique is impractical
for designing thresholds before observing the data, is does ensure a reasonably fair
comparison of the di↵erent detectors (since their test statistics have di↵erent scales and
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Table 6.9: Detection delays at zero false alarm thresholds for four
ground-based videos and the airborne scenario.
Video LD (dB) HGLR HRC TGLR TGC TRC
1 0.835 8 2 5 3 6
2 14.9 8 7 10 8 10
3 0.525 31 17 5 3 11
4 3.14 31 31 6 10 6
Airborne -0.51 14 8 10 10 10
we have insu cient data to characterise false alarm performance).
Table 6.9 suggests that the performance di↵erences amongst our transition-based ma-
noeuvre detectors are marginal (although our proposed TGC detector performs slightly
better than the TRC and TGLR detector in videos 1, 2, and 3). Significantly, our HRC
detector outperforms our TGC detector in videos 1 and 2 (although its performance
is poor in videos 3 and 4). Similarly, although our proposed HGLR detector performs
reasonably in videos 1 and 2, its performance in videos 3 and 4 is very poor. We believe
that the poor performance of our HGLR and HRC detectors in videos 3 and 4 is due
to our constant speed modelling assumption (Assumption 6.1) being violated. Indeed,
in videos 3 and 4, the aircraft manoeuvres first manifest themselves as changes in the
aircraft’s image-plane speed vk (before the aircraft reverses its image-plane heading).
Overall, despite our ground-based real data results highlighting this short-coming of
our heading-based approach to manoeuvre detection, they again illustrate (as in our
simulation study) that TRC and HRC detectors can o↵er similar (or better) performance
than the adaptive HGLR, TGC, and TGLR detectors.
6.6.3 Airborne Scenario
We finally examine the performance of our proposed vision-based aircraft manoeuvre
detectors on an airborne video sequence involving a tail chase of a manoeuvring Cessna
182 captured by a forward mounted camera on a Cessna 172 (at 15 frames per second,
8 bit grayscale, 1024 ⇥ 768 pixels). We captured time-synchronised navigational data
from GPS/INS navigation sensors on-board the manoeuvring aircraft to demonstrate
that it did indeed perform a manoeuvre. This airborne scenario allows evaluation of the
proposed manoeuvre detectors in a realistic data environment (with all aircraft motion
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Figure 6.10: Ground-based Real Data Video 1 (LD = 0.835dB): (a) Estimated aircraft
image-plane motion; (b) elevation-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation
sensors; (c) plan-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation sensors; (d) test
statistics of heading-based detectors; and (e) test statistics of transition-based detectors.
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Figure 6.11: Ground-based Real Data Video 2 (LD = 14.9dB): (a) Estimated aircraft
image-plane motion; (b) elevation-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation
sensors; (c) plan-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation sensors; (d) test
statistics of heading-based detectors; and (e) test statistics of transition-based detectors.
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Figure 6.12: Ground-based Real Data Video 3 (LD = 0.525dB): (a) Estimated aircraft
image-plane motion; (b) elevation-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation
sensors; (c) plan-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation sensors; (d) test
statistics of heading-based detectors; and (e) test statistics of transition-based detectors.
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Figure 6.13: Ground-based Real Data Video 4 (LD = 3.14dB): (a) Estimated aircraft
image-plane motion; (b) elevation-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation
sensors; (c) plan-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation sensors; (d) test
statistics of heading-based detectors; and (e) test statistics of transition-based detectors.
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Table 6.10: Preprocessed transition scheme information for the
airborne scenario.
Scheme
Elements
✓1 ✓2 ✓3 ✓4 ✓5 ✓6 ✓7 ✓8 ✓9
✓B 0 0.233 0.120 0 0.646 0.001 0 0 0
✓˜ 0.001 0.265 0 0.001 0.733 0 0 0 0
and scene e↵ects). For example, there is significant image jitter due to the ego-motion
(self motion) of the observing aircraft.
After the data collection flight, we preprocessed the image sequence by applying
an optical flow based image stabilisation algorithm (which is suitable for real-time
implementation). We also cropped the images to 100⇥100 pixels, estimated the track of
the aircraft in the image-plane, and manually identified a manoeuvre time in the video
sequence (and logged navigational data). The estimated image-plane track of the aircraft
and the manually identified manoeuvre are shown in Figure 6.14(a). The navigational
data is plotted in Figure 6.14(b & c) and shows a clear change in the aircraft’s altitude.
We note that the observing aircraft was to the south-west and remained at ranges
between 2km and 2.2km (see [56] for further details of our flight experiments). During
preprocessing we also calculated the LD, quadrant of the manoeuvre, pre-manoeuvre
heading estimate statistics  ˆB and  2B, and HRC design heading  ˜ (these are reported
in Table 6.7). Similarly, we estimated the pre-manoeuvre transition scheme ✓B, and then
calculated the TRC design transition scheme ✓˜ (given in Table 6.10). We then processed
the airborne video sequence with our proposed manoeuvre detectors.
The test statistics of our heading-based manoeuvre detectors (HGLR and HRC) are
plotted in Figure 6.14(d), whilst the test statistics of our transition-based manoeuvre
detectors (TGLR, TGC, and TRC) are plotted in Figure 6.14(e). On the basis of Figure
6.14(d & e), we observe that of our manoeuvre detectors are sensitive to image jitter
e↵ects (as illustrated by the rise in their test statistics at k = 120 due to poor image
stabilisation, see Remark 6.10). We therefore highlight that camera ego-motion and
poor image stabilisation can be interpreted as potential (phantom) manoeuvres by our
vision-based manoeuvre detectors. Nevertheless, we selected zero false alarm thresholds
(that ignore the image-plane jitter e↵ect at k = 120) for each manoeuvre detector. The
detection delays of each manoeuvre detector at their zero false alarm thresholds are given
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in the last row of Table 6.9. From Table 6.9, we see that the detection delays of the
TRC and HRC detectors are similar to those of the HGLR, TGC, and TGLR detectors.
Remark 6.10 We confirmed that the e↵ect at k = 120 was due to imperfect image
stabilisation by inspecting the time-synchronised navigational data in Figure 6.14(b) &
(c) to confirm that the target aircraft had not begun to manoeuvre. We also repeated the
experiment with an improved image stabilisation technique (that is not currently suitable
for real-time implementation) and there was less increase in the test statistics at this
frame.
6.6.4 Results Summary, Limitations and Alternatives
Overall, our simulation and real data results suggest that our TRC and HRC detec-
tors can o↵er similar performance to our adaptive HGLR, TGC, and TGLR detectors
(although we acknowledge that our HGLR and HRC detectors both perform poorly
in our third and fourth ground-based sequences since the manoeuvres involve a large
change in image-plane speed vk). On the basis of our simulation and real data results,
it therefore seems reasonable to select manoeuvre detectors on secondary considerations
such as computational and memory complexity (see Section 6.5). In this respect, our
proposed HRC and TRC detectors are particularly attractive. Conversely, our proposed
TGLR and TGC detectors are extremely computationally expensive (although our TGC
is preferable to our TGLR), but do perform well across a range of manoeuvre and local
detectability scenarios.
Finally, as in radar-based aircraft manoeuvre detection (e.g. [13,40]), we acknowledge
that it seems possible to propose alternative vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection
approaches that model aircraft manoeuvres as abrupt changes in image-plane accelera-
tion (which cause gradual changes in image-plane velocity). For example, the aircraft’s
image-plane Cartesian location xk and velocity Vk could be tracked as states in a Kalman
filter with an observation process based on the conditional mean location estimates
xˆk (✓). Manoeuvres could then be detected by using Kalman filter innovation-based
techniques (similar to those in Section 5.3) for detecting additive velocity changes (i.e.
acceleration inputs). Nevertheless, given the results of our simulation and real data
studies, we would expect these alternative methods to o↵er minimal improvements in
detection performance (whilst potentially introducing additional complexity, modelling
assumptions and filter parameters).
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Figure 6.14: Airborne Scenario (LD =  0.51dB): (a) Estimated aircraft image-plane
motion; (b) elevation-view of aircraft track from on-board navigation sensors; (c) plan-
view of aircraft track from on-board navigation sensors; (d) test statistics of heading-
based detectors; and (e) test statistics of transition-based detectors.
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6.7 Conclusion
This chapter considered the problem of detecting aircraft manoeuvres (e.g. climbs, turns
and descents) on the basis of video from a camera sensor. We have proposed five algo-
rithms for detecting aircraft manoeuvres that appear as changes in aircraft image-plane
velocity. We evaluated the performance of our proposed aircraft manoeuvre detectors
on the basis of synthetic and real aircraft video sequences. The main conclusions of this
evaluation are:
• All five of our proposed manoeuvre detectors work on real video of manoeuvring
aircraft but they are susceptible to false alarms caused by camera ego-motion;
• Although the computational and memory complexities of our five proposed ma-
noeuvre detectors vary significantly, their detection delays remain similar (except
when modelling assumptions are violated); and
• Our HRC and TRC manoeuvre detectors (which are inspired by the robust quickest
change detection theory developed in Chapters 4 and 5) o↵er comparable practi-
cal manoeuvre detection performance to our more computationally complex and
adaptive HGLR, TGLR, and TGC detectors.
Finally, we note that the real data experiments of this chapter appear to be one of
the first application studies of adaptive and minimax robust quickest change detection
procedures (previous studies in [6], and Chapters 4 and 5 were conducted solely on the
basis of simulations).
CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
. . . not all those who wander are lost.
 J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring
In this thesis, we investigated novel hidden Markov model (HMM) parameter estima-
tion and quickest change detection techniques with the motivating application of vision-
based aircraft manoeuvre detection. In particular, we proposed a novel information-
theoretic technique for online HMM parameter estimation, and established its (partial)
strong consistency (and global convergence) properties. We then investigated asymp-
totic minimax robust quickest change detection in both independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) and non-i.i.d. processes under a variety of new technical conditions
and performance criteria. Finally, we proposed several methods of vision-based aircraft
manoeuvre detection that are heavily inspired by our investigations of online HMM
parameter estimation and robust quickest change detection.
7.1 Summary and Discussion
In this section, we will summarise and discuss the research presented in this thesis.
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7.1.1 Online HMM Parameter Estimation
In the first technical chapter of this thesis (Chapter 3), we worked towards developing
a method of globally convergent and strongly consistent online HMM parameter esti-
mation. Specifically, we proposed a novel method of online HMM parameter estimation
based on a new information-theoretic concept for HMMs that we have called the one-step
Kerridge inaccuracy (OKI). Under several mild conditions, we established a convergence
result in Theorem 3.1 for our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator. By exploiting
this convergence result, we were able to develop a necessary (though not su cient) condi-
tion in Theorem 3.3 (also Lemma 3.5) for our proposed OKI-based parameter estimator
to be strongly consistent. However, by imposing the additional assumption of known
HMM observation process parameters, we were able to establish su cient conditions
in Theorem 3.2 for our OKI-based parameter estimator to be strongly consistent for
estimating unknown HMM transition parameters.
In Section 3.6, we concluded our investigation of online HMM parameter estimation
by illustrating the global convergence properties of our proposed OKI-based parameter
estimator in a counter-example showing the local (non-global) convergence of several
popular competing HMM parameter estimators. The results of Section 3.6 also suggest
that our proposed parameter estimator performs similarly to existing HMM parameter
estimators in problems without global convergence concerns.
Overall, Chapter 3 o↵ers some promise for the further investigation of strongly
consistent online HMM parameter estimation. In contrast to [5] and [15], we were able
to exploit ergodicity and information-theoretic concepts to propose a method of online
HMM parameter estimation that is suitable for estimating both observation and state
process parameters. Furthermore, the structure of our proposed OKI-based online HMM
parameter estimator enabled us to achieve a global parameter search in a computationally
reasonable manner (enabling online global convergence).
The first novel contribution of this thesis is therefore the proposal of an OKI-
based online HMM parameter estimator with promising strong consistency and global
convergence properties. Unfortunately, a limitation of our OKI-based approach that
prevented us from establishing its strong consistency in the general case is that it is
di cult to test the identifiability of HMM parameters under our proposed OKI-based
cost function.
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7.1.2 Quickest Change Detection
In Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, we investigated the quickest detection of an abrupt
unknown change in the behaviour of an observed signal. Under the condition of i.i.d. ob-
servations before and after the change-time, in Chapter 4 we posed and solved Lorden and
Pollak misspecified and asymptotic minimax robust quickest change detection problems
with polynomial delay penalties for cases where the pre-change and post-change distri-
butions are unknown (or uncertain). Specifically, in Theorem 4.1, we showed that when
the pre-change and post-change uncertainty sets are partially stochastically bounded
by a pair of least favourable distributions (LFDs), the cumulative sum (CUSUM) rule
designed with these LFDs is asymptotically minimax robust under our Lorden (4.3) and
Pollak (4.4) formulations for any positive integer m > 0.
Although an exact (non-asymptotic) solution to the Lorden minimax robust quickest
change detection problem (4.3) with m = 1 has previously been established in [6,
Theorem 3.2] under a joint stochastic boundedness condition, our asymptotic Lorden
result of Theorem 4.1 is significant because it holds for polynomial detection delay
penalties with positive integers m > 1. Similarly, our asymptotic minimax robust
Pollak result of Theorem 4.1 is significant because it handles both pre-change and post-
change uncertainty, whilst the asymptotic Pollak result of [6, Theorem 3.3] only handles
post-change uncertainty. Furthermore, our partial stochastic boundedness condition
(Definition 4.3) is a slight relaxation of the joint stochastic boundedness condition
(Definition 4.2 or [6, Definition 1]) used to establish the exact Lorden and asymptotic
Pollak results of [6]. We demonstrated the importance of this relaxation by introducing
relative entropy uncertainty sets that satisfy our partial stochastic boundedness condition
without needing to first satisfy the joint stochastic boundedness condition. The second
novel contribution of this thesis is therefore the proposal and asymptotic solution of
non-Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay
penalties in i.i.d. processes with uncertain pre-change and post-change distributions.
In Chapter 5, we built upon our results of Chapter 4 by proposing minimax robust
Lorden, Pollak and Bayesian quickest change detection problems with polynomial delay
penalties in general dependent processes with uncertain post-change conditional den-
sity parameters. Under several convergence assumptions and an information-theoretic
Pythagorean inequality condition on the uncertainty set of post-change parameters, we
identified solutions to our non-Bayesian and Bayesian asymptotically minimax robust
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quickest change detection problems. Our non-Bayesian (i.e., Lorden and Pollak) results
are established in Theorem 5.1, whilst our Bayesian results are established in Theorem
5.2. Importantly, Theorem 5.1 generalises our Lorden and Pollak asymptotic minimax
robust quickest change detection results of Theorem 4.1 to general dependent processes
(such as Markov chains, and linear state-space systems). However, in the special case
of i.i.d. observations before and after the change-time, the results of Theorem 5.1
are limited to problems with post-change parametric uncertainty whilst the results of
Theorem 4.1 permit pre-change and post-change nonparametric uncertainty. Similarly,
our Bayesian asymptotic minimax robustness result of Theorem 5.2 is significant because
it is the first result of its kind for general dependent processes and non-geometric change-
time distributions. However, Theorem 5.2 is weaker than the exact Bayesian result
of [6, Theorem 3.4] in the special case of i.i.d. observations before and after the change.
The third novel contribution of this thesis is therefore the proposal and asymptotic
solution of Lorden, Pollak, and Bayesian minimax robust quickest change detection
problems with polynomial delay penalties in general dependent processes with uncertain
post-change conditional probability density parameters. Unfortunately (and in contrast
to our i.i.d. process contribution), our general dependent process results are limited to
cases where the pre-change conditional probability density functions are known.
Finally, the fourth novel contribution of this thesis is the characterisation of the
performance of asymptotically minimax robust quickest change detection rules alongside
asymptotically optimal rules. In Corollaries 4.1, 5.1, and 5.2 we established asymptotic
upper bounds on the extra delays incurred by asymptotically robust rules compared to
asymptotically optimal rules. In Sections 4.4 and 5.3 we demonstrated that asymptoti-
cally minimax robust rules o↵er competitive practical performance to popular adaptive
(but more computationally expensive) generalised likelihood ratio rules.
7.1.3 Vision-Based Aircraft Manoeuvre Detection
In the final part of this thesis, we considered the problem of quickly detecting aircraft
manoeuvres (e.g. turns, climbs, and descents) on the basis of video from a camera sensor.
As we discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, our investigation of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre
detection techniques was motivated by the application of autonomous mid-air collision
avoidance for unmanned aerial vehicles. Significantly, in Chapter 6 we formulated our
vision-based aircraft manoeuvre as a non-Bayesian quickest change detection problem
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and applied techniques similar to those we developed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 to propose
five aircraft manoeuvre detectors. The fifth contribution of this thesis is therefore
the novel application of quickest change detection and HMM parameter estimation
techniques to the problem of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection.
In Section 6.3, we exploited our quickest change detection results of Chapter 4 for
i.i.d. processes to propose a robustness-inspired manoeuvre detector (the heading-based
robustness-inspired CUSUM detector). Similarly, in Section 6.4 we exploited our results
of Chapter 5 for non-i.i.d. processes to propose a robustness-inspired manoeuvre detector
(the transition-based robustness-inspired CUSUM detector). In addition to robustness-
inspired manoeuvre detectors, we proposed and evaluated three adaptive manoeuvre
detectors that attempt to detect the unknown manoeuvre by estimating any unknown
post-manoeuvre information. Importantly, two of our proposed adaptive manoeuvre
detectors are based on HMM parameter estimators we investigated in Chapter 3.
We finally evaluated the performance of our proposed aircraft manoeuvre detectors
on the basis of synthetic and real aircraft video sequences in Section 6.6. The main
conclusion of this evaluation was that despite our detectors all having significantly dif-
ferent computational complexities, they all performed similarly (except when modelling
assumptions were violated). Although we demonstrated that our detectors are feasible,
we note that they could be improved by relaxing our assumptions that the before
manoeuvre aircraft image-plane velocity is known, and that the manoeuvre is abrupt
(instead manoeuvres could be modelled as gradual changes in image-plane velocity).
Significantly, our real data experiments provide experimental evidence that minimax
robust quickest change detection procedures can o↵er similar practical performance to
adaptive quickest change detection approaches whilst also having lower computational
and memory complexities. The sixth and final contribution of this thesis is therefore the
investigation and comparison of adaptive and minimax robust quickest change detection
techniques in the application of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection (including
their use on real data).
7.2 Further Research
There are several avenues of further research that follow directly from the work presented
in this thesis. The main avenues we have identified are detailed below.
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1. Further e↵ort is still required to investigate the properties of our proposed OKI-
based online HMM parameter estimator. For example, there may be su cient
conditions for identifiability (and hence strong consistency) when the state and
observation process parameters are unknown. Other information-theoretic con-
cepts may also be useful in proposing online HMM parameter estimators with
more promising strong consistency properties.
2. Although we have focused on HMM parameter estimation, generalised versions of
our OKI-based parameter estimator could be useful in other statistical models with
di cult to estimate parameters (for example, hidden semi-Markov models [98]).
3. Our minimax robust quickest change detection results for general dependent pro-
cesses focused exclusively on problems with parametric uncertainty in post-change
conditional densities. Similarly, our partial stochastic boundedness condition did
little to relax the joint stochastic boundedness condition imposed by [6] on the pre-
change uncertainty set in the i.i.d. case. Further investigation of quickest change
detection in i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. processes with nonparametric uncertainty and
uncertain pre-change behaviour is therefore needed. The first step in addressing
pre-change uncertainty is likely to involve developing bounds on the false alarm
rates of misspecified detection rules under relaxed stochastic boundedness condi-
tions that are reasonable for general dependent processes.
4. There is a strong case for investigating minimax robust quickest change detection
problems in classes of processes that do not satisfy our convergence assumptions
(i.e., Assumptions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4). For example, Mei [113] showed that the
CUSUM rule is suboptimal under the standard optimal Lorden and Pollak for-
mulations of quickest change detection for some classes of processes (including
processes closely related to HMMs) that do not satisfy the assumptions of [44]
and [17]. Since our Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 are based on the assumptions of [44],
our quickest change detection results likely also fail to hold for the class of processes
identified in [113].
5. Finally, in the application of vision-based aircraft manoeuvre detection, it is prac-
tically appealing to relax our assumptions that the before manoeuvre aircraft
image-plane velocity is known, and that the manoeuvre is abrupt. In contrast
to our approaches, it may be worth modelling manoeuvres as gradual (rather than
abrupt) changes and developing detection techniques similar to those of [12].
APPENDIX A
Baum-Welch Reestimation For Transition Schemes
In this appendix, we present a modified reestimation step for the Baum-Welch algorithm
described in [14, Section III.C] for estimating an unknown transition scheme ✓. Here, we
use the hidden Markov model (HMM) and transition scheme notations and definitions
of Section 6.2, and we assume that the unknown transition scheme ✓ parameterises the
HMM   (✓) that generates the batch of observations y[1,T ] , {y1, y2, . . . , yT }.
As in [14, Section III.C], consider the known transition scheme ✓¯ and let
⇠ijk , P ✓¯
⇣
Xk+1 = ej , Xk = ei
   y[1,T ]⌘
denote the probability under the transition scheme ✓¯ of transitioning from state ei to state
ej at time k + 1 given the observations y[1,T ] for all 1  k  T   1 and all 1  i, j  N .
Importantly, we note that given the transition scheme ✓¯, the probabilities ⇠ijk can be
calculated from the batch of observations y[1,T ] by using the standard forward-backward
procedure for HMMs described in [14, Eq. (18)-(25)] and [14, Eq. (37)]. We then
propose generating a new estimate ✓ˆ of the unknown transition scheme ✓ by calculating
the average
✓ˆm =
1
T   1
T 1X
k=1
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
@Aij (✓)
@✓m
⇠jik (A.1)
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for all 1  m  9 where the parameterisation scheme of the transition matrix A (✓) is
known (see Section 6.2) and implies that
@Aij (✓)
@✓m
,
8><>:1 if A
ij (✓) = ✓m
0 otherwise
for all 1  m  9 and all 1  i, j  N . As with the reestimation step for standard
transition matrices in [14, Eq. (40)], our transition scheme reestimation step (A.1) can
be expressed intuitively as the ratio
✓ˆm =
expected number of transitions in batch corresponding to mth component of ✓
total number of transitions in batch
.
Finally, we highlight that as in the standard Baum-Welch procedure, after our
transition scheme reestimation step (A.1), we can set ✓¯ = ✓ˆ and iteratively repeat
calculating the probabilities ⇠ijk and performing the update (A.1). In practice, we have
found that the estimate ✓ˆ stops changing significantly after several iterations of this
modified Baum-Welch procedure.
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